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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report presents summary results and recommendations from an independent situation and
option analysis by APR Consultants Ltd (APR).
The purpose was to evaluate and ascertain the most suitable strategic business model for the
future ownership and management of Hauraki District Council’s (HDC) pensioner housing.
This summary was prepared for the Pensioner Housing Working Party of HDC to assist them in
policy setting matters in relation to the future management of Hauraki District pensioner housing.

2.0 PROJECT BACKGROUND
Objectives of the project were to:
•

determine and regulate Council’s prospective role in providing housing for the elderly; and

•

seek the scope for potential housing stock expansion with new builds.

Key tasks undertaken by APR were:
•

Situation analysis – review of current functional/operational scenario, financial estimates
including current operational budget, rent setting and age policy of HDC.

•

Evaluation of current refurbishment programme, appertained costing, statutory compliance,
risk management and other relevant aspects related to the proposed development.

•

Review on available potential capital funding options for new units/major refurbishment (i.e.
rent, loan funded, Council contribution etc.).

•

Statutory analysis to outline details to complete LGA S17 requirements.

•

Evaluation of selected management scenarios (options) by contrasting and providing an
indicative overview of identified advantages, disadvantages, social benefits and associated
risk factors.

•

Review of key financial risks of each scenario.

•

Provide conclusions and recommendations regarding the future provision of Hauraki
District’s pensioner housing to add clarity to further discussions and potential next steps by
Council.

2.1

Situation analysis summary

New Zealand’s local government sector has historically taken the stance that core assistance
such as social housing is a responsibility of taxpayers rather than ratepayers. An exception has
been pensioner housing (i.e. social housing for local older people requiring low-cost
accommodation). Case studies of international and New Zealand models for social and elderly
housing provision show trends toward divestment, co-operative housing models, joint venture
collaborations and diversified ownership.
New Zealand’s social housing system
In New Zealand, key government agencies involved in social housing include the Ministry of
Social Development (MSD), Housing New Zealand Corporation (HNZC) and the Community
Housing Regulatory Authority (CHRA).
The Social Housing Reform Act 2013 provides a national framework for the New Zealand’s social
housing provision under which third sector community housing providers may operate and have
access to funding and subsidies. The Act opened the provision of Income Related Rent Subsidies
(IRRS) to Community Housing Providers (CHPs). This meant a larger number of approved nongovernment housing providers could access Central Government subsidies and enable them to
provide affordable housing for the community.
Under the current system, MSD is only able to pay IRRS to Housing New Zealand Corporation
(HNZC) or registered CHPs. Regulations introduced by Central Government specifically preclude
APR Consultants Ltd
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local authorities (including council controlled organisations (CCOs)) from accessing Central
Government’s funding for social housing. Even if it were possible, existing pensioner housing
tenants would not be automatically eligible and may need to re-apply, and their long-term tenure
could not be guaranteed.
The objectives of the 2013 Act are to provide greater choice and increase the percentage of
social housing delivered by non-government providers. This reform does not determine the role of
local authorities in the social housing market.
Hauraki District pensioner housing
HDC’s pensioner housing units were developed between 1960 and1985 by the former Paeroa
Borough Council, Waihi Borough Council and Hauraki Plains County Council. HDC owns and
administers 57 pensioner housing units within nine housing complexes in Waihi, Paeroa and
Ngatea. Key information regarding HDC’s pensioner housing includes:
•

In Waihi there are 21 units, in Paeroa there are 24 units and in Ngatea there are 12 units.

•

The units range from bedsits to one-bedroom units.

•

Condition grading has shown that pensioner housing units are in a well-maintained
condition with a full operational maintenance and renewal programme in place for the next
10 years.

•

The current age policy of Council requires the applicants to be at least 60 years of age. In
the case of a couple applying, both must be at least 60 years of age.

•

Rents range from $116 per week for a bedsit to $122 per week for a one-bedroom unit.

•

Based on a market rent assessment currently, Council subsidises the pensioner flat rentals
by 30% but this is proposed to reduce to 15% within the next year. For applicants with a
higher level of assets, the subsidy will be reduced accordingly.

•

There are significant costs involved in potentially renovating the oldest units in line with
best-practice standards for elderly accommodation. These need to be considered alongside
recent changes in government funding policy for social housing under the Social Policy
Reform Act 2013.

•

There is likely to be a growing demand for affordable accommodation for a portion of the
elderly (retired) resident population within the wider Hauraki District over coming decades.

•

Anecdotally, there may be immediate demand for a further 10 units in each of Paeroa and
Waihi.

2.2

Ownership and management options analysis summary

The units were built using capital funding assistance from Central Government and have
subsequently been managed as a Council asset. Under the status quo, management of the
pensioner housing is the responsibility of HDC’s Community Services Manager who reports to the
Group Manager Community Services and Development. At the middle-level, the Property
Manager is responsible for the property and building matters of the facility and the Community
Services Facilities and Administration Manager performs operational matters.
Two key options were evaluated:
a)
b)

HDC owns and operates the pensioner housing as it currently does (status quo) with
potential to expand housing stocks with new builds.
HDC promotes the establishment of a Trust to undertake tenancy management while
Council continues to own the assets.

APR Consultants Ltd
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The following aspects were considered and analysed:
•

Social outcomes and risks if pensioner housing is administered by:
o

HDC at the current state with potential stock expansion; and/or

o

a Trust formed for tenancy management and registered as a CHP.

•

Strategic and financial feasibility of setting-up a Trust that could be registered as a CHP.

•

Short and long-term operational and capital requirements.

Overall, the analysis concluded that owning and operating the local pensioner housing stock
enables Council to maintain the status quo in terms of community and financial outcomes,
minimising its risks in relation to reliance on Central Government rental subsidy decision-making,
whilst planning and budgeting strategically towards renewals and new builds.

3.0 RELEVANT FACTORS FOR CONSIDERATION
Financial operating parameters for Council going forward will be contingent on a significant
number of factors yet to be decided upon including:
•

measurable outcomes sought regarding the level of housing provision provided in future;

•

changes in relation to Council rent subsidisation in order to increase annual rent revenue
and make pensioner rents more comparable with that received by those on MSD’s housing
register;

•

potential upgrades on selected existing units; and

•

Council policy with regards to funding new pensioner housing builds and forming potential
partnerships with developers.

A decrease in rent subsidisation will increase revenue to potentially cover asset renewal and
upgrades. However, given the district’s ageing population profile, if HDC wishes to maintain the
current proportion of pensioners served by Council accommodation then the issue is how to fund
new builds. Council is not eligible for grant funding from MSD and would therefore need to fullyfund new builds by increased rents, borrowing and/or increasing rates revenue.
Given the aging population, investment in pensioner housing options requires a significant capital
commitment. To maximise the outcomes from this investment, HDC needs a well-specified future
direction in terms of specifying the size of its pensioner housing provision going forward and the
quantifiable financial and social outcomes sought. The vision of the HDC’s Positive Ageing
Strategy is to provide a district where older people can positively age, including ensuring access
to affordable and appropriate housing options for older people. The Community Facilities Asset
Management Plan 2015-2025 incorporates provisions for sustainable housing for the elderly.
The need and relevance of current stock expansion for pensioner housing is paramount. New
builds need to be designed to be potentially sold as social housing if required. Council should
consider this as a ring-fenced activity and have policies and provisions in place to sustain the
activity and minimise financial risks.
The new Labour-coalition Government is initiating a different approach to address affordable
housing issues. This includes policies to increase the number of social houses and providers.
With the changed political scenario, if the government widens the IRRS provision or local councils
are again offered the chance to access Central Government funding through grants relating to
pensioner housing provision, then HDC should be strategically prepared to take leverage from the
situation. For this, HDC needs to be clear about what strategic action plans are required to
improve stock and supply.

APR Consultants Ltd
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4.0 POLICY OPTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS SUMMARY
4.1

Age and eligibility

Table 1: Options and recommendations for age and financial eligibility policy settings
Policy

Current settings

Options for new settings

HDC Working Party
Policy
Recommendation
to
Council

Age (minimum age
requirement)

•

Applicants must be at
least 60 years of age

A. 60 years or over (status
quo)

•

•

In the case of couples
applying, both must be
at least 60 years of
age

B. 65 or older and/or qualify
for Government
superannuation
•
C. 65 years or over
D. Other variations

Financial eligibility
(maximum asset value)

•

•

Other eligibility criteria

Units available to
residents who have
assets not exceeding
$25,000 for a single
and $30,000 for a
couple

A. Assets less than
$25,000 for a single and
$45,000 for a couple

C. Assets less than
$15,000 for a single and
$20,000 for a couple

•

Have a genuine
housing need

A. Be a New Zealand
resident

•

Consideration will be
given to the
compatibility of the
applicant with existing
tenants

B. Be retired from full time
work

The age requirement
of those disabled
(e.g. with access to
mobility cards) could
be set 60 years of
age with discretion
with Council officers.

•

Cash assets less
than $20,000 for a
single applicant and
$30,000 for a couple,
including the value of
any major asset sold
within 5 years of
applying

•

Be a New Zealand
resident having a
long term (5 years or
more) history of
residency in the
Hauraki District

•

Be retired from full
time work.

•

Capable of living
independently

•

Bond of 2 weeks
applies

•

No dogs or pets that

D. Other variations

C. Capable of living
independently
D. Have a genuine need for
long term
accommodation in the
Hauraki District
E. Non-smoker

APR Consultants Ltd

In the case of
couples, one at least
65 years of age and
the other at least 60
years old

•

B. Assets less than
$17,500 for a single and
$20,000 for a couple

If the assets exceed
this limit, still the
applicants are
considered but the rent
will increase
accordingly

Raise age
requirement of future
applicants to 65
years old
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would cause a
nuisance to other
tenants
•

1 weeks rental
reference required
with new
applications

Source: APR Consultants Ltd

APR Consultants Ltd
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4.2

Rent policy

The opportunity cost to Council currently in terms of lost annual rent revenue is small, but
significant. APR assesses that a market rent of around $180 per week is realistic for the Hauraki
District Council pensioner units currently. This implies a current loss of annual revenue of around
$166k.
HDC’s website specifies that the rent subsidy will be adjusted over time from a maximum of 30%
to 15%. If APR applies a 30% subsidy to a Matamata-Piako lower quartile market rent of $220 per
week for 55 one-bedroom units and two bedsits at, say, $214 per week (i.e., a $6 differential from
a one-bedroom unit), the annual revenue totals $456,019. If we use a maximum rent subsidy of
15%, the annual revenue totals $553,738.
The above analysis shows that HDC’s rent increase rule ($6 per increase per year) makes
Council’s subsidised market rent calculations not realistic. The current rents are simply not set at
appropriate levels and Council’s rent increase rule effectively just means that pensioner unit rents
routinely increase annually by $6 per week. Realistic subsidised rent levels will result in extra
revenue that can cover some of the cost of additional units.
Table 2: Options and recommendations for rent policy settings
Current policy settings

Options for new policy settings

•

Rents $116 per week for a bedsit
and $122 per week for a onebedroom unit

A.

•

Council subsidises the pensioner
flat rentals by 30% (reducing to
15% over the next few years).

B. Increase rent with a reduced
25% subsidy to provide 20%
increase in annual revenue

Increase rent with a reduced
15% subsidy to provide 55%
increase in annual revenue; or

HDC Working Party Policy
Recommendation to Council
•

Rent price to be based on
comparable 1-bedroom units
in the Hauraki District

•

Rent for new tenants to be
$187 per week from the 1
July 2018

•

Rent for existing tenants to
increase to $150 per week
from 1 July 2018, and
market rent from 1 July 2019

Source: APR Consultants Ltd

5.0 FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR EXISTING TENANTS
MSD has financial aid provisions to support people on low income including older people. MSD’s
emergency and responsive support system operates on the platform of housing first (support for
homeless people), emergency housing grants and transitional housing provision. MSD’s financial
provisions are dispensed through Work and Income and Senior Services. The Accommodation
Supplement weekly payment is one such support system provided by Work and Income, which
helps people with paying rent, board or the cost of owning a home. Hauraki District’s pensioner
housing tenants can receive the Accommodation Supplement if they have cash assets less than
$8,100 for a single and $16,200 for a couple.
For the provision of MSD’s Accommodation Supplement, the Hauraki District is classified into four
different ‘Area categories’ (Area1 to 4). Waihi and Paeroa are included under ‘Area 3’ and the
maximum rates of Accommodation Supplement provided are $65 a week for a single person and
maximum of $75 a week for a couple (if both qualify). Ngatea is included under ‘Area 4’ and the
maximum rates of accommodation supplement provided are $45 a week for a single person and
$55.00 a week for a couple (if both qualify).

6.0 DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND FUNDING OPTIONS
Council has signalled it wishes to proceed with a flexible duplex housing design that could
maximise the number of units on a site. Also, the new development should be prioritised in towns
APR Consultants Ltd
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with most need (i.e. Waihi and Paeroa) and aligned with the funding mechanism. In terms of
proposed future development of pensioner housing, three prospective options for development
planning and funding models have been considered:
A.

Five-yearly staged development plan designed for 2020 to 2035 that would enable HDC to
expand its housing stock incrementally every five years. As per this model, Council could
provide 38 additional new units to the existing pensioner housing provision, increasing the
total housing stock to 95. In 2036, Council could consider undertaking a refurbishment
programme for its existing old housing stock.

B.

Long-term staged development plan designed for 2020 through to 2035 with provisions to
expand housing stock in 2020 and 2035. This plan has provisions to expand the existing
total number of housing stock to 89 by building an additional 32 units. In 2027, Council
could consider undertaking a refurbishment programme for the existing old stock.

C.

Short and long-termed staged development plan designed for 2020 through to 2035. This
plan has provided provisions for housing stock expansion in 2020, 2022 and 2035. As part
of the development plan, the refurbishment of existing stock would be undertaken in 2028.

Appendix 1 presents a five-yearly staged development plan funding model for the period 2018 to
2028 (next 10 years) that would enable HDC to expand its housing stock every five years. The
funding model assumes increased rent with a reduced 15% subsidy to provide 55% increase in
annual revenue. To overcome funding shortfall, Council could allow capital funding from
depreciation and reserve borrowings, apply for external loans/borrowings and/or Council grant.

7.0 PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
Council should set out its new-build policy as a staged 30-year development programme in line
with available funding. Council envisages holding the matter for two years, to meet the
development expenditure for new builds through the following funding options:
•

loan funded with repayments over 25-30 years from rental income;

•

loan funded from existing depreciation; and/or

•

possible Central Government funding.

Note: The project commencement date will be 1 July 2018.

8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
The Council Working Party recommends that Council:
1. For proposed new tenants for individuals raise the eligibility age from 60 to 65 and for
couples that one should be at least 65 years of age with the other at least 60 years old.
2. The age requirement of those disabled (e.g. with access to mobility cards) be set 60 years
of age with discretion with Council officers
3. Note that new tenants should have cash assets less than $20,000 for a single applicant
and $30,000 for a couple, including the value of any major asset sold within 5 years of
applying.
4. That new tenants meet other eligibility criteria such as being a New Zealand resident,
having a long term (5 years or more) history of residency in the Hauraki District, being
retired from full time work and being capable of living independently.
5. All new tenants should have a two-week tenancy bond, one weeks rent in advance and
need to supply an acceptable reference.
6. For tenants rent prices be based on comparable 1-bedroom units in the Hauraki District,
with rent for new tenants to be $187 per week from the 1 July 2018 and rent for existing
tenants to increase to $150 per week from 1 July 2018 and market rent from 1 July 2019.

APR Consultants Ltd
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7. Adjust the funding and investment model to provide for the sustainable maintenance of
existing units and development of new units to maintain the current ratio of the provision of
pensioner housing units to Hauraki District’s aging population (ie, over 65 years of age).
8. Noted that this review meets the requirements of Section 17A of the Local Government
Act whereby amongst other considerations the Council must review the cost-effectiveness
of current arrangements for meeting the needs of communities within its district or region
for good-quality local infrastructure, local public services, and performance of regulatory
functions.
9. That these polices be included in the 2018 - 2028 Hauraki District Council Long Term Plan
for consultation.

APR Consultants Ltd
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APPENDIX 1: TEN-YEAR (2018 TO 2028) STAGED DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND FUNDING MODEL
Funding model - staged development and yearly funding plan
Timeframe
Proposed staged developments
Cost for constructing one duplex unit
Inflation adjusted
Interest rate forecast
Total indicative construction costs for new builds
Funding source

2018/2019
2021/2022
2025/2026
2027/2028
Project commencement
Construction of 6 new duplex units
Construction of 6 new duplex units
$144,588
$162,642
$190,268
4.00%
4.00%
5.50%
5.50%
$0
$975,851
$1,141,608
Increased revenue and external loan
Increased revenue and external loan

$205,794
4.00%
5.50%
$0

Pensioner Housing Rentals
User fee & charges (current, $6 adjustment included)
User fee & charges (subsidy + rent adjustment based on a hike from $122 to $187)
User fee & charges (increased rent of new units)
Total Pensioner Housing Rental Income
Rental per new unit (inflated) (Note: 3.00% rental income inflation rate is included)

$360,850
$192,888
$0
$553,738
$187

$414,202
$190,882
$0
$605,084
$204

$485,338
$195,689
$71,756
$752,783
$230

$520,906
$201,596
$152,251
$874,753
$244

Total pensioner housing costs
Net surplus
Depreciation
Portion of depreciation to fund renewals (assuming money will be saved for new builds)
Cumulative surplus
Cumulative with new build included (deficit)
External financing/ funding required

$344,004
$209,734
$102,158
50%
$209,734
$209,734
$0

$418,739
$186,345
$108,624
100%
$819,774
($156,077)
$156,077

$456,846
$295,937
$118,967
100%
$1,925,302
($192,156)
$192,156

$479,038
$395,715

0
57

6
63

6
69

Number of new units
Total number of units
Project outcome
Notes :

Increased service delivery and revenue

Increased service delivery and revenue

$124,989

100%
$2,692,187

Increased service delivery and revenue

1. The subsidy is considered as 15%.
2. A provision for contingency (10%) is not included in the total costing for new builds.
3. The major funding source for new builds under this model is the revenue generated.
4. The selection of number of units to be build is based on a sensitivity analysis around balancing the net positive surplus and costruction cost.
5. HDC could apply for an external loan to meet the funding shortage.
Source: Hauraki District Council and APR Consultants Ltd

APR Consultants Ltd
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DISCLAIMER
1. A number of figures specified in this report are based on preliminary primary research and/or
high-level secondary research. Further detailed primary research and analysis may lead to the
figures specified being further refined.
2. Care has been taken in the production of this report to ensure its contents are as accurate as
possible. However, neither APR Consultants Ltd (APR) nor any other organisation can take
responsibility for incorrect information or decisions by any persons based on information in this
report.

ABOUT THE CONSULTANTS
APR Consultants Ltd (APR) is an award-winning multi-disciplinary company based in Rotorua, New
Zealand. APR has a 35-year track record supporting strategic decision-making in tourism and other
sectors.

CONTACT DETAILS
APR Consultants
PO Box 1715
ROTORUA
www.aprconsultants.co.nz

APR Consultants Ltd
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report presents the results of an independent situation analysis and an option analysis of
business models for the future ownership and management of pensioner housing in relation to
Hauraki District Council (HDC).
Situation analysis
New Zealand’s local government sector has historically taken the stance that core assistance such
as social housing is a responsibility of taxpayers rather than ratepayers. A key exception has been
pensioner housing. HDC’s pensioner housing units were developed at various stages since the
1960s by the former Paeroa Borough Council, Waihi Borough Council and Hauraki Plains County
Council.
HDC currently owns and administers 57 pensioner housing units within nine housing complexes in
Waihi, Paeroa and Ngatea. Anecdotally, there may be immediate demand for a further 10 units in
each of Paeroa and Waihi. Key information regarding HDC’s pensioner housing includes:
•
The units were built between 1960 and1985 using capital funding assistance from Central
Government and have subsequently been managed as a Council asset.
•
In Waihi there are 21 units, in Paeroa there are 24 units and in Ngatea there are 12 units.
•
The units range from bedsits to one-bedroom units.
•
Condition grading has shown that pensioner housing units are in a well-maintained condition
with a full operational maintenance and renewal programme in place for the next 10 years.
•
The current age policy of the council requires the applicants to be at least 60 years of age. In
the case of a couple applying, both must be at least 60 years of age.
•
Rents range from $116 per week for a bedsit to $122 per week for a one-bedroom unit.
•
Currently the Council subsidises the pensioner flat rentals by 30% but it is recommended
reducing to 15% over the next few years. For applicants with a higher level of assets, the
subsidy could be reduced further accordingly.
•
There are significant costs involved in potentially renovating the oldest units in line with bestpractice standards for elderly accommodation. These need to be considered alongside recent
changes in government funding policy for social housing under the Social Policy Reform Act
2013.
•
There is likely to be a growing demand for affordable accommodation for a portion of the
elderly (retired) resident population within the wider Hauraki District over coming decades.
Financial operating parameters for Council going forward will be contingent on a significant number
of factors yet to be decided upon including:
•
measurable outcomes sought regarding the level of housing provision provided in future;
•
changes in regard to Council rent subsidisation in order to increase annual rent revenue and
make pensioner rents more comparable with that received by those on MSD’s housing
register;
•
potential upgrades on selected existing units; and
•
Council policy with regard to funding new pensioner housing builds and forming potential
partnerships with developers.
A decrease in rent subsidisation will increase revenue to potentially cover asset renewal and
upgrades. However, if Hauraki District Council wishes to maintain the current proportion of
pensioners served by Council accommodation, the issue is how to fund new builds. Council is not
eligible for grant funding from MSD. Therefore, it is most likely that Council would have to fully fund
new builds separately by borrowing and/or increasing rates.
Given the aging population, investment in pensioner housing options requires a significant capital
commitment. This implies that HDC need a well-specified future direction in terms of specifying the
size of its pensioner housing provision going forward and the quantifiable financial and social
outcomes sought. The vision of the HDC’s Positive Ageing Strategy is to provide a district where
APR Consultants Ltd
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older people can positively age, including ensuring access to affordable and appropriate housing
options for older people. The Community Facilities Asset Management Plan 2015-2025
incorporates provisions for sustainable housing for the elderly. In terms of proposed future
development of pensioner housing, three prospective options for development planning and funding
models have been considered in this report:
1.

2.

3.

Five-yearly staged development plan designed for 2020 to 2035, which would enable HDC to
expand its housing stock incrementally every five years. As per this model, Council could
provide 38 additional new units to the existing pensioner housing provision, increasing the
total housing stock to 95. In 2036, Council could consider undertaking a refurbishment
programme for its existing old housing stock.
Long-term staged development plan designed for 2020 through to 2035 with provisions to
expand housing stock in 2020 and 2035. This plan has provisions to expand the existing total
number of housing stock to 89 by building an additional 32 units. In 2027, Council could
consider undertaking a refurbishment programme for the existing old stock.
Short and long-termed staged development plan designed for 2020 through to 2035. This plan
has provided provisions for housing stock expansion in 2020, 2022 and 2035. As part of the
development plan, the refurbishment of existing stock would be undertaken in 2028.

Council should set out its new-build policy as a staged 30-year development programme in line with
available funding. Council envisages holding the matter for two years, to meet the development
expenditure for new builds through the following funding options:
•
loan funded with repayments over 25-30 years from rental income;
•
loan funded from existing depreciation; and
•
possible Central Government funding.
Council has signalled it wishes to proceed with a flexible duplex housing design that could maximise
the number of units on a site. Also, the new development should be prioritised in the town(s) with
most need (i.e. Waihi and Paeroa) and aligned with the funding mechanism. The need and
relevance of current stock expansion for pensioner housing is paramount. New builds need to be
designed to be potentially sold as social housing if required. Council should consider this as a ringfenced activity and have policies and provisions in place to sustain the activity and minimise
financial risks.
Proposed funding strategy options include increase rent with:
a)
a reduced 15% subsidy to provide 55% increase in annual revenue; or
b)
a reduced 25% subsidy to provide 20% increase in annual revenue.
To overcome funding shortfall, Council could:
•
•
•

allow capital funding from depreciation and reserve borrowings;
apply for external loans/borrowings; and/or
Council grant.

Ownership and management options analysis
Two key options were evaluated:
a)
HDC owns and operates the pensioner housing as it currently does (status quo) with
potential to expand housing stocks with new builds.
b)
HDC promotes the establishment of a Trust to undertake tenancy management while
Council continues to own the assets.
Under the status quo, overall management of the pensioner housing is the responsibility of HDC’s
Community Services Manager who reports to the Group Manager Community Services and
Development. At the middle-level, the Property Manager is responsible for the property and building
matters of the facility and the Community Services Facilities and Administration Manager performs
operational matters.
APR Consultants Ltd
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Case studies of international and New Zealand models for social and elderly housing provision
show trends toward divestment, co-operative housing models, joint venture collaborations and
diversified ownership. In New Zealand, key government agencies involved in social housing include
the Ministry of Social Development (MSD), Housing New Zealand Corporation (HNZC) and the
Community Housing Regulatory Authority (CHRA). The Social Housing Reform Act 2013 provides a
national framework for the New Zealand’s social housing provision under which third sector
community housing providers may operate and have access to funding and subsidies. The 2013 Act
opened the provision of Income Related Rent Subsidies (IRRS) to Community Housing Providers
(CHPs). This meant a larger number of approved non-government housing providers could access
Central Government subsidies and enable them to provide affordable housing for the community.
Note that MSD is only able to pay IRRS to HNZC or registered CHPs.
The intention of the 2013 Act is to provide greater choice and increase the percentage of social
housing delivered by non-government providers. While this reform does not determine the role of
local authorities in the social housing market, the regulations introduced by Central Government
specifically preclude local authorities (including Council Controlled Organisations (CCOs)) from
accessing Central Government’s funding for social housing.
Key differences between the current HDC provision of pensioner housing and potential CHP
provision of housing include:
•
Central Government’s social housing eligibility criteria relate to people aged 16 years and
over with low income who have been looking for a place to live but not able to find one that
meets their needs.
•
MSD can only pay the IRRS in relation to new tenants placed from the social housing register.
Existing Council pensioner housing tenants would therefore not automatically qualify for MSD
subsidisation. Tenants would need to re-apply for housing to MSD to be put on the housing
register.
•
Tenants receive up to a maximum of 25% discount on market rent based on their gross
income, compared to a maximum 15% discount market rate with Council (based on assets).
•
Tenants would need to liaise with MSD and their CHP rather than just HDC.
•
Tenants are not necessarily guaranteed a long-term tenure as allocations of tenancies are
annually reviewed by MSD based on need.
•
Tenants’ eligibility is assessed based on their income and assets, rather than just assets.
•
Tenants’ rent subsidisation and tenancy will be dependent on prevailing policies of the current
government.
The new Labour-coalition Government is initiating a different approach to address affordable
housing issues. This includes policies to increase the number of social houses and providers. With
the changed political scenario, if the government widens the IRRS provision or local councils are
again offered the chance to access Central Government funding through grants relating to
pensioner housing provision, then HDC should be strategically prepared to take maximum leverage
from the situation. For this, HDC needs to be clear about what strategic action plans are required to
improve stock and supply.
Owning and operating the local pensioner housing stock enables Council to maintain the status quo
in terms of community and financial outcomes, minimising its risks in relation to reliance on Central
Government rental subsidy decision-making, whilst planning and budgeting strategically towards
renewals and new builds.
Recommendations
Based on this independent situation analysis and management options analysis, APR recommends
that Council:
•
•

Note current provision of pensioner housing and confirm adjustments as per the report.
Note the current reduction path in the level of subsidy provided to tenants.

APR Consultants Ltd
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Note that anecdotally under the current policies, there may be immediate demand for a further
10 units in each of Paeroa and Waihi.
Note the new government is likely to review its policy settings in respect of pensioner housing.
Note the 30-year investment programme in maintenance and new builds to maintain the current
ratio of pensioner housing provision to those over 65 years.
Note the three development programmes which can be confirmed now and reviewed in two
years around the level of borrowing Council wishes to set.
Convene a meeting of key stakeholders to present Council’s plans on pensioner housing.
Seek a wider advisory group to provide advice to Council around social and pensioner housing.
Consider increasing the age requirement for future HDC pensioner housing applicants from 60
to 65 years of age.
Consider a once-off correction of appropriately $20 per week per unit (with a maximum 15%
subsidy) to make rents comparable to MSD housing register tenant subsidisation levels.

APR Consultants Ltd
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1.0 OVERVIEW
This report presents the results of an independent situation and option analysis undertaken by
APR Consultants Ltd (APR) to evaluate and ascertain the best suitable strategic operational
option (business model) for the management of Hauraki District Council (HDC) Pensioner
Housing.
Project Objectives
Objectives of the project were to:
• to determine and regulate Council’s prospective role in providing housing for the elderly;
and
• to seek the scope for potential housing stock expansion with new builds.
Project Scope
The project included two parts:
Part A
• perform a situation analysis to evaluate the current strategic, functional, operational and
financial scenario of pensioner housing; and
• perform an optional analysis to evaluate and identify the best suitable management option
for the facility.
Part B
• work in collaboration with HDC to review and effect the Local Government Act 2002 S17A
(Service Delivery Policy) requirements to be in line with the selected operational model
and service delivery system; and
• workshop with key council staff to discuss and generate valuable inferences on proposed
development and policy changes.
Key Tasks
Key tasks undertaken by APR were as follows:
1. Situation analysis – a review of current functional/operational scenario, financial estimates
including current operational budget, rent setting and age policy of HDC.
2. Evaluation of current refurbishment programme, appertained costing, statutory
compliance, risk management and other relevant aspects related to the proposed
development.
3. Review on available potential capital funding options for new units/major refurbishment
(i.e. rent, loan funded, Council contribution etc.).
4. Statutory analysis to outline details to complete LGA S17 requirements.
5. Evaluation of selected management scenarios (options) by contrasting and providing an
indicative overview of identified advantages, disadvantages, social benefits and
associated risk factors.
6. Review of key financial risks of each scenario.
7. Provide conclusions and recommendations regarding the future provision of Hauraki
District’s pensioner housing to add clarity to further discussions and potential next steps
by Council.
Background of the study and key options for evaluation
In 2016, an investigation on Pensioner Housing Strategy was undertaken by APR examining the
performance of the pensioner housing stock. Subsequently in July 2017, an analysis of Hauraki
District Pensioner Housing Financial and Risk was undertaken which identified and informed
potential prospective operational options for pensioner housing management.
APR Consultants Ltd
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Hauraki District Council (HDC) commissioned APR to further investigate preferred operational
options (models) in order to identify the most suitable for pensioner housing management. The
following strategic options have been evaluated:
a)
HDC owns and operates the pensioner housing as it currently does (status quo) with
potential to expand housing stocks with new builds.
b)
HDC promotes the establishment of a Trust to undertake tenancy management while
Council continues to own the assets.
Key information regarding HDC’s pensioner housing are as follows:
•
•
•

•
•

•

HDC currently owns and operates 57 pensioner housing units on 10 sites amongst its
three main service towns of Paeroa, Waihi and Ngatea.
The stock was built between 1960 and1985 using capital funding assistance from Central
Government and over the period it has been managed as a Council asset.
There are significant costs involved in potentially renovating the oldest units in line with
best-practice standards for elderly accommodation. These need to be considered
alongside recent changes in government funding policy for social housing under the Social
Policy Reform Act 2013.
There is likely to be a growing demand for affordable accommodation for a portion of the
elderly (retired) resident population within the wider Hauraki District over coming decades.
HDC’s draft Pensioner Housing Strategy report identifies four key strands of inquiry as a
basis for strategic decision making:
o quantity and type of housing to be provided;
o future ownership (financial responsibility);
o management and operational structure; and
o funding sources.
The report on Hauraki District Pensioner Housing Financial and Risk Analysis has
reviewed potential scenarios regarding prospective options for the future management of
Council’s housing stock. The options considered are as follows:
o HDC owned and operated pensioner units with the potential to expand the housing
stock with new builds.
o Formation of a charitable trust that partners with local social providers and has
(minority) council’s representation on its board. The trust would seek to register as
a community housing provider (CHP) with the Community Housing Registration
Authority (CHRA).
o Formation of a charitable trust board (as above) and seeking to have this register
as a community housing provider (CHP), but in this case including partnership with
another district council in order to achieve economies of scale, decrease the risks
involved and provide housing in two districts.
o Attracting an existing out-of-district registered CHP to manage the council’s units.

Relevant aspects for consideration for HDC are therefore:
•

•
•

The social outcomes achieved and risks associated if pensioner housing is administered
by:
o HDC at the current state with potential stock expansion; and/or
o a Trust formed for tenancy management and registered as a CHP.
Strategic and financial feasibility of setting-up a Trust that could be registered as a CHP.
Short and long-term operational and capital requirements.

New Zealand community housing environment
Social housing is a vital part of New Zealand’s social support system, providing a stable base
where vulnerable people can build better and more independent lives. The Social Housing
Reform Act, 2013 provides a national framework for the New Zealand’s future provision of social
(affordable) housing under which third sector community housing providers may operate,
including access to funding and subsidies. The bill includes provision for ‘reviewable tenancies’ in
APR Consultants Ltd
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order to focus existing social housing on households and individuals with the greatest needs,
including the elderly.
The intention of the legislation is to provide greater choice and increase the percentage of social
housing delivered by non-government providers. While this reform does not determine the role of
local authorities in the social housing market, the regulations introduced by Central Government
specifically preclude local authorities (including council controlled organisations), from accessing
Central Government’s funding for social housing.
The legislation has opened up the provision of Income Related Rent Subsidies (IRRS) to
Community Housing Providers (CHP). This means that a larger number of approved, nongovernment housing providers can access government subsidies to enable them to provide
affordable housing for the community. Community housing providers are also made subject to
housing warrants of fitness to ensure the suitability of housing. The key government agencies
involved in social housing are Ministry of Social Development (MSD), Housing New Zealand,
Community Housing Regulatory Authority (CHRA) and Transactions Unit.
Social Housing Reform Programme (SHRP)
A new Social Housing Reform Programme (SHRP) was initiated in January 2015 to improve the
lives of tenants. The major objectives of the reform programme are to:
• increase the diversity of supply of transitional (emergency) housing and social support;
• support people with services to help them stay safely housed, address the issues that put
them at risk and build more independent lives.
Current social housing need and demand forecast
Recent research has highlighted the following facts:
• Currently, there are around 82,000 social housing units in New Zealand.
• Housing New Zealand owns about 62,500 out of the above; 12,000 are owned by local
councils and 8,000 owned by other agencies like NGOs.
• In the beginning of 2017, around 65,000 housing units received Income Related Rent
Subsidies (IRRS).
It is estimated that the New Zealand’s social and build environment will change drastically in
2030. The identified changes include:
• The population will increase to 5.2 million.
• There will be more than 1 million people aged 65 and over.
• There will be a general housing shortage of 100,000 homes (most of these in the
affordable bracket).
• There will be a gross undersupply of universal or lifetime design houses (nearly a
quarter million homes). The Lifetime design houses are intended to make homes more
easily adaptable for lifetime use at minimal cost.
• By 2030, New Zealand requires around 75,000 social and retirement housing units.
• In 2017, MSD received 5,353 priority applicants that was 40% higher than 2016.
MSD’S capital funding and IRRS provisions
MSD’s Social Housing Purchasing Strategy (formerly known as the Social Housing Purchasing
Intentions) published annually gives providers clear information about the social housing places
MSD is seeking to subsidise, how and at what price.
MSD is only able to pay IRRS to Housing New Zealand Corporation (HNZC) or registered
Community Housing Providers (CHPs). Under Section 5 of the Housing Restructuring and
Tenancy Matters (Community Housing Provider) Regulations 2014, councils cannot register
directly as a CHP. However, councils can:
• establish a subsidiary or council-controlled organisation that operates at arm's length from
the local authority or council-controlled organisation; or
APR Consultants Ltd
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•

lease council-owned properties to a CHP.

If either of these situations occurs in an area where MSD has signalled an intention to purchase
additional IRRS places, MSD may do so only as existing tenants exit the property. MSD is unable
to pay IRRS in relation to existing tenancies (tenancies that were current within the previous 91
days) under current policy settings. MSD can only pay the IRRS in relation to new tenants placed
into those properties from the social housing register.
MSD’s purchasing intentions report shows the locations and types of properties where MSD
would like to purchase additional IRRS places over the next four years. MSD indicates for
Hauraki:
• an expected need for more one-bedroom accommodation; but
• zero new IRRS places over the next four years to 2020.
The capital funding towards the development of new social housing supply is primarily targeted at
Auckland through the Open Request for Proposals (RFP) through which MSD is seeking to
procure 1,000 additional social housing places in the high demand Auckland market. Recently,
MSD has also issued a small (50 social housing places) RFP to test settings for procuring new
supply in other high demand areas (namely Whangarei, Hamilton, Lower Hutt, Wellington and
Christchurch).
International social housing models and current trends
The existing UK and Australian models of social housing have informed elements of divestment
and ownership diversification for financial sustainability. The government interventions have
opened doors for potential likely collaborations and private investment into the sector.
The UK models indicate that rapid growth of the social housing sector and stock expansion
requires supplementary funding sources alongside potential capital funding form the Central
Government. Leveraging of private finance is not always a panacea to address the major shortfall
in affordable housing opportunities across UK. The Housing Association sector in UK considers
adequate stock transfers as a pivotal strategy for rapid growth and expansion of the sector.
Similar stock transfers, prospective collaborations and diversified ownership are considered
crucial for expansion of the sector, ensuring high-end innovation and responsiveness.
Aiming at potential broadening of the social housing sector, the Australian housing models have
exhibited a policy shift and focus towards attracting private sector investment and funding for selfsufficiency. Significant government subsidies and appropriate institutional arrangements and
supervision in the sector are the key determinant factors to attract private investments.
Co-operative housing models:
Recently, the co-operative housing models have been gaining considerable attention as a
strategic model to address the global housing crisis. Many economies have perceived and
embraced sustainable co-operative housing strategies to overcome their housing shortfall.
Successfully established co-operative housing models are operative in Sweden, India and US.
Among those, the most successful models were found in Sweden, where the Government has
worked closely with housing associations to ensure their viability.
New Zealand is one of the co-operative economies of the world with cooperate entities of scale
and diversity generating around one-fifth of GDP. However, in contrast these models are absent
in the New Zealand housing sector. Sustainable co-operative housing models based on strong
co-operative principles are an option worth pursuing, as the current developer-led models are not
considered effective particularly in meeting the social housing needs in New Zealand.

APR Consultants Ltd
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The role of Local Councils as a pensioner housing provider
Local Councils are a major provider of social housing for New Zealanders. Local government
owns between 11,000 and 12,000 social housing units in New Zealand. This investment was
made during the period when the Government subsidised councils to provide pensioner housing
in order to free up the Housing Corporation to focus on vulnerable families and people with
special needs.
The National Government’s social housing policy was based on an “investment to independence”
approach. This was a broad based approach to provide people in need with wrap around services
to enable them to regain a level of independence. The major objectives of this approach were to
provide greater choice and increase the percentage of social housing delivered by nongovernment providers. The National Government had stopped capital grants to councils to help
them build and improve their housing stock, and had not allowed them to access Income Related
Rent Subsidies (IRRS) when they opened it to other housing providers. This approach turned out
to be rather inappropriate for the majority of local councils and its social housing tenants – as
senior citizens look to councils to provide security of tenure until they shift into supported
accommodation, such as a rest home. These policies encouraged councils to look at divesting
their stock or collaborating with other social housing providers. Whilst some councils are
committed to continue in their role as either a direct provider or provider in partnership with a
community housing agency, some are assessing their roles as a provider of pensioner housing.
These government interventions and policy shifts have attracted likely collaborations and private
investments into the sector. In this context of policy settings, local councils are facing numerous
challenges in providing affordable pensioner housing. Local councils mostly struggle to act
responsively and proactively to the market needs, especially in the case of their elderly tenants.
The crucial challenges in this regard are:
• to meet the growing/changing needs of affordable social housing in a financially
sustainable way; and
• the age and quality of current housing portfolios.
Most councils charge below market rates with Wellington City, for example charging 70% of
commercial rents. Increasing rents is viewed as an option to improve financial sustainability;
however, it would create major affordability problems for tenants. Most councils are operating
their pensioner housing units without a direct subsidy from property taxes, however the majority
do not appear to be funding depreciation and as a result the stock has aged.
A number of councils were in the process of deciding what they would do with their social housing
stock in response to the current Government policies. The increasing maintenance/replacement
cost of the elderly housing is a major issue which entailed many councils to look for other
potential options. Many consider adequate stock transfers or partnerships with potential CHPs as
pivotal strategy for rapid growth and expansion and particularly for receiving IRRS. While some
have been focusing on attracting private sector investment and funding for self-sufficiency, others
have either transferred or leased stock to registered CHPs (Whakatane District Council, Hamilton
City Council, Christchurch City Council and Wellington City Council).
Auckland Council, in 2016 entered into a joint venture with the Selwyn Foundation to run the
council's portfolio of 1,412 units for the elderly, in 62 villages. The foundation has a 51 per cent
share in the venture to manage the units, add 40 homes and progressively replace others. This
joint venture has registered as a CHP and now it is eligible to receive government payments
through the Income-Related Rent Subsidy scheme. Recently, Tauranga City Council has decided
to proceed with a plan to sell nine council-owned pensioner villages to one or more community
housing providers.

APR Consultants Ltd
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Changes to housing policy
According to Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit, New Zealand will need up to
2,500 additional social houses each year for at least the next decade to tackle the social housing
crisis. The new Labour-coalition Government is initiating a different approach to address the
existing housing issues. This includes provisions and policies to increase the number of social
houses and social housing providers.
With the present changed political scenario, if the government reinstate the IRRS provision or if
local councils are offered the chance to access funding through grants HDC should be
strategically prepared to take maximum leverage of the situation. Council needs to be clear about
what strategic changes are required to improve stock and supply.
History of the HDC pensioner housing
The pensioner housing units were developed at various stages between 1960 and 1985 by the
former Paeroa Borough Council, Waihi Borough Council and Hauraki Plains County Council. They
have been owned, maintained and operated by the Hauraki District Council since 1st November
1989.
During the 1980’s, there was a national policy for encouraging housing to be provided for lowincome elderly people. Legislation was passed to provide concessionary loans to encourage local
authorities to build pensioner-housing units. The then Health Department also provided a lump
sum grant per unit to pay for housing construction costs until the mid-1980’s when the
Government’s attitude to grants and low interest loans changed.

Findings from situation analysis
Current management
The overall management of the pensioner housing is the responsibility of the Community Services
Manager. The Community Services Manager reports to the Group Manager – Community
Services and Development. At the middle-level, the Property Manager is responsible for the
property and building matters of the facility and the Community Services Facilities and
Administration Manager performs the operational matters of the facility.
Current housing specification
HDC owns and administers 57 pensioner housing units within nine individual complexes. In Waihi
there are 21 units, in Paeroa there are 24 units and in Ngatea there are 12 units. The units range
from bedsit units to one bedroom units. Condition grading has shown that pensioner housing units
are in a well-maintained condition with a full operational maintenance and renewal programme in
place for the next 10 years.
Current age policy for accessing units
•
•

The current age policy of the council requires the applicants to be at least 60 years of age.
In the case of a couple applying, both must be at least 60 years of age.

Current rent
•
•

Currently rents are $116 per week for a bedsit and $122 per week for a one bedroom unit.
Currently the Council subsidises the pensioner flat rentals by 30% (reducing to 15% over
the next few years). However, for applications with a higher level of assets, the subsidy
will be reduced accordingly.

APR Consultants Ltd
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Demographics and demand forecast
Residential population count
• The number of residents aged 65-79 years is projected to increase by 1,809 people in 10
years’ time and a further 1,599 in 20 years’ time.
• The number of residents aged over 80 years is projected to increase by 807 people in 10
years’ time and 1,813 in 20 years’ time.
Demographic Composition
• The proportion of residents aged 65-79 years is projected to increase by 3.4% in 10 years’
time and 4.7% in 20 years’ time.
• The number of residents aged over 80 years is projected to increase by 3.2% in 10 years’
time and 7.2% in 20 years’ time.
Number of units required to preserve status quo provision
• The population of over 65 year olds is projected to rise from 4,711 (25.1% of total
population) to 8,123 (40.2%) by 2037.
• To maintain the same proportion of over 65 years old currently housed within the
pensioner units will require 24 more pensioners to be accommodated by 2027 and 43
pensioners by 2037. (This is the number of extra pensioners required to be housed to
maintain 1.3% rate of over 65 year olds).
• To maintain the same proportion of over 65 year olds currently housed within the
pensioner units will require a total (i.e. current + future pensioners) of 83 pensioners by
2027 and 102 pensioners by 2037. (These are the current and future number of
pensioners required to maintain the same proportion).
Current revenue position and financial performance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

As at 2016, the total annual rent revenue was $341,328.
Revenue during the last three years has ranged between $323.5k and $359.1k.
The projected cash flow on a three-year cumulative basis breaks even and achieves a
small surplus.
The greatest annual expense is overheads (average of 28.7% pa, of total annual
expenditure) followed by renewals (average of 27% pa), rates (average 16.4% pa),
reactive repairs (average 8.1% pa) and insurance (average 6.6% pa).
As with most small districts with pensioner housing, while the operation is operationally
cost neutral, the annual revenue is insufficient to fund significant structural upgrades or
new builds.
Currently rents are $116 per week for a bedsit and $122 per week for a one bedroom unit.
Hauraki District’s provision is 55 one-bedroom flats and two bedsits.
The rental rate is based on the median Matamata Piako District rental rate for a one
bedroom flat as specified by MBIE’s tenancy services.
Rents are not increased by more than $6 per week per year in order to maintain
affordability for residents.

Current property evaluation details
The property evaluation statement shows that on an average, 85% of the HDC pensioner housing
properties are either in very good or good condition. The property evaluation has generated the
following information on HDC’s existing pensioner properties.
• Total replacement cost of components that are either in poor or very poor condition are
estimated to be $1,062, 282. On an average basis this is valued as $96,571.
• The average renewal expenditure per property that will incur for the properties during the
next 10 years is estimated as $4,951.
• Similarly, the average renewal expenditure per property that will incur for the properties
during the next 20 years is assessed as $13,882.
APR Consultants Ltd
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Building design options and indicative costing for new builds
Traditional Duplex building design (option – 2)

Source: ARTO

Modern Bungalow design (option – 6)

Source: ARTO
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Taking into account the design of the concept dwellings proposed and their sustainable and
accessibility features, the costing would be the following:
• traditional Duplex to cost around $1,750/sqm; and at the other extreme;
• a Modern Bungalow to cost around $1,850/sqm.
These rates include local utilities to the house. To this the costs of the car port, access, parking
and grassing must be added, plus any other earthworks, utility provision and landscaping work.
Typically, these costs are:
• Car port $400/sqm;
• Hot mix seal with drains and kerbs $80/sqm; and
• Grassing $18/sqm.
If we consider the King Street, Paeroa site as an example for calculating overall costs then
indicative construction costs with the cost of a unit in a duplex is $144,588 (GST excl.), while the
cost of a bungalow is $156,378 (GST excl.). These costings exclude the cost of land and assume
that the council use its existing holdings.
Sensitivity analysis around construction cost
Subject to 20% contingency allowance;
• To accommodate 50 people in new duplex units provided one person per unit costs $7.2m
and two people per unit costs $3.6m, ensuring 1.3% of those over 65 years old housed in
2037.
• To accommodate 100 people in the new duplex units provided one person per unit costs
$14.5m and two people per unit costs $7.2m, ensuring 2.0% of those over 65 years old
housed in 2037.
• To accommodate 50 people in the new bungalow units provided one person per unit costs
$7.8m and two people per unit costs $3.9m, ensuring 1.3% of those over 65 years old
housed in 2037.
• To accommodate 100 people in the new bungalow units provided one person per unit
costs $15.6m and two people per unit costs $7.8m, ensuring 2.0% of those over 65 years
old housed in 2037.
Findings from strategic option analysis
Strategic interventions
Option 1 – Council continues to own
and operate the pensioner units
Status quo

Community outcome

Eligibility for IRS and grant
funding
Pensioner housing
accommodation provider
Level of Council influence

APR Consultants Ltd

Status quo with
new builds

Option 2 – To establish a Trust to undertake
the operations of tenancy management while
the Council continues to own the assets

Meets community
needs at the same
level

The provision for new
builds will enable
HDC to meet
community and
ageing needs at a
higher level, creating
a pathway to achieve
Council’s social
housing goals in its
Positive Ageing
Strategy and Social
Strategy.

Not eligible

Not eligible

Yes (only if Trust get registered as a CHP)

Council

Council

Trust

High as owns and
manages

Level of influence of Council depends on various
provisions (e.g., representation at the Trust board,
Trust deed, incorporated contractual provisions
regarding Trust obligations, funding contributions
etc.)

High as owns and
manages

Performance of Trust decides the level of operations
and quality of service
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Strategic interventions
Provider of rent
subsidisation and
determiners of rent
Wrap around social service
access to tenants
Set-up costs
Operational costs

Option 1 – Council continues to own
and operate the pensioner units

Option 2 – To establish a Trust to undertake
the operations of tenancy management while
th C
il
ti
t
th
t

Council

Council

Trust or
MSD (if get registered as a CHP)

No

No

Yes if CHP

Low
Low

Low
Low/Medium
At same level or
medium range, if no
change in policies

High
High initially moving to medium

Return of investment

At the same level if
no change in policies

Rate of risk for existing
tenants

Low (secured longterm tenancy)

Low (secured longterm tenancy)

Medium
High (If registered as CHP, existing tenants are not
eligible for IRRS and need to reapply for tenancy
renewal).

Source: APR Consultants

Local Government Act 2002 (Amendment Bill)
The Local Government Act 2002 has set out guidance on how the Council should develop its
service delivery policy. According to Sec 17A of the Local Government Act 2002, local
government has to review the cost-effectiveness of its current arrangements for meeting the
needs of communities within its district or region for good quality-local infrastructure, local public
services, and performance of regulatory functions. A statutory review is necessary to complete
Service Delivery Policy requirements of S17A to conform to the selected operational model and
service delivery system.
Relevant factors for consideration
•

Currently, the shortfall in housing is one of the major crises facing many New Zealand
communities. By 2030, New Zealand will face a systemic housing shortage of 100,000
homes (most of these in the affordable bracket). The social/retirement housing shortfall is
estimated as 75,000 units by 2030. According to Salvation Army Social Policy and
Parliamentary Unit, New Zealand will need up to 2,500 additional social houses each year
for at least the next decade to tackle the social housing crisis.

•

Local Councils are a major provider of social housing for New Zealanders. Local
government owns between 11,000 and 12,000 social housing units in New Zealand.

•

The situation analysis reveals that the Central Government’s social housing policy is
based on an “investment to independence” approach. This is a broad based approach to
provide people in need with wrap around services to enable them to regain a level of
independence. This approach is not appropriate for the majority of local government’s
social housing tenants – as senior citizens look to councils to provide security of tenure
until they shift into supported accommodation, such as a rest home.

•

The major objectives of the government’s Social Housing Reform Programme (SHRP)
was: to attract more providers; bring in diversity and innovation; long term management of
tenants and properties; and involvement of private groups as proactive providers of social
housing in New Zealand. The government had opened up the provision of Income Related
Rent Subsidies (IRRS) to Community Housing Providers (CHP) and stopped capital grants
and access to Income Related Rent Subsidies (IRRS) to councils. This means that a
larger number of approved, non-government housing providers can access government
subsidies to enable them to provide affordable housing for the community. These
government interventions and policy shifts have attracted likely collaborations and private
investments into the sector. However, the social housing reforms failed to determine the
role of local authorities in the social housing market. These policies encouraged councils
to look at divesting their stock or partnering with social housing providers.

APR Consultants Ltd
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•

In this context of policy settings, local councils are facing numerous challenges in
providing affordable pensioner housing. Local councils mostly struggle to act responsively
and proactively to the market needs, especially in the case of their elderly tenants. The
crucial challenges in this regard are:
o to meet the growing/changing needs of affordable social housing in a financially
sustainable way; and
o the age and quality of current housing portfolios.

•

The increasing maintenance/replacement cost of elderly housing is a major issue which
entailed many councils to look for other potential options. Many consider adequate stock
transfers or partnerships with potential CHPs as pivotal strategy for rapid growth and
expansion and particularly for receiving IRRS. While some have been focusing on
attracting private sector investment and funding for self-sufficiency, others have either
transferred or leased stock to registered CHPs. Relevant government subsidies,
appropriate institutional arrangements and oversight are key determinant factors to attract
private investment.

•

In recent years, the following councils have either transferred or leased stock to registered
CHPs:
o Whakatane District Council;
o Hamilton City Council;
o Christchurch City Council;
o Wellington City Council; and
o Recently, Tauranga City Council has decided to proceed with a plan to sell
nine council-owned pensioner housing units.

•

The case study analysis on international models and New Zealand models has reflected
the current trends in the elderly housing provision. In order to ensure rapid growth, highend innovation and financial sustainability, the international and local elderly housing
models are currently embracing the principles of divestment, co-operative housing models,
joint ventures/feasible collaborations and diversified ownership options.

•

Hauraki District Council's vision is for a district that encourages vibrant communities,
provides a great lifestyle and fosters a positive climate for balanced, sustainable
development. Sustainable and healthy homes are part and parcel of Council’s community
strategies and policies. Council has formulated policies and strategies and developed
long-term and short-term objectives and goals in place to ensure ongoing development of
elderly flats. The Social Strategy of HDC aims to achieve the vison of ‘‘working together
for connected, safe, creative and valued communities’’ and it rests on four pillars:
connected communities; safe and healthy communities; active and accessible
communities; and creative and proud communities. In order to achieve the vision of safe
and healthy communities, HDC had formulated action plans relevant to various health and
safety aspects including social housing. The action plans concerning social housing are:
o Council will continue to support initiatives for warm and healthy homes.
o Council will continue to support the provision of pensioner housing within the
district.
o Council will support the development of retirement villages.
o Council will work with other agencies and advocate to Central Government to
retain and attract key health and social service providers.
o Council will support policy and organisations promoting healthy life-styles.

•

In the pensioner housing matter, the Community Facilities Asset Management Plan 20152025 has incorporated provisions for sustainable housing for the elderly.

•

Similarly, one of the major objectives of Council’s Positive Ageing Strategy is to continue
to provide affordable pensioner housing for Hauraki District in order to achieve affordable

APR Consultants Ltd
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and appropriate housing options for older people. Council’s Positive Ageing Strategy is
aligned with the objectives of the New Zealand Positive Ageing Strategy, established in
2001.
•

It is understood that the current policy settings and environment pose challenges to HDC
in their elderly housing provision. In general, strategic interventions in social housing can
create additional financial risk that need to be addressed through strategic long term
financial planning (20-30 years). For growing the scale and quality of the housing portfolio,
an innovative strategic approach is required.

•

It is notable that the new Labour-coalition Government is initiating a different approach to
address the existing housing issues. This includes provisions and policies to increase the
number of social houses and social housing providers. With the present changed political
scenario, if the government reinstate the IRRS provision or if local councils are offered the
chance to access funding through grants, then HDC should be strategically prepared to
take maximum leverage from the situation. For this, HDC needs to be clear about what
strategic action plans are required to improve stock and supply.

•

The formation of a Trust (Option – 2) with registered CHP status for the tenancy
management of HDC pensioner housing would enable Council’s pensioner housing
provision to receive IRRS and to be part of Central Government’s social housing policy
reforms. However, it is difficult to predict the future as the new government’s housing
policies are not yet set. Also as this option will adversely affect the tenancy and
subsidisation proviso of the existing tenants, it is plausible for Council at this stage to
embrace Option – 1 (i.e. Council will own and operate the pensioner housing as it
currently operates, maintaining status quo with new builds) for better community and
financial outcomes. Council’s Social Strategy and Positive Ageing Strategy have
incorporated provisions and goals to provide affordable and appropriate housing for the
older people. Therefore, the provision for new builds will enable HDC to meet community
and ageing needs at a higher level, creating a pathway to achieve Council’s social housing
goals in its Positive Ageing Strategy and Social Strategy.

The following comprehensive review and considerations would enable HDC to formulate a long
term strategic framework (plan) to own and operate elderly housing provision effectively,
achieving desirable social outcomes, rapid growth and sustainability. HDC pensioner housing
provision requires a review of the ‘pensioner housing strategic policy framework’, aligned with its
social strategy and positive ageing strategy, to provide clarity on:
o tenant eligibility requirements;
o rent and subsidy matters;
o the scale of the new developments;
o the intended scale of supply for current and future pensioner tenants;
o long-term financial/funding models; and
o treatment of shortage and tenancy management (operational) models.
•

The need and relevance of current stock expansion for pensioner housing is paramount.
Therefore, Council should consider this as a ring-fenced activity and should have policies
and provisions in place to sustain the activity. The quality of the current stock of housing
provided is also a relevant matter for consideration as it is a proven strong predictor of
health, education and civic participation. Therefore, HDC should design and set-out a
long-term policy framework covering all the above relevant aspects.

•

The current property evaluation of HDC pensioner housing shows that 85% of the existing
units are either in very good or good condition. The total average renewal expenditure that
will incur for each of the properties during the next 10 years ($4,951) and 20 years
($13,882) are estimated as minimal. This is a leveraging financial situation where Council
could now focus on a new build process.

APR Consultants Ltd
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•

The funding options available for HDC in order to maintain status quo with new builds are
outlined below.
 CAPEX funding options:
o Increase rents.
o Allocate capital funding from depreciation and reserve borrowing – internal.
o Apply for external loans/bonds/borrowings.
o Council provision for a grant. (Council could undertake a one-off grant for the
proposed development activity).
 Operational funding options:
o An increase in rent which is proportionate/at par with its counterparts’ elderly
housing fees/rents.
o Increase rates.
o Decrease expenditure.

•

Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (EECA) is providing funding and loans for
investing in energy efficiency. The funding available under various EECA schemes is
discussed below.
 The Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (EECA) is providing funding and
loans for investing in energy efficiency.
o Energy management plan: Up to 40% of the cost of establishing an energy
management plan to a maximum of $100,000 is funded under the ‘Energy
Management plan’ – development and implementation of an energy management
framework to manage energy usage.
o Crown loans: EECA BUSINESS has $2 million to allocate to Crown Loans each
year that are interest free loans to fund energy efficiency and renewable energy
projects for publicly funded organisations.
o Monitoring and targeting: This funding is available for monitoring and targeting of
all energy using systems and processes on commercial and industrial sites (this
includes process heat, pumps and motors, compressed air, refrigeration, HVAC
and lighting controls). Up to 40% of the cost of a monitoring and targeting
programme to a maximum of $100,000 is available under this.
o Systems optimisation: Up to 40% of the cost of systems optimisation measures to
a maximum of $100,000 is available for optimisation of all commercial and
industrial systems. This includes process heat, pumps and motors, compressed
air, refrigeration, HVAC and lighting controls.
o Up to 100% of the cost of design advice to a maximum of $15,000 is funded for
performance advice for public buildings concept and detailed design advice at any
stage of a building’s design, construction or refurbishment (stages of building
design include initial concept design, design and construction, commissioning and
assessing energy performance).
o Technology demonstrations: Up to 40% of the cost of the technology
demonstration to a maximum of $100,000 is available to all businesses to support
the implementation of proven underutilised technologies and process
improvements that with wider adoption could improve sector energy performance.
o Energy management benchmark service: An in-depth session for business leaders
examining the business approach to energy efficiency. The One2Five® tool
provides a benchmark against similar businesses and an action plan for further
energy efficiency projects. The full cost of an energy diagnostic session is
available.

•

The Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) requires local government bodies to consider
energy efficiency, climate change, and renewable energy issues when they assessing
resource consent applications and when preparing or changing plans. When planning for
energy efficiency and renewable energy under the RMA, councils must also consider the
New Zealand Energy Efficiency and Conservation Strategy (NZEECS) as it is a statutory

APR Consultants Ltd
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document produced under the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Act 2000. The strategy
has set a target for local government to use renewable electricity for 90% of their overall
usage by 2025, along with other energy efficiency objectives and targets. Local
government has a valuable role to play in addressing resource management issues
associated with the development of renewable energy resources creating local, regional
and national benefits. These include avoiding the use of finite resources, reducing
greenhouse gas emissions and increased security of energy supply by avoiding reliance
on imported fuels.
•

APR recommends the following ‘age policy’ variations:
 Proposed age policy modification:
 The age requirement of the future applicants must be raised from 60 to 65 years of
age.
 In the case of couples, both must be 65 years of age.
 The age requirement of those disabled (e.g., those with access to mobility cards)
could be set 60 years of age. (According to Statistics New Zealand, disability is
defined as long-term limitation (resulting from impairment) in a person’s ability to
carry out daily activities).
 In this regard, the relevant factors for consideration are:
o The age policy setting for the pensioner housing should consider and reflect on
relevant parameters of New Zealand’s ageing population and increasing life
expectancy.
o Population forecast changes will have huge impacts on the demand for the
pensioner units.
o HDC could think about modifying its age policy to be at par with some of its
counterparts.
o It is observed that in New Zealand, the number of people aged 65 years old and
over would double in the next 30 years to 1.4 million.
o Any changes need to be part of a broader approach, reflecting the fact that people
reach their 50s and 60s with varying degrees of physical and financial fitness.
o The proposed age policy modification could ameliorate current and future demands
for units to an extent, giving Council a breathing period to build new units.
o Council could review age eligibility every 5 years.

•

APR recommends a substantial ‘rent policy’ variation in the following regard:
 Proposed rent policy modification:
 APR recommends that HDC’s current rental rates need a once-off correction of
appropriately $20 per week per unit to make them comparable to MSD housing
register tenant subsidisation levels.
 Factors for consideration:
o Increase in Council rent (with a maximum 15% subsidy) could ensure $553,738
increase (55%) in annual revenue.
o To maintain cost neutrality, the rent is a small 15% subsidy imposed on MBIE
assessed market rent, compared to a larger subsidy to tenants by MSD. In a
general/generic understanding of this issue, pensioners in Council units receive
less affordable rents compared to that provided by CHPs. However, because of
rent increase restrictions, tenants are receiving cheaper rents than if they were on
the MSD social housing register and receive the maximum subsidised rent.
Council’s rent needs to be adjusted to a more realistic level.
o It is more accurate to base Hauraki’s one bedroom market rent assessment on
Rotorua data, rather than Matamata-Piako data, as the latter does not have
sufficiently reliable bond sample sizes.
o Councils and MSD subsidised rental rates should not be dissimilar. For Hauraki
District Council to charge significantly less than the maximum discounted rent

APR Consultants Ltd
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o

o

o

o

•

available under MSD housing register subsidisation is for Council to provide
accommodation that is unrealistically low-priced.
A flat subsidisation rate and the use of a simple rule to differentiate between bedsit
and one-bedroom units’ rent appears to be a practical method for Hauraki District
rent calculations.
The opportunity cost to Council currently in terms of lost annual rent revenue is
small, but significant. APR assesses that a market rent of likely $180 per week is
realistic for Hauraki District Council pensioner units currently. This implies a loss of
annual revenue of $57k.
HDC’s website specifies that the rent subsidy will be adjusted over time from a
maximum of 30% to 15%. If APR applies a 30% subsidy to a Matamata-Piako
lower quartile market rent of $220 per week for 55 one-bedroom units and two
bedsits at, say, $214 per week (i.e. a $6 differential from a one-bedroom unit), the
annual revenue totals $456,019. If we use a maximum rent subsidy of 15%, the
annual revenue totals $553,738.
The above analysis shows that HDC’s rent increase rule ($6 per increase per year)
makes Council’s subsidised market rent calculations redundant. The current rents
are simply not set at realistic levels and Council’s rent increase rule effectively just
means that pensioner unit rents routinely increase annually by $6 per week.
Realistic subsidised rent levels will result in extra revenue that can cover some of
the cost of upgrades.

The future shape of HDC elderly housing in terms of operational and tenancy
management issues could be decided by the long term financial planning and strategic
actions, considering the relevant aspects of available funding options; social return on
investment; strategic impact and cost effectiveness. Discussed below are the major
factors from the social return on investment analysis, strategic impact analysis and cost
effective analysis referring to Council owning and operating the housing provision.
 Advantages and disadvantages
Advantages:
o The Pensioner units owned by Council will continue to be retained as a community
asset for future generations and the welfare of current tenants will be maintained at
current levels.
o Tenants possess a high level of tenancy security compared to private options, or
MSD-funded provisions (we note that it is ambiguous whether this is a good or bad
outcome).
o New housing will provide higher quality, pensioner suitable accommodation.
Council will be able to deliver a better level of service to future tenants and be
better able to meet Council’s social obligations as a landlord.
Disadvantages:
o HDC does not have MSD’s capability/mandate to screen tenancies of those
receiving the IRRS. Tenants therefore possess a high-level of tenancy security
compared to private options or MSD funded provisions. This means that those with
existing accommodation in Hauraki’s pensioner units may crowd out others of
greater need.
o Council is in essence a provider of low budget elderly housing, (i.e., expands the
market provision), but not the stock of pensioner suitable housing.
o The level of demand for the new units may be even greater than for existing units
as they will be more desirable. Council needs to have a more restrictive policy for
tenant selection.
 Strategic impact analysis
o If Council continues owning and operating its pensioner units it will need to more
specifically define the outcomes sought in terms of quality of provision (i.e., health
and safety standards) and the number of units available. This will make the
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o

o
o

o

provision more focussed. Progress towards newly developed annual outcome
targets will help to justify capital investment required.
Expansion of the pensioner housing stock will be a “significant” decision as defined
in the Local Government Act; therefore community consultation would be required.
Community consultation will establish whether the level of support provides a
mandate for this investment.
Council is not predisposed to supplying wrap around social services associated
with pensioner housing. This implies no provision of these.
If Council is to maintain the same proportion of places in pensioner
accommodation (relative to the over 65-year-old population), in 10 years’ and 20
years’ time, the number of units provided will need to increase. HDC, therefore
must either decrease the proportion of pensioners served, or build more housing
and therefore likely take on debt, or increase rates or increase rents.
Maintaining the status quo tends to discourage undertaking a comprehensive and
dispassionate evaluation of performance and applying a highly-focussed approach
on quantifiable outcomes. There does not appear to be currently a well-defined set
of social outcomes for providing pensioner housing associated with the housing
offered. For example, what proportion of the elderly does Council wish to have the
capacity to serve in the future? What standard of provision in terms of pensioner
friendly accommodation should be a met as a minimum standard?

 Cost effective analysis
Advantages
o At the current level of services and management of the units, this activity is selffunding and there will likely continue to be no debt associated with the operation of
activity for the foreseeable future.
o A staged development plan can potentially spread out the CAPEX of new builds.
o Council has an organisational infrastructure available already in place (e.g.,
property management, customer services and maintenance etc.); therefore an
expanded housing provision will not require set-up costs in order to cover
administration and service needs. Economies of scale mean that the extra
administration costs are likely lower relative to increased revenue from operating
more units.
o There is an opportunity cost to ratepayers of having more money invested in units.
Disadvantages
o Council will not be able to receive CAPEX funding from MBIE or charitable funders.
This is a discouraging factor to investment in new housing.
o Any new units built to minimise costs will need to charge a higher rent than existing
units. This implies that the housing offered will be less affordable. The use of a
CHP and the IRRS for tenants will smooth out rent differences to a degree.
o The potential cost of structural upgrades for oldest units. The provision of
pensioner housing through a CHP has the potential to attract and partner with
developers in the future and to take advantage of future government policy that is
applied to CHPs in order to target an aging population.
•

From a risk management perspective, the financial operating parameters for Council going
forward will be contingent on a significant number of factors yet to be decided upon
including:
o measurable outcomes sought regarding the level of housing provision provided in
the future;
o changes in regard to the Council’s rent subsidisation in order to increase annual
rent revenue and make pensioner rents more comparable with that received by
those on MSD’s housing register;
o potential upgrades on selected existing units; and
o the Council policy with regard to funding new pensioner housing builds and forming
potential partnerships with developers.

APR Consultants Ltd
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•

A decrease in rent subsidisation achieved by say, two-part phased rent re-adjustments will
increase revenue to potentially cover upgrades. However, if Hauraki District Council
wishes to maintain the current proportion of pensioners served by the Council
accommodation, the issue is how to fund new builds. HDC is not eligible for grant funding
from MSD. Therefore, it is most likely that Council would have to fully fund new builds,
separately by borrowing and/or increasing rents.

•

HDC could proceed with a staged development for the new builds and seek community
based philanthropic opportunities in a partnership approach.

•

The Council is obliged to ensure that the rent increase decision will not adversely affect
the housing needs of elderly and/or the community at large. It is understood that MSD has
robust financial aid provisions to support people on low income and senior residents.
MSD’s financial provisions are dispensed through Work and Income and Senior Services.
MSD’s emergency and responsive support system operates on the platform of housing
first (support for homeless), emergency housing grants and transitional housing provision.
MSD’s housing pathway ensures proactive housing support and greater independence in
housing and all aspects of lives. In parallel, Council’s senior residents can also apply for
MSD’s social housing. Therefore, elderly pensioners can approach MSD for financial aids
if in crisis and have the option to apply for MSD’s social housing in addition/parallel to the
Council pensioners housing facility. They can select the most suitable option for meeting
their housing needs. The financial aid provisions formulated by MSD to support the low
income and senior residents to meet housing needs include:
o Accommodation supplement;
o Help-with one-off costs; and
o Senior services.

•

The financial analysis of the HDC pensioner housing shows that the total average annual
income of the facility from 2013 to 2017 was $313,264 while the total annual average
expenses incurred was $309,541. When compared to the previous financial years the
annual operating expenses incurred for the financial year 2016-2017 was considerably
higher due to the additional expenses incurred on depreciation ($102,158), data
maintenance ($23,759), overhead expenses ($101,880) and reactive repairs ($39,602).
The operating surplus for the fiscal year 2013-2014 was higher ($59,083) as the total
operating expenses for that year were comparatively low ($237,803). This was mainly due
to decreases in the overhead expenses ($78,008). The greatest annual expense incurred
is overhead expenses, hence a further analysis is recommended for effective cost-cutting
and financial planning. Strict financial planning and cost-cutting is essential to meet the
cost of the new builds. The overhead costs for next 3 years are estimated as $116,000 per
year and depreciation costs for next 3 years are estimated as $102,000 per year.

•

Council envisages, holding the matter for two years, to meet the development expenditure
for new builds through the following funding options:
o loan funded with repayments over 25-30 years from rental income;
o loan funded from existing depreciation; and
o possible Central Government funding.

•

The Council wishes to proceed with a flexible duplex housing design that could maximise
the number of units on a site. Also the new development should be prioritised in the town
with the most need (i.e. Waihi and Paeroa) and needs to be aligned with the funding
mechanism. The new builds need to be designed to be sold possibly as social housing.

•

Council should link their revenue and financing policies, and their choice of funding tools
to their asset management and service intentions. Linking the infrastructure policy to the
financial strategy is therefore critical. Local authorities also need to improve their
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understanding of the resilience and future needs of their networked assets and services to
address risks, including those posed by major geo-hazards.
•

The proposed funding strategy options include:
 Funding Scenario – 1
Increase rent with a reduced 15% subsidy in 2018 which can ensure 55%
($553,738) increase in annual revenue. Based on the ‘capital cost vs funding
forecast analysis’, the annually ‘accumulated funding’ (also known as capital fund)
is adequate to cover the capital expenditure for construction and refurbishments.
 Funding Scenario – 2
o Increase rent with a reduced 25% subsidy in 2018 which will increase annual
revenue to $488,644 (20%). Based on the ‘Capital cost vs funding forecast
analysis’, the annually ‘accumulated funding’ (also known as capital fund) will
cover the capital expenditure for construction and refurbishments.

•

To overcome the funding shortage, Council could either select the funding option of:
o
o
o

•

Allowing capital funding from depreciation and reserve borrowings;
Apply for external loans/borrowings; and/or
Council grant.

Council should set out their new build policy as a staged development programme to be in
line with available funding. Given below are three different funding models and
development plans. A funding model (funding model – four) that could maximise the
external funding opportunity (loan/borrowings) is outlined in Appendix 8.

Proposed development plan and funding models
Funding model – one: 5 yearly (quinquennial) development Plan
•

Funding model – one is a 5 yearly (quinquennial) staged development plan designed for
2020 to 2035 which would enable HDC to expand their housing stock every 5 years. As
per this model, Council could provide 38 additional new units to the existing pensioner
housing provision, increasing the total housing stock to 95. The funding source for the new
builds would be made available from increased revenue and external loans/borrowing. In
2036, Council could consider undertaking a refurbishment programme for their existing old
housing stock.

•

The project impact evaluation indicates that the proposed development will supply an
additional 38 units to the pensioner housing provision, providing 66.7% increase in the
total number of housing units. This would enable HDC to maintain/increase its current
scale of service delivery in 2020, 2025, 2030 and 2035 (ranging between 1.2% to 1.7%).
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Funding model one
Timeframe

2020

Proposed staged developments

2030

2035

Construction of 6 new duplex units

Construction of 6 new duplex units

Construction of 12 new duplex units

Construction of 14 new duplex units

$867,528 (plus 10% contingency+3%
inflation rate)

$867,528 (plus 10% contingency+3%
inflation rate)

$1,735,056 (plus 10% contingency+3%
inflation rate)

$2,024,232 (plus 10% contingency+3%
inflation rate)

Revenue from increased rent + External
loan

Revenue from increased rent

Revenue from increased rent

Revenue from increased rent

$488,394 (2 years)
$0.00
$488,394
$0.00
$488,394
($379,134)
63

$1,220,985 (5 years)
$233,376 (4 years)
$1,454,361
$379,134
$1,075,227
$207,699
69

$1,220,985 (5 years)
$525,096 (5 years)
$1,746,081
$0.00
$1,746,081
$11,025
81

$1,220,985 (5 years)
$1,050,192 (5 years)
$2,271,177
$0.00
$2,271,177
$246,945
95

Increased revenue and increased service
delivery

Increased revenue and increased service
delivery

Increased revenue and increased service
delivery

Increased revenue and increased service
delivery

Indicative costings
Funding source
Accumulated fund if rent increased with reduced 15% subsidy
Accumulated revenue from new builds
Total accumulated funding
Minus previous loan liability (carried forward)
Net surplus/(deficit)
Indicative funding shortage/surplus
Total number of units
Project outcome
Note: The annual revenue if subsidy is 15% = $553,738.
The annual average operational expenses = $309,541
Indicative annual net surplus =$244,197
Annual revenue from 6 new builds = $58,344 (187 X 6 X 52)
Annual rent variation (current rate = 5.3%) is not considered.
The indicative cost for construction of one duplex unit =$144,588

2025

Source: APR Consultants Ltd

Proposed development plan-chart for funding model – one
The chart below portrays the HDC pensioner housing development plan as per the funding model
-1

2018
INCREASE RENT

2020
CONSTRUCT
6 NEW UNITS

2025
CONSTRUCT
6 NEW UNITS

2030
CONSTRUCT 12 NEW
UNITS

2035
CONSTRUCT 14 NEW UNITS

2035
INCREASED REVENUE AND
SERVICE DELIVERY

Source: APR Consultants Ltd analysis

Funding model – two: long-term stage development plan
•

Funding model – two is a long-term staged development plan designed for 2020 through
to 2035 with provisions to expand housing stock in 2020 and 2035. This plan has
provisions to expand the existing total number of housing stock to 89 by building an
additional 32 units. The major funding source for this development would be from
increased revenue and external loans/borrowing. The refurbishment programme for the
existing old stock could be undertaken in 2027.

•

The project impact evaluation indicates that the proposed development would supply an
additional 32 units to the pensioner housing provision, providing 56.1% increase in the
total number of housing units (total of 89 units). This would enable HDC to

APR Consultants Ltd
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maintain/increase its current scale of service delivery in 2020 and 2035 (ranging between
1.1% to 1.5%).
Funding model two
Timeframe

2020

Proposed staged developments
Indicative costings
Funding source
Accumulated fund if rent increased with reduced
15% subsidy
Accumulated revenue from new builds
Previous surplus carried forward
Total accumulated funding
Minus previous loan liability (carry forward)
Net surplus/deficit
Indicative funding shortage/surplus
Total number of units

2027
2035
Refurbishment of 11 pensioner
Construction of 12 new duplex units
housing propoerties Construction of 20 new duplex units
$2,891,760 (plus 10%
$1,735,056 (plus 10% $54,471 (plus 10% contingency+3%
contingency+3% inflation rate)
inflation rate)
contingency+3% inflation rate)
Revenue from increased rent +
External loan
Revenue from increased rent
Revenue from increased rent

$488,394 (2 years)
$0.00
$0.00
$488,394
$0.00
$488,394
($1,246,662)
69
Increased revenue and increased
Project outcome
service delivery
Note: The annual revenue if subsidy is 15% = $553,738.
The annual average operational expenses = $309,541
Indicative annual net surplus =$244,197
Annual revenue from 6 new builds = $58,344 (187 X 6 X 52)
Annual rent variation (current rate = 5.3%) is not considered.
The indicative cost for construction of one duplex unit =$144,588

$1,709,379 (7 years)
$700,128 (6 years)
$0.00
$2,409,507.00
$1,246,662 + Interest
$1,162,845
$1,108,374
69
Increased revenue and increased
service delivery

$ 1,953,576 (8 years)
$ 933,504 (8 years)
$1,108,374.00
$3,995,454.00
$0.00
$3,995,454.00
$1,103,694
89
Increased revenue and increased
service delivery

Source: APR Consultants Ltd analysis

Proposed development plan-chart for funding model – two
The chart below portrays the HDC pensioner housing development plan as per the funding model
-two

2018
INCREASE RENT

2020
CONSTRUCT
12 NEW UNITS

2027
REFURBISHMENT OF PENSIONER
HOUSING PROPERTIES

2035
CONSTRUCT 20 NEW
UNITS

2036
INCREASED REVENUE AND
SERVICE DELIVERY

Source: APR Consultants

Funding model – three: short and long-termed development plan
•

Funding model – three is a short and long-termed staged development plan designed for
2020 through to 2035. This plan has provided provisions for housing stock expansion in
2020, 2022 and 2035. As part of the development plan, the refurbishment of existing stock
would be undertaken in 2028.

•

The project impact evaluation indicates that the proposed development will supply an
additional 23 units to the pensioner housing provision, providing a 40% increase in the
total number of housing units (total of 80 units). This would enable HDC to

APR Consultants Ltd
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maintain/increase its current scale of service delivery in 2027 (ranging between 1.1% to
1.3%) and 2037 (ranging between 1.0% to 1.3%).
Funding model three
Timeframe

2020

Proposed staged developments
Indicative costings for developments
Funding Source
Accumulated fund if rent increased with reduced
15% subsidy

2022

2025

Construction of 6 new duplex units Construction of 6 new duplex units
$867,528 (plus 10%
$867,528 (plus 10%
contingency+3% inflation rate)
contingency+3% inflation rate)
Increrased rent + External loan
Increrased rent + External loan

Land Acquisition (optional)
TBD

2028
2035
Refurbishment of 11 pensioner
housing properties Construction of 11 new duplex units
$1,590,468 plus 10% contingency +
$152,701
3% inflation rate

$488,394 (2 years)

$488,394 (2 years)

$732,591 (3 years)

$732,591 (3 years)

$1,709,379 (7 years)

$0.00
$488,394

$58,344 (1 year)
$546,738
$379,134
$167,604

$291,720 (3 years)
$1,024,311
$699,924
$324,387

$291,720 (3 years)
$1,024,311
$0
$1,024,311

$816,816 (7 years)
$2,526,195
$0
$2,526,195

($379,134)
($699,924)
63
69
Increased revenue and increased Increased revenue and increased
Project outcome
service delivery
service delivery
Note: The annual revenue if subsidy is 15% = $553,738.
The annual average operational expenses = $309,541
Indicative annual net surplus =$244,197
Annual revenue from 6 new builds = $58,344 (187 X 6 X 52)
Annual rent variation (current rate = 5.3%) is not considered.

TBD

$871,610

$935,727
80
Increased revenue and increased
service delivery

Accumulated revenue from new builds
Total accumulated funding
Minus previous loan liability (carried forward)
Net surplus/deficit

$488,394

Indicative funding shortage/surplus
Total number of units

The indicative cost for construction of one duplex unit =$144,588

Source: APR Consultants Ltd analysis

Proposed development plan-chart for funding model – three
The chart below portrays the HDC pensioner housing development plan as per funding model –
three.

2018
INCREASE RENT

2020
CONSTRUCT
6 NEW UNITS

2022
CONSTRUCT
6 NEW UNITS

2025
LAND ACQUISITION

2028
REFURBISHMENT OF
PENSIONER HOUSING
PROPERTIES

2035
CONSTRUCT 11 NEW
UNITS

2038
1.0% -- 1.3% ELDERLY HOUSING
TARGET ACHIEVED

Source: APR Consultants

•

To maximise the project outcome it is recommended for Council to undertake funding
model – one as it gives enough time gap for project planning and implementation and a
stand down period for the Council to pay off the loans before it initiate investments in
further development process. Detailed financial charts for funding models are outline in the
appendix.

•

In the present market scenario, the Local governments have a pivotal role to play in
minimising social housing shortfall in New Zealand. It is advisable to look into options to
set-up an advisory committee for the project, leveraging the existing forum. The
Committee should provide valuable guidance and support in planning and developing

APR Consultants Ltd
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strategies for better utilisation of the assets (resource optimisation), securing funding for
the new builds, deciding on new builds and overhauling existing policies, determining ongoing operations and tenancy management.
•

For desirable outcome and to be a niche provider, Council should initiate collaborations
and joined up approach with MSD and other community housing providers at the front
end. The integration of affordability and sustainability are key for the new developments
and policy settings. Also, sustained agendas and strategic processes are required to
formulate key measuring indicators. HDC should take the lead to follow good practices,
i.e. identifying what other councils are doing well in their pensioner housing portfolios.
Considerations should not only focus on IRRS issues, rather it should consider:
sustainability, quality and growth of the elderly housing provision; government’s ageing
strategy; Central Government’s housing reform policy and overall vision and role of the
local government.

•

Review and modification of Local Government Act 2002 S17A (Service Delivery Policy) is
required for effective delivery of services. A service delivery review is the process of
determining whether the current service delivery system is the best way to provide
services effectively and efficiently in a most cost-effective manner. A review under section
17A is required under the following circumstances:
o A significant change to a service level offered by the local government.
o A contract of binding agreement is within two years of expiration.
o The potential cost of contact have overweighed by the cost of the review.
o A review has a statutory life of 6 years, a review is essential in every six years.

Next Steps
•
•
•

The work priorities for the new units and project planning initiatives will be included in the
next stage of the report if Council decides to proceed with the new builds.
An elementary risk management plan will be provided in the final report and this should be
considered at all stages of the project’s planning and implementation.
Review and modification of Local Government Act 2002 S17A (Service Delivery Policy).

APR Consultants Ltd
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
This report presents the results of an independent situation and option analysis to evaluate and
ascertain the most suitable strategic operational option (business model) for the management of
Hauraki District Council Pensioner Housing. This aims to regulate Council’s prospective role in
providing housing for the elderly and also explores the scope of potential housing stock
expansion with new builds.
In 2016, a study on pensioner housing was undertaken by APR Consultants Ltd (APR) to
examine the performance of the pensioner housing stock. Subsequently in July 2017, an analysis
on Hauraki District Pensioner Housing Finances and Risk was undertaken, which identified and
informed potential prospective operational options for pensioner housing management.
In pursuit of this, Hauraki District Council (HDC) commissioned APR to further investigate their
preferred options in order to identify the best suitable option for the pensioner housing
management.
In this context, the following preferred strategic options were analysed and evaluated:
• HDC will own and operate the pensioner housing as it currently does (status quo) with the
potential to expand its housing stocks with new builds;
• To establish a Trust to undertake the operations of tenancy management while Council
continues to own the assets.

2.1

Project objectives and scope

The major objectives of the project were to:
• determine and regulate Council’s prospective role in providing housing for the elderly; and
• seek the scope for potential housing stock expansion with new builds.
The project included two parts:
Part A
• perform a situation analysis to evaluate the current strategic, functional, operational and
financial scenario of pensioner housing; and
• perform an optional analysis to evaluate and identify the best suitable management option
for the facility.
Part B
• work in collaboration with HDC to review and complete the Local Government Act 2002
S17A (Service Delivery Policy) requirements to be in line with the selected operational
model and service delivery system; and
• workshop with key Council staff to discuss and generate valuable inferences on proposed
development and policy changes.

2.2

Background

Key information regarding HDC’s pensioner housing are:
• HDC currently owns and operates 57 pensioner housing units on 10 building sites
distributed amongst its three main service towns of Paeroa, Waihi and Ngatea.
• The stock was built between 1960 and 1985 using capital funding assistance from Central
Government and over the period, it has been managed as a Council asset.
• There are significant costs in potentially renovating the oldest units in line with bestpractice standards for elderly accommodation. These need to be considered alongside
recent changes in government funding policy for social housing under the Social Policy
Reform Act 2013.
• There is likely to be a growing demand for affordable accommodation for a portion of the
elderly (retired) resident population within the wider Hauraki District over coming decades.
APR Consultants Ltd
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•

•

2.3

HDC’s draft Pensioner Housing Strategy report identifies four key strands of inquiry as a
basis for strategic decision making:
o quantity and type of housing to be provided;
o future ownership (financial responsibility);
o management and operational structure; and
o funding sources.
The report on Hauraki District Pensioner Housing Financial and Risk Analysis has
reviewed potential scenarios regarding prospective options for the future management of
Council’s housing stock. The options considered are as follows:
o HDC owned and operated pensioner units with the potential to expand the housing
stock with new builds.
o Formation of a charitable trust that partners with local social providers and has
(minority) Council representation on its board. The trust would seek to register as a
community housing provider (CHP) with the Community Housing Registration
Authority (CHRA).
o Formation of a charitable trust board (as above) and seeking to have this register
as a Community Housing Provider (CHP), but in this case including partnership
with another district council in order to achieve economies of scale, decrease the
risks involved and provide housing in two districts.
o Attracting an existing out-of-district registered CHP to manage Council’s units.

Purpose and key tasks

Hauraki District Council wishes to further investigate on their preferred prospective housing
management options which Council recognises as potential options to be evaluated. Key tasks
undertaken by APR were as follows:
1. Situation analysis - review of current functional/operational scenarios, financial estimates
including current operational budget, rent setting and age policy of HDC.
2. Current refurbishment programme, apportioned costing, statutory compliance, risk
management and other relevant aspects related to the proposed development.
3. Potential capital funding options for new units/major refurbishment (i.e. rent, loan funded,
Council contribution).
4. Statutory analysis to outline details to complete LGA S17 requirements.
5. Evaluation of selected management scenarios (options) for Hauraki’s provision of
pensioner housing by contrasting and providing an indicative overview of identified
advantages, disadvantages, social benefits and associated risk factors.
6. Review of key financial risks of each scenario.
7. Provide conclusions and recommendations regarding Hauraki District’s pensioner housing
to add clarity to further discussions and potential next steps by Council.

APR Consultants Ltd
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3.0 NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY HOUSING BACKGROUND
3.1

New Zealand social housing and build environment

Social housing is a vital part of New Zealand’s social support system, providing a stable base
where vulnerable people can build better and more independent lives. The New Zealand
Government’s social housing policy is based on an “investment to independence” approach. This
is its broad-based approach to provide people in need with wrap around services to enable them
to regain a level of independence.
3.1.1

Background to community housing providers

The Social Housing Reform Act, 2013 provides a national framework for the future provision of
social (affordable) housing under which third sector ‘community housing providers’ may operate,
including access to funding and subsidies. The bill includes provision for ‘reviewable tenancies’ in
order to focus existing social housing on households and individuals with the greatest needs,
including the elderly.
The intention of this legislation is to provide greater choice and increase the percentage of social
housing delivered by non-government providers. While this reform does not determine the role of
local authorities in the social housing market, the regulations introduced by the Central
Government specifically preclude local authorities (including council controlled organisations),
from accessing the Central Government’s social housing funding.
The legislation has opened up the provision of Income Related Rent Subsidies (IRRS) to
Community Housing Providers (CHP). This means that a larger number of approved, nongovernment housing providers can access government subsidies to enable them to provide
affordable housing for the community. Community housing providers will also be subject to
housing warrants of fitness to ensure the suitability of housing.
3.1.2

Social Housing Reform Programme (SHRP)

A new Social Housing Reform Programme (SHRP) was initiated in January 2015 to improve the
lives of tenants. The major objectives of the reform programme are to:
• increase the diversity of supply of transitional (emergency) housing and social support;
• support people with services to help them stay safely housed, address the issues that put
them at risk and build more independent lives.

APR Consultants Ltd
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Figure 1: Objectives of Social Housing Reform Programme

Source: Ministry of Social Development for the Social Housing Reform Programme

Table 1: Comparison of previous and new system under SHRP
Prior system
Changes incorporated under the new SHRP
Housing New Zealand assessed applicants for their Ministry of Social Development (MSD) assesses applicants’
eligibility for social housing.
eligibility for social housing.
Only Housing New Zealand tenants were eligible to Eligible social housing tenants can benefit from the IRRS
benefit from Income Related Rent Subsidy (IRRS).
regardless of whether their landlord is Housing NZ or a CHP.
Housing New Zealand (owned or leased) all the Social houses are owned (or leased) by both Housing NZ and
social houses.
CHPs. The Government is considering transferring some
Housing NZ properties (with their tenancies and IRRS
revenue) to community housing providers, enabling the sector
to grow.
No regulation of the community housing sector.
Community Housing Regulatory Authority regulates
community housing providers.
Generally, once in a social house tenants could Tenants are provided with social housing for the duration of
remain for as long as they wanted.
their need. MSD reviews tenancies to ensure social housing is
provided to those with greatest need. Increasingly, housing is
linked with other needs and services to encourage better
outcomes, including housing independence.
Source: Ministry of Social Development for the Social Housing Reform Programme
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Figure 2: New social housing system

Source: Ministry of Social Development for the Social Housing Reform Programme

It is estimated that the planned reforms will cost the Government more. The Government has
budgeted to increase IRRS subsidies from 62,000 households currently to 65,000 by 2017/18.
IRRS funding will rise from $718 million in 2014/15 to $880 million in 2017/18. Also, it is likely that
the price of any houses that transfer to new owners will be less than their book value on Housing
NZ’s balance sheet. That is because the houses are not being sold on the open market, and
come with the obligation to continue providing social housing.
The provisions of the Social Housing Reform Programme require more supply of social houses
and greater diversity of social housing services. Key measures to achieve more supply and
diversity in social housing includes an active role by the Ministry of Social Development in funding
and purchasing social housing tenancies, and strengthening the revenue and assets of registered
community housing providers through the transfer of some Housing NZ houses and tenancies.
3.1.3

Government agencies involved with the community housing programme

The key government agencies involved in social housing are as follows:
• Ministry of Social Development (MSD)
o MSD is the point of contact for potential social housing tenants and social housing
providers.
o Households apply for a social house at MSD, which assesses their needs. If eligible
they are placed on the social housing register and are matched to a property by a
housing provider.
o MSD contracts with housing providers for tenancy services, pays IRRS, ensures
market rent is appropriate, and ensures tenancies are purchased where they are
needed and configured for the people who need them.
o The Ministry is an active manager of government-funded social housing tenancies
through the IRRS. Its role is to provide support for people with serious housing needs
for the duration of their need, integrating housing assistance with other social
assistance delivered by MSD.
o MSD also publishes the Social Housing Purchasing Intentions, which provides
information to existing and potential housing providers on the current and likely future
demand for social housing by region.
•

Housing New Zealand

APR Consultants Ltd
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o

Housing New Zealand is the main provider of social houses in New Zealand. It is a
Crown Entity and receives its revenue from MSD and tenant rent.

•

Community Housing Regulatory Authority (CHRA)
o Assessing CHPs who meet the prescribed eligibility criteria.
o Registering CHPs who meet the eligibility criteria and who demonstrate the capacity to
meet the performance standards.
o Maintaining an up-to-date register of registered CHPs which is accessible to CHPs,
tenants and the public.
o Monitoring ongoing compliance by registered CHPs with the eligibility criteria and the
performance standards.
o Requiring information from CHPs, to supplement reporting or at any other time, to
carry out the Community Housing Regulatory Authority's (CHRA's) statutory functions
– such as investigating complaints.

•

Transactions Unit (TU)
o The Transactions Unit (TU) sits within the Treasury. It is responsible for designing and
delivering the transactions within the Social Housing Reform Programme.

Figure 3: Operational manual for community housing providers

Source: Ministry of Social Development

3.1.4

Tenant eligibility for social housing

Social
must:
•
•
•
•

housing is provided for people most in need of housing. To get social housing applicants
be aged 16 years or over;
be ordinarily resident in New Zealand;
be a New Zealand citizen, or a permanent resident in New Zealand; and
have income under:
o $577.14 a week (after tax) for people who have no partner and no dependent
children;
o $887.91 a week (after tax) for people who have a partner and/or dependent
children; and possess cash assets worth less than $42,700.

APR Consultants Ltd
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Applicants will also need to show that they have been looking for a place to live, but have not
been able to find one that meets their needs. If applicants have a partner, their situation will be
assessed as part of the application.
3.1.5

Key differences between the HDC and potential CHP provision

Key differences between the current HDC provision of pensioner housing and potential CHP
provision of housing include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
3.1.6

Existing council tenants will not qualify for MSD subsidisation.
Tenants will receive up to a maximum of 25% discount on market rent based on their
gross income, compared to a maximum 15% discount market rate with Council, based on
assets.
Tenants will need to re-apply for housing to MSD to be put on the housing register.
Tenants will deal/liaise with MSD and the CHP, rather than just HDC.
Tenants are not necessarily guaranteed a long-term tenure as allocations of tenancies are
annually reviewed by MSD based on need.
Tenants’ eligibility is assessed based on their income and assets, rather than just assets.
Tenants’ rent subsidisation and tenancy will be dependent on the prevailing policies of the
current government.
There is likely a higher chance of an outside of district CHP upgrading selected units to
make them more pensioners’ friendly.
Selected wrap around social services may be available to tenants through the CHP.
Demand forecast

Recent research has highlighted the following facts:
• Currently, there are around 82,000 social housing units in New Zealand.
• Housing New Zealand owns about 62,500 out of the above; 12,000 owned by local
councils and 8,000 owned by other agencies like NGOs.
• In the beginning of 2017, around 65,000 housing units received Income Related Rent
Subsidies (IRRS).
It is estimated that New Zealand’s social and build environment will change drastically in 2030.
The identified changes include:
• The population will increase to 5.2 million.
• The people aged 65 and over will cross 1 million.
• There will be a general housing shortage of 100,000 homes (most of these in the
affordable bracket).
• There will be a gross undersupply of universal or lifetime design houses (nearly a
quarter million homes). The Lifetime design houses are intended to make homes more
easily adaptable for lifetime use at minimal cost.
• By 2030, New Zealand requires around 75,000 social and retirement housing units.
• In 2017, MSD received 5,353 priority applicants. That was 40% higher than 2016.
As per the Social Housing Quarterly Report 2017:
• The government will spend $2.3 billion on housing support, supporting more than 310,000
households.
• The government has committed $354 million for transitional housing, which will provide
8,600 emergency housing places per year.
• In 2016, the Government committed $144.5 million over the next four years to secure
additional social housing places from Community Housing Providers. This provides CHPs
with upfront funding and/or an operating supplement for new supply.
• There are currently around 66,000 social houses, and MSD has released a purchasing
strategy that would see an additional 6,400 places added by June 2020.
APR Consultants Ltd
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Figure 4: Social housing action plans

Source: Ministry of Social Development

3.2

The role of local councils as a pensioner housing provider

Local Councils remain a major provider of pensioner housing. Local government owns between
11,000 and 12,000 pensioner housing units. This investment was made during the period when
the Government subsidised councils to provide pensioner housing in order to free up the Housing
Corporation to focus on vulnerable families and people with special needs.
The former National Government’s social housing policy was based on an “investment to
independence” approach. This was a broad-based approach to provide people in need with wrap
around services to enable them to regain a level of independence. The major objectives of this
approach were to provide greater choice and increase the percentage of social housing delivered
by non-government providers. The National Government had stopped capital grants to councils to
help them build and improve their housing stock, and had not allowed them to access Income
Related Rent Subsidies (IRRS) when they opened it to other housing providers. This approach
turned out to be rather inappropriate for the majority of local councils and its social housing
tenants – as senior citizens look to councils to provide security of tenure until they shift into
supported accommodation, such as a rest home. These policies encouraged councils to look at
divesting their stock or collaborating with other social housing providers. Whilst some councils are
committed to continue in their role as either a direct provider or provider in partnership with a
community housing agency, some are assessing their roles as a provider of pensioner housing.
These government interventions and policy shifts have attracted likely collaborations and private
investments into the sector. In this context of policy settings, local councils are facing numerous
challenges in providing affordable pensioner housing. Local councils mostly struggle to act
responsively and proactively to the market needs, especially in the case of their elderly tenants.
The crucial challenges in this regard are:
• to meet the growing/changing needs of affordable social housing in a financially
sustainable way; and
• the age and quality of current housing portfolios.
Most councils charge below market rates with Wellington City, for example charging 70% of
commercial rents. Increasing rents is viewed as an option to improve financial sustainability;
however, it would create major affordability problems for tenants. Most councils are operating
their pensioner housing units without a direct subsidy from property taxes, however the majority
do not appear to be funding depreciation and as a result the stock has aged.
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A number of councils were in the process of deciding what they would do with their social housing
stock in response to the current Government policies. The increasing maintenance/replacement
cost of the elderly housing is a major issue which entailed many councils to look for other
potential options. Many consider adequate stock transfers or partnerships with potential CHPs as
pivotal strategy for rapid growth and expansion and particularly for receiving IRRS. While some
have been focusing on attracting private sector investment and funding for self-sufficiency, others
have either transferred or leased stock to registered CHPs (Whakatane District Council, Hamilton
City Council, Christchurch City Council and Wellington City Council).
Auckland Council in 2016 entered into a joint venture with the Selwyn Foundation to run the
council's portfolio of 1,412 units for the elderly, in 62 villages. The foundation has a 51 per cent
share in the venture to manage the units, add 40 homes and progressively replace others. This
joint venture has registered as a CHP and now it is eligible to receive government payments
through the Income-Related Rent Subsidy scheme. Recently, Tauranga City Council has decided
to proceed with a plan to sell nine council-owned pensioner villages to one or more community
housing providers.
3.2.1

Changes to affordable housing policy

According to Salvation Army Social Policy and Parliamentary Unit, New Zealand will need up to
2,500 additional social houses each year for at least the next decade to tackle the social housing
crisis. The new Labour-coalition Government is initiating a different approach to address the
existing housing issues. This includes provisions and policies to increase the number of social
houses and social housing providers.
With the present changed political scenario, if the government reinstate the IRRS provision or if
local councils are offered the chance to access funding through grants HDC should be
strategically prepared to take maximum leverage of the situation. Council needs to understand
their assets and be clear about what strategic changes are required to improve stock and supply.

3.3

MSD’s social housing purchasing strategy

MSD’s Social Housing Purchasing Strategy (formerly known as the Social Housing Purchasing
Intentions) published annually provides clear information about the social housing places, where
MSD is seeking to subsidise, how and at what price? This includes sharing information about
demand for housing both now and in the next few years and specifying where MSD will be
seeking to increase the supply of social housing. The volume estimates provided reflect MSD’s
current intentions, but the actual volumes purchased are likely to vary, and the intentions set out
do not commit MSD to purchasing at these volumes.
3.3.1

IRRS funding

MSD is only able to pay IRRS to Housing New Zealand Corporation (HNZC) or registered
Community Housing Providers (CHPs). Under Section 5 of the Housing Restructuring and
Tenancy Matters (Community Housing Provider) Regulations 2014, councils cannot register
directly as a CHP. However, councils can:
• establish a subsidiary or council-controlled organisation that operates at arm's length from
the local authority or council-controlled organisation; or
• lease council-owned properties to a CHP.
If either of these situations occurs in an area where MSD has signalled an intention to purchase
additional IRRS places, MSD may do so only as existing tenants exit the property. MSD is unable
to pay IRRS in relation to existing tenancies (tenancies that were current within the previous 91
days) under current policy settings. MSD can only pay the IRRS in relation to new tenants placed
into those properties from the social housing register.

APR Consultants Ltd
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3.3.2

IRRS funding limits

MSD sets limits for the weekly market rent it will pay for a social housing place, by location and
number of bedrooms. While the majority of social housing places will remain near the lower
quartile of market rent, some new builds may be closer to these limits.
The current market rents limit for Hauraki District in MSD’s December 2016 Purchasing Intentions
for One and Two-Bedroom Social Housing Places are $250 per week (one bedroom) and $300
per week (two bedrooms). New housing stock for Hauraki pensioners would likely be onebedroom and the $250 limit would apply. The market rate on existing units would be based on a
professional rent assessment, but would likely sit between $170 and $230 per week.
3.3.3

Purchasing intentions

MSD’s purchasing intentions report shows the locations and types of properties where MSD
would like to purchase additional IRRS places over the next four years. MSD indicates for
Hauraki:
• an expected need for more one-bedroom accommodation; but
• zero new IRRS places over the next four years to 2020.
MSD took a number of factors into consideration when developing the purchasing strategy
including demand on the social housing register over the past two years, private market supply,
social deprivation, population projections and feedback from MSD regional commissioners.
3.3.4

Capital funding for new projects

MSD is currently focusing on meeting the need for social housing in hotspot areas with a
particular emphasis on the territorial authorities with high numbers of people who are homeless or
in insecure housing. At a high level, MSD is trying to ensure that the additional IRRS places are
targeted to locations of greatest demand, and to people with the greatest need.
At this stage, capital funding towards the development of new social housing supply is primarily
targeted at Auckland through the Open Request for Proposals (RFP) through which MSD is
seeking to procure 1,000 additional social housing places in the high demand Auckland market.
Recently, MSD has issued a small (50 social housing places) RFP to test settings for procuring
new supply in other high demand areas (namely Whangarei, Hamilton, Lower Hutt, Wellington
and Christchurch).

APR Consultants Ltd
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4.0 SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS OF HDC PENSIONER HOUSING
4.1

History

The pensioner housing units were developed at various stages between 1960 and 1985 by the
former Paeroa Borough Council, Waihi Borough Council and Hauraki Plains County Council. They
have been owned, maintained and operated by the Hauraki District Council since 1 November
1989.
During the1980’s, there was a national policy for housing provided for low-income elderly people.
Legislation was passed to provide concessionary loans to encourage local authorities to build
pensioner-housing units. The Health Department also provided a lump sum grant per unit to help
pay for housing construction costs until the mid-1980’s when the Government’s attitude to grants
and low interest loans changed.

4.2

Current management

The overall management of the pensioner housing is the responsibility of the Community Services
Manager. This includes the ongoing safety of the pensioner housing, tenancy arrangements, day
to day operational matters and compliance requirements of the elderly housing provision. The
Community Services Manager reports to the Group Manager – Community Services and
Development. At the middle-level, the Property Manager is responsible for the property and
building matters of the facility and the Community Services Facilities and Administration Manager
performs the operational matters of the facility.
Figure 5: Hauraki District Council pensioner housing management structure
Group Manager - Community
Services and Development

Community Services Manager

Community Services Facilities
and Administration (Operational
matters)

Property Manager (Property
and Building matters)

Source: APR Consultants Ltd based on Hauraki District, Community Facilities Asset Management Plan, 2015 – 2025
http://www.hauraki-dc.govt.nz/assets/council_documents/1331174_Community_Facilities_ExecSum.pdf
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4.3

Current housing specification

The Council owns and administers 57 pensioner housing units within nine individual complexes.
In Waihi there are 21 units, in Paeroa there are 24 units and in Ngatea there are 12 units. The
units range in amenity from bedsit units to one-bedroom units.
Condition grading has shown that the pensioner housing stock is in a well-maintained condition
with a full operational maintenance and renewal programme in place for the next 10 years.
Table 2: Location and number of units
Location
Paeroa Ward
2 Junction Road, Paeroa (North-West of Centre)
15 King Street, Paeroa (North-East of Centre)
Waihi Ward
51 Moresby Avenue, Waihi (North-West of Centre)

No. of
units
24
18
6
21
4

Accommodation
type
Single bedroom
Single bedroom

Duplex
Duplex

1961-69
1974

Bedsitter

Duplex
3 x blocks
(incorporating
duplex and
triplex units)

1980/199

Proximity to
main street
Belmont Road
300m
300m
Seddon Street
130m

1960

900m

Upper Moresby Avenue/ Elliot Street, Waihi (NorthWest of Centre)

7

144 Seddon Street, Waihi (North-East of Centre)

6

84 Kenny Street, Waihi (South-East of Centre)
73 Kenny Street, Waihi (South-East of Centre)

2
2

Ngatea Ward

12

18 Pauls Drive, Ngatea (North of Centre)

4

Single bedroom

20 Pauls Drive, Ngatea (North of Centre)
26 Kaihere Road, Ngatea (South-East of Centre)

4
4

Single bedroom
Single bedroom

3x unit blocks
Single bedroom &
single bedsitter (2)
Bedsitter
Double bedroom

Building
form

Duplex
duplex
duplex
Single
building
(quadplex)
duplex
duplex

Built
date

1976/198
0
1969
1984

200m
200m
160m
Orchard Rd
West

1974

300m

1982
1985

280m
300m

Source: Hauraki District, Community Facilities Asset Management Plan, 2015 – 2025
Notes:
(1) ‘Duplex’= a pairing of single-storey dwellings located side-by-side on the same plot of land ownership. ‘Triplex’ and ‘Quadplex’ units
are multiple numbers of adjacent dwellings housed within a single building, as in a duplex arrangement.
(2) Single’ bedroom means accommodating a single person with sufficient space provided for a single-sized bed. A ‘double’ bedroom
provides sufficient space for a couple within a double-sized bed.

Pensioner housing level of service and target for 2015-2025
Table 3: Level of service and target for 2015-205

Source: Hauraki District, Community Facilities Asset Management Plan, 2015 – 2025
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4.4

Current age policy

The current age policy of the council requires the applicants must be at least 60 years of age.
Also, in the case of couples applying, both must be at least 60 years of age.

4.5
•
•
•
•

Current rent policy
Currently rents are $116 per week for a bedsit and $122 per week for a one-bedroom unit.
Hauraki District’s provision is 55 one-bedroom flats and two bedsits.
The rental rate is based on the median Matamata Piako District rental rate for a one
bedroom flat as specified by MBIE’s tenancy services.
Rents are not increased by more than $6 per week per year in order to maintain
affordability for residents.

5.0 DEMOGRAPHY AND DEMAND FORECAST
5.1

Demographic profile

Hauraki District’s 2013 census population of 17,811 was a slight reduction from the 2006 census
population of 17,862.
Table 4: Hauraki District area units – resident population (2001 to 2013)
Area unit
2001 Census
2006 Census
Kaiaua
N/A
678
Ngatea
1,071
1,164
Hauraki Plains
2,424
2,541
Turua
1,317
1,335
Kerepehi
501
513
Ohinemuri
3,045
3,156
Paeroa
3,879
3,975
Waihi
4,524
4,500
16,761
17,862
Total

2013 Census
786
1,248
2,508
1,317
429
3,111
3,885
4,527
17,811

Source: Statistics New Zealand

Demographic profile information includes:
• The Hauraki District has a higher proportion of residents in either the European or Māori
ethnic groups than for New Zealand as a whole and less people in other ethnic groups.
• 3,588 Māori usually live in the Hauraki District, an increase of 270 people, or 8.1% since
the 2006 census.
• Just over 21% of the residents in the District said they were of Māori ethnicity – which
compares with around 14.9% for New Zealand as a whole.
• Around 85.2% of people living in the District said they belong to the European ethnic group
(compared to 74% for New Zealand as a whole). In 2006 78% of people living in the
District said they belonged to the European ethnic group (compared to 67% for New
Zealand as a whole).
• A higher proportion of District residents were in the 50-64 and 65+ age categories when
compared to New Zealand as a whole.
• The District had a smaller proportion of people in the 15-44 age groups.
• Generally, the trends of the age of the Hauraki District population have not changed since
the 2006 census, and the population continues to age.
• The median age (half are younger, and half older, than this age) is 45.5 years for people in
Hauraki District. For New Zealand as a whole, the median age is 38.0 years.
APR Consultants Ltd
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•
•

5.2

21.9 percent of people in Hauraki District are aged 65 years and over, compared with 14.3
percent of the total New Zealand population.
19.5 percent of people are aged under 15 years in Hauraki District, compared with 20.4
percent for all of New Zealand.

Population projections

HDC supplied ‘The National Institute of Demographic and Economic Analysis (NIDEA)’ population
projections for the district to APR. The population data analysed below are “high” growth
projections that were adopted by Council in March 2017.
5.2.1
•
•
5.2.2
•
•

Resident population count
The number of residents aged 65–79 years is projected to increase by 1,809 people in 10
years’ time and 1,599 in 20 years’ time.
The number of residents aged over 80 years is projected to increase by 807 people in 10
years’ time and 1,813 in 20 years’ time.
Proportions
The proportion of residents aged 65-79 years is projected to increase by 3.4 percentage
points in 10 years’ time and 4.7% percentage points in 20 years’ time.
The number of residents aged over 80 years is projected to increase by 3.2% in 10 years’
time and 7.2% in 20 years’ time.

Table 5: Population projections – numbers
2017
2027
2037 10 - year change 20 - year change Average growth rate 2017-2037
Under 20
4,990
5,432
5,356
442
366
0.7%
20-34
3,131
2,614
2,324
-517
-807
-2.9%
35-64
7,408
7,498
7,289
90
-119
-0.2%
65-79
3,630
4,719
5,229
1,089
1,599
3.7%
80+
1,081
1,888
2,894
807
1,813
10.3%
Total
20,240 22,151 23,092
1,911
2,852
1.3%
Source: Hauraki population projection data supplied by HDC and APR Consultants analysis

Table 6: Population projections – percentages
2017
2027
Under 20
24.7%
24.5%
20-34
15.5%
11.8%
35-64
36.6%
33.8%
65-79
17.9%
21.3%
80+
5.3%
8.5%

2037
23.2%
10.1%
31.6%
22.6%
12.5%

10 - year change
-0.1%
-3.7%
-2.8%
3.4%
3.2%

20 - year change
-1.5%
-5.4%
-5.0%
4.7%
7.2%

Source: Hauraki population projection data supplied by HDC and APR Consultants analysis

By 2028 the population of the district is projected to increase to 22,300 with the plains ward
increasing to 7,267 from around 6,638 currently, a 9.5% increase.
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Usually Resident Population

Table 7: Hauraki District – Population projections by area unit
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

District

18,600

19,010

19,420

19,830

20,240

20,650

20,831

21,012

21,193

21,374

21,555

21,704

21,853

22,002

22,151

22,300

Paeroa
Ward

5,729

5,853

5,978

6,102

6,226

6,350

6,423

6,496

6,569

6,642

6,715

6,767

6,820

6,872

6,924

6,976

Plains Ward

6,107

6,239

6,372

6,505

6,638

6,771

6,823

6,875

6,926

6,978

7,030

7,078

7,125

7,172

7,219

7,267

Waihi Ward

6,764

6,917

7,070

7,223

7,376

7,529

7,585

7,641

7,697

7,753

7,809

7,859

7,908

7,958

8,007

8,057

Paeroa

4,070

4,162

4,254

4,346

4,438

4,530

4,588

4,646

4,704

4,762

4,820

4,858

4,896

4,934

4,972

5,010

Ngatea

1,290

1,319

1,348

1,377

1,406

1,435

1,448

1,461

1,474

1,487

1,500

1,510

1,520

1,530

1,540

1,550

Waihi

4,730

4,848

4,966

5,084

5,202

5,320

5,356

5,392

5,428

5,464

5,500

5,532

5,564

5,596

5,628

5,660

Kaiaua

820

841

862

883

904

925

934

943

952

961

970

975

980

985

990

995

Kerepehi

450

457

464

471

478

485

492

499

506

513

520

521

522

523

524

525

Hauraki
Plains

2,610

2,676

2,742

2,808

2,874

2,940

2,958

2,976

2,994

3,012

3,030

3,052

3,074

3,096

3,118

3,140

Ohinemuri

3,077

3,131

3,184

3,237

3,290

3,343

3,373

3,403

3,434

3,464

3,494

3,521

3,547

3,574

3,600

3,627

Turua

1,380

1,401

1,422

1,443

1,464

1,485

1,493

1,501

1,509

1,517

1,525

1,538

1,551

1,564

1,577

1,590

173

175

178

181

184

187

189

191

192

194

196

197

199

200

202

203

Whiritoa

Source: Statistics New Zealand

5.2.3

Hauraki District projected population proportions by broad age group

The graph below shows a steady decline in the proportion of the population who are aged
between 35 to 64 years’ old. Key population crossover points are located in 2031 when the
proportion of those aged over 80 years becomes greater than the proportion of those aged 20 to
34 years and in 2044 when the proportion of those aged under 20 years decreases below the
population of those residents aged 65 to 79 years’ old.
Figure 6: Hauraki District projected population proportions by broad age group

Source: APR Consultants Ltd
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Figure 7: Hauraki District projected population proportions by broad age group

Source: Hauraki District positive ageing strategy

Number of units required to preserve status quo provision:
• The population of over 65-year olds is projected to rise from 4,711 (25.1% of total
population) to 8,123 (40.2%) by 2037.
• To maintain the same proportion of over 65 years old currently housed within the
pensioner units will require 24 more pensioners to be accommodated by 2027 and 43
pensioners by 2037. (This is the number of extra pensioners required to be housed to
maintain 1.3% rate of over 65-year olds).
• To maintain the same proportion of over 65-year olds currently housed within the
pensioner units will require a total (i.e. current + future pensioners) of 83 pensioners by
2027 and 102 pensioners by 2037. (These are the current and future number of
pensioners required to maintain the same proportion).
Table 8: Projected number of pensioners required to maintain the current proportion of pensioners
served
#
2017
2027
2037
1 Population of over 65 years
4,711
6,607
8,123
2 % of population over 65 years
23.3% 29.8% 35.2%
3 % of population over 65 years in pensioner housing at current stock of units
1.3%
0.9%
0.7%
(assumes that 59 people are housed)
4 % of population in pensioner housing (assumes that 59 people are housed as is
0.29% 0.27% 0.26%
currently)
5 Extra pensioners to be housed in order to maintain 1.3% of over 65 year olds
24
43
6 Total pensioners housed
59
83
102
Source: APR Consultants Ltd

5.2.4

APR comments

APR’s forecast is based on maintaining the status quo proportion of over 65-year olds served by
council accommodation. HDC will need to consider what proportion of ‘over 65’ it may wish to
accommodate given its investment preferences. We note that selecting a proportion of over 65’s
to provide accommodation for based on projected asset levels would be difficult given the inability
to access comprehensive asset information.

APR Consultants Ltd
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6.0 HAURAKI PENSIONER HOUSING REVENUE REVIEW
6.1
•
•
•
•
•

6.2

Current revenue position
Currently rents are $116 per week for a bedsit and $122 per week for a one-bedroom unit.
Hauraki District’s provision is 55 one-bedroom flats and two bedsits.
The rental rate is based on the median Matamata Piako District rental rate for a one
bedroom flat as specified by MBIE’s tenancy services.
Rents are not increased by more than $6 per week per year in order to maintain
affordability for residents.
As at 2016, the total annual rent revenue was $341,328.

Asset valuation

The total optimised depreciation residuals costs for pensioner housing is currently $2.58 million.
Table 9: Property asset valuation – optimised depreciation replacement costs for pensioner
housing 2017
Property pensioner housing
ORC
ODRC
Depreciation
$11,589
15 King Street Pensioner Flats, Paeroa
$1,189,718
$297,335
$9,493
18 Pauls Drive Pensioner Flats, Ngatea
$714,609
$223,463
$17,078
2 Junction Road, Flats, Paeroa
$2,728,651
$413,834
$7,729
20 Pauls Drive Pensioner Flats, Ngatea
$824,847
$217,102
$8,732
26 Kaihere Rd - Pensioner Flats, Ngatea
$729,301
$243,846
$6,247
73 Kenny Street Pensioner Flats, Waihi
$386,001
$162,454
$4,160
84 Kenny Street Pensioner Flats, Waihi
$262,971
$93,623
$15,671
Pensioner Flats 144 Seddon Street, Waihi
$1,051,579
$348,919
$10,869
Pensioner Flats 51 Moresby Ave (Lower), Waihi
$685,857
$283,576
$14,058
Upper Moresby Ave -Flats, Waihi
$1,163,159
$300,626
$9,736,693
$2,584,778
$105,626
Total
Source: Hauraki District, Community Facilities Asset Management Plan, 2015 – 2025

6.2.1

Market value pensioner flats

The total capital value of pensioner flat is valued at $2.625 million, made up of $848k of land and
$1.777 million in improvements.
Table 10: Market valuation (2015)
Street Address
Town
18 PAUL DR
Ngatea
26 KAIHERE RD
Ngatea

Land
$112,000
$102,000

Improvements
$198,000
$208,000

Capital Value
$310,000
$310,000

% breakdown
11.8%
11.8%
13.9%

JUNCTION RD

Paeroa

$86,000

$224,000

$310,000

15 KING ST

Paeroa

$190,000

$175,000

$365,000

MORESBY AVE

Waihi

$110,000

$360,000

$470,000

51 MORESBY AVE

Waihi

$73,000

$297,000

$370,000

144 SEDDON ST

Waihi

$29,000

$41,000

$70,000

84 KENNY ST

Waihi

$75,000

$125,000

$200,000

73 KENNY ST

Waihi

$71,000

$149,000

$220,000

Total

$848,000

$1,777,000

$2,625,000

11.8%

17.9%
14.1%
2.7%
7.6%
8.4%
100.0%

Source: Hauraki District Council
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6.2.2

Planned renewal expenditure

Table 11: Renewal expenditure schedule

Source: Hauraki District Council

6.3

Current operational budget

Table 12: Current operational budget
Expenses
0312 - Reactive Repairs
0342 - Routine Servicing
0420 - Data Maintenance
0432 - Energy Costs
0452 - Moving
0482 - Rates
0610 - Insurance
0650 - Overhead Expenditure
0662 - Depreciation
Total
Income
0130 - User Fees and Charges
Total Deficit/Surplus

16/17 Actuals
$39,602
$14,906
$23,759
$2,218
$19,635
$46,519
$6,785
$101,880
$102,158
$356,983
16/17 Actuals
($311,344)
-$45,639

Source: Hauraki District Council and APR Consultants Ltd

•
•
•

The annual operating deficit for the fiscal year 2016-2017 was higher ($45,639) due to the
additional expenses incurred under; data maintenance ($23,759), reactive repairs
($39,602) and overhead expenditure ($101,880).
The current actual operational expenses for the facility were calculated at $356,983 and
the actual operational income was $311,344.
The depreciation for the current fiscal year was estimated as $102,158.

APR Consultants Ltd
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6.4

Annual cash flow

Actual expenditure and revenue figures for the years ended June 2015 and 2016 were used in the
table below, while for the year ended June 2017, budgeted expenditure was used along with an
assumed $6 rent increase per week per unit on 2016’s revenue (as occurred in the previous
year). The key features were:
• Revenue during the last three years has ranged between $323.5k and $359.1k.
• The projected cash flow on a three-year cumulative basis breaks even and achieves a
small surplus.
• The greatest annual expense is overheads (average of 28.7% pa, of total annual
expenditure) followed by renewals (average of 27.0% pa), rates (average 16.4% pa),
reactive repairs (average 8.1% pa) and insurance (average 6.6% pa).
• As with most small districts with pension housing, while the operation is operationally cost
neutral, the annual revenue is insufficient to fund significant structural upgrades or new
builds.
Table 13: Annual cash flow
Expenses
0610 - Insurance
0342 - Routine Servicing
0420 - Data Maintenance
0650 - Overhead
0312 - Reactive Repairs
0410 - Communications
0452 - Mowing
0432 - Energy Costs
0482 - Rates
0700 - Capital expenditure
0710 - Renewals
Total expenses
Revenue
Revenue minus
expenses

YE June 2015
$22,837
$15,648
$11,801
$87,884
$29,507
$79
$19,940
$1,645
$48,092
$9,203
$95,352
$341,989
$323,544

YE June 2016
$20,908
$7,121
$8,779
$98,254
$13,029
$20,480
$1,162
$52,330
$3,212
$37,850
$263,126
$341,328

YE June 2017
(budgeted)
$23,000
$11,100
$101,880
$39,001
$20,099
$2,101
$63,900
$872
$137,861
$399,814
$359,112

-$18,445

$78,202

-$40,702

% breakdown (average
over 3 yrs.)
6.6%
3.4%
2.0%
28.7%
8.1%
0.0%
6.0%
0.5%
16.4%
1.3%
27.0%
100.0%
Cumulative 2015-17:
$19,056

Source: Hauraki District Council and APR Consultants Ltd

Figure 8: Expense breakdown (annual three-year average)

Source: Hauraki District Council
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6.5

Summary of income and expenses

Table 14: Financial performance
Expenses
13/14
Actuals
0312 - Reactive Repairs
$33,631
0342 - Routine Servicing
$17,778
0420– Data Maintenance
$0
0432 - Energy Costs
$1,420
0452 - Moving
$20,894
0482 - Rates
$56,619
0610 - Insurance
$23,324
0650 - Overhead
$78,008
Expenditure
0662 - Depreciation
$6,129
Total
$237,803
Income
13/14
Actuals
0130 - User
($296,886)
Fees and Charges
Total Deficit/Surplus
$59,083

14/15
Actuals
$29,507
$15,648
$0
$1,645
$19,940
$48,092
$22,837
$87,884

15/16
Actuals
$13,029
$7,121
$8,779
$1,162
$20,480
$52,330
$20,908
$98,254

16/17
Actuals
$39,602
$14,906
$23,759
$2,218
$19,635
$46,519
$6,785
$101,880

Revised
NY budget
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Average per
annum
28,942
13,863
8,134
1,611
20,237
50,890
18,463
91,506

$96,264
$321,817
14/15
Actuals

$99,499
$321,563
15/16
Actuals

$102,158
$356,983
16/17
Actuals

$0
$0
Revised
NY Budget

76,012
309,541

($326,941)

($317,886)

($311,344)

$0

313,264

$5,124

-$3,677

-$45,639

26,790

Source: Hauraki District Council and APR Consultants Ltd

6.5.1

Financial performance chart

Figure 9: Financial performance chart

profit/loss
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Source: APR Consultants Ltd
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6.5.2

Break-up for overhead expenses

Table 15: Overhead expenses
Financial
Community Property
years
Service
Officer
Manager
2017-2018
(Budgeted)
2016-2017
2015-2016
2014-2015
Total

$7,190.72

$13,496.34

$6,972.83
$6,724.68
$6,014.89
$26,903.12

$13,087.38
$12,621.62
$11,289.40
$50,494.74

Community
Facilities
Manager

Community
FinanceCustomer
Total
Service Asset Assistant
Services
Operations
Account
Manager
$58,758.12
$5,661.00
$10,255.56
$9,701.88 $105,064

$56,977.64
$54,949.93
$49,149.93
$219,835.62

$5,489.46
$5,294.10
$4,753.31
$21,197.87

$9,944.80
$9,590.89
$8,578.56
$38,369.81

$9,407.90
$9,073.09
$8,115.42
$36,298.29

$101,880
$98,254
$87,884
$393,082

Source: Hauraki District Council

6.5.3
•

•
•
•
6.5.4

Summary of financial analysis from 2013 to 2017
The detailed Income and Expenses analysis of the HDC pensioner housing manifests that
the total average annual income of the facility from 2013 to 2017 is $313,264 while the
total annual average expenses incurred is $309,541. When comparing with the previous
financial years, the annual operating expenses incurred for the financial year 2016-2017 is
considerably high due to the additional expenses incurred on depreciation (102,158), data
maintenance ($23,759), overhead expenses ($101,880) and reactive repairs ($39,602).
The operating surplus for the fiscal year 2013-2014 was higher ($59,083) as the total
operating expenses for that year was comparatively low ($237,803). This was mainly due
to a decrease in the overhead expenses ($78,008).
The overhead expenses budgeted for 2017-2018 is $105,064. The total expenses incurred
for the community facilities services are higher than entire periods.
The overhead costs for next 3 years are estimated as $116,000 per year and depreciation
costs for next 3 years are estimated as $102,000 per year.
Overhead value analysis to reduce overhead expenses

The Overhead Value Analysis (OVA) is a technique to find opportunities to reduce the overhead
costs. It is an effective tool to reduce waste and increase profitability. This technique focuses on
reduction and optimisation of indirect activities and services in an organisation. It differs from the
traditional overhead analysis as it estimates both supplier and customer related costs to
determine which costs that be cut. OVA need to be performed by the top-level management,
engaging people throughout the process. This will provide valuable insights on possible savings
opportunities in this area.

APR Consultants Ltd
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The overhead value analysis procedure is performed as below:
Figure 10: Overhead value analysis
OVERHEAD VALUE ANALYSIS

Get an overview of the operations, services and output.

List all the activities currently performed and related costs.

Determine the numbers hours required to perform each task.

Customers are asked to evaluate the current service and its outputs, including
suggestions for improvement.

Identify necessary cost savings by prioritising the current services and outputs. Identify
opportunities, especially to reduce overheads in three areas (tasks that are redundant and
could be eliminated; people who are underutilised; and works that could be delegated or
outsourced to less expensive resources).

Decide which activities should be eliminated, automated, integrated or outsourced.

Finalise action plans, calculate the benefits and implement the same.
Source: APR Consultants Ltd; https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/cut-costs-using-overhead-value-analysis-doug-and-polly-white
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7.0 SETTING AGE AND RENT POLICY
7.1

Age policy considerations

The current age policy of Council stipulates that applicants must be at least 60 years of age. Also,
in the case of couples applying, both must be at least 60 years of age. For comparison purposes,
the age and eligibility criteria of other district councils were analysed and are outlined in the table
below. Many Local Councils have set out their age policy for elderly housing eligibility as 65 and
above.
Table 16: Age and other eligibility criteria of various local councils
Council
Age
Other criteria
specification
• Be a New Zealand resident aged 65 or older and qualify for a
government pension.
• Assets can’t exceed $17,500 for a single person and $20,000 for a
couple.
• Tenants can earn up to $90 per week over the pension, this includes
income from family trusts, – and Government benefits such as the
disability allowance are not exempt from this limit.
Tauranga City Council 65 or over
• Need to be able to live independently.
• Must have a good tenant history and provide two landlord referees.
• In case of a couple, only one person needs to be over 65, as long as
all other criteria are met. If the eligible tenant no longer occupies the
unit, their partner can continue to live in the unit.
• If there are on-going vacancies, the chief executive can approve
tenants over 60 years old who do not meet the age or
superannuation criteria.
• Be a New Zealand citizen or hold New Zealand Permanent
Residency.
• Be retired from full time work.
• Have assets of less than $25,000 for a single applicant and $45,000
Rotorua District
for a couple, this includes the value of any major asset sold within 5
60 years or over
Council
years of applying.
• Have an income of less than $25,000 for a single applicant and
$45,000 for a couple.
• Be in need of long-term accommodation.
• Capable of living independently.
• Be a New Zealand resident.
• Have a genuine need for long term accommodation in the Western
Bay.
• Have income and assets that meet the guidelines (This means not
being in possession of significant savings, private pension,
65 or older
investments, dividends, bonds, shares, mortgages, debentures or
Western Bay of Plenty and/or qualify
other investments, income from any kind of Trust (including a family
District Council
for Government
Trust) and not owning property, caravan, boat or any other asset
superannuation
apart from a modest vehicle, and having access to no more than
$20,000 (single applicant) or $25,000 (double applicants).
• Qualify for a Government Superannuation Benefit.
• With regard to any waiting list, preference will be given to applicants
who have a history of residence in the Western Bay of Plenty District
• Be a non-smoker.

APR Consultants Ltd
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Council

Age
specification

Other criteria
•

Taupo District Council

60 years or over

•
•
•

Waikato District
Council

65 years or over

•
•

•

Be on a benefit (e.g. invalid, national superannuation, widow,
transitional, emergency).
Have assets of under the following amount: (Single person –
$15,000; Couple – $20,000).
Applicants must not be in full time employment.
Applicant’s asset value should not exceed. For single – $17,500 and
for couple – $ 20,500.
Be a New Zealand resident.
Any applicant on a benefit other than an age related benefit, national
superannuation or war pension.
Capable of living independently.

Source: APR Consultants Ltd

7.1.1

Life expectancy of New Zealanders

In terms of health, life expectancy at birth in New Zealand is 81 years, one year higher than the
OECD average of 80 years. Life expectancy for women is 83 years, compared with 80 for men.
Based on death rates in New Zealand in 2012-14:
• Life expectancy at birth is 83.2 years for females and 79.5 years for males.
• Life expectancy at birth has increased by 1.0 years for females and 1.5 years for males
since 2005-07.
• Female life expectancy at birth is 3.7 years higher than male life expectancy at birth, down
from the largest difference of 6.4 years in 1975-77.
• The gap between Māori and non-Māori life expectancy at birth has narrowed to 7.1 years.
This compares with 8.2 years in 2005-07, 8.5 years in 2000-02, and 9.1 years in 1995-97.
Life expectancy at birth is 77.1 years for Māori females and 73.0 years for Māori males,
compared with 83.9 years for non-Māori females and 80.3 years for non-Māori males.
• Life expectancy at birth is 78.7 years for Pacific females and 74.5 years for Pacific males.
Death rates decreased between 2005-07 and 2012-14 at almost all ages. As a result,
expectancy at birth in 2012-14 increased to:
• 79.5 years for males (up 1.5 years), and 83.2 years for females (up 1.0 years).
• 73.0 years for Māori males (up 2.6 years), and 77.1 years for Māori females (up
years).
• 80.3 years for non-Māori males (up 1.3 years), and 83.9 years for non-Māori females
0.9 years).
• 74.5 years for Pacific males (up 1.3 years), and 78.7 years for Pacific females (up
years).

life
2.0
(up
1.3

According to Mortality and Demographic Data 2011, the leading causes of death at ages 15-24
years were external causes such as accidents and intentional self-harm. After these ages, death
rates gradually increase with age, and in those aged in the mid-to-late 60s there is about 1 death
per 100 people. Of those aged in the mid-to-late 80s, there is about 1 death per 10 people.

APR Consultants Ltd
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Total population life expectancy at birth
Figure 11: Life expectancy at birth

Source: Statistics New Zealand

Total population life expectancy at age 65
Figure 12: Life expectancy at the age of 65

Source: Statistics New Zealand
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7.2

Considerations to effect variations in age policy

7.2.1

Recommended Age Policy modification

•
•
•

7.2.2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The age requirement of the future applicants could be raised from 60 to 65 years old.
In the case of couples, both could be 65 years of age.
The age requirement of those disabled (e.g., those with access to mobility cards) could be
set 60 years of age. (According to Statistics New Zealand, disability is defined as longterm limitation (resulting from impairment) in a person’s ability to carry out daily activities).
Factors for consideration
The age policy setting for pensioner housing should consider and reflect on relevant
parameters of New Zealand’s ageing population and increasing life expectancy.
Population forecast changes will have huge impacts on the demand for pensioner homes.
HDC could think about modifying its age policy to be on par with some of its counterparts.
It is observed that in New Zealand, the number of people aged 65 years old and over
would double in the next 30 years, to 1.4 million.
Any changes need to be part of a broader approach, reflecting the fact that people reach
their 50s and 60s with varying degrees of physical and financial fitness.
The proposed age policy modification could tackle the raising current and future elderly
housing demands to an extent giving Council a breathing period to build new units.
Council could revise age eligibility every 5 years.

Note: However, the se- out changes necessarily should not be retroactive (ex post facto) so as to
affect the current tenant status.

7.3
•
7.3.1

Setting rent policy
Currently rents are $116 per week for a bedsit and $122 per week for a one-bedroom unit.
Asset level criteria and rate of rental subsidy

Currently the Council subsidises the pensioner flat rentals by 30% (reducing to 15% over the next
few years).
Table 17: Asset level criteria and rental subsidy
Asset Level
Single
Under
$25,000
Under
$30,000
Under
$35000
Under
$40,000
Over
$45,000

Couple
$30,000
$35,000
$40,000
$45,000
$50,000

Other
30%
25%
20%
10%
Not eligible for subsidy

Source: Hauraki District Council
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For comparison purpose, the rent specifications of other district councils are outlined below.
Table 18: Rent specification of various local councils
Local Government
Housing specification and rent

Tauranga City Council

Single unit – from $130 to 151 per week
Double Unit – from $260 to $302

Western Bay of Plenty
District Council

Single Unit – $240 for fortnight
Double Unit – $344 for fortnight

Taupo District Council

Single Unit – $110 (per person per week)
Double Unit – $160

Whakatane District
Council (as per 2013
information – charged
80% of market rate)
Rotorua District Council
(as of 2015)
Matamata District
Council

Hauraki District Council

Other
The Council will pay the building insurance
and water rates and tenants are responsible
for contents insurance, telephone and
power. The Council will also maintain the
lawn and gardens for the complex; the
tenant needs to look after the unit's garden.
The units are all either one bedroom only or
bed sit style. Rents are reviewed on an
annual basis.

Single Unit – from $264 to $272 per
fortnight
Double Units – $280 to $288 per fortnight
Single Units – $106 to $124
Double Units – $137 to $156
One bedroom flat – $156 per week*
Two weeks of rent must be paid in advance,
Two bedroom flat – $212 per week*
as well as a bond of four weeks rent, which
* Note: prices are indicative only and are
is lodged with Tenancy Services.
subject to change
Pensioner Flats/ Units
Rental cost per week (no GST)
Ngatea
$122.00
20 Pauls Drive - Single Bedroom (4 Units)
Kaihere Road - Single Bedroom (4 Units)
$122.00
18 Paul Drive - Older style Single bedroom
$122.00
(4 Units)
Paeroa
Junction Road - Single Bedroom (18 Units)
$122.00
King Street - Single Bedroom (6 Units)
$122.00
Waihi
Seddon Street - Single bedroom (4 Units)
$122.00
Seddon Street - Bedsit (2 Units)
$116.00
Moresby Ave - Single Bedsit (4 Units)
$116.00
Moresby Ave / Elliott Street - Single
$122.00
Bedroom (7 Units)
Kenny Street - Double Bedroom (2 Units)
$122.00
Kenny Street - Older Single Bedsit (2 Units)
$116.00

Source: Local government websites
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7.4
•
•
•
•
•

•

7.5
•
•

Current rent stipulations for MSD’s housing register IRR
recipients
The maximum rent subsidy available to a tenant on MSD’s social housing register is 25%
of market rent. The actual subsidy on market rent is dependent on a recipient’s gross
annual income.
MSD generally uses MBIE’s lower quartile market rent to determine the subsidy paid to a
CHP.
The tenant pays a discounted market rate to the landlord and MSD pays the CHP the
IRRS, which is the difference between the tenants’ IRR and the market rent.
Based on five bonds lodged in Matamata-Piako district (between 1 Sep 2016 to 28 Feb
2017), the lower quartile is $220 per week, the median rent is $230 per week and the
upper quartile is $250 per week.
Given the small number of one-bedroom bonds lodged in Matamata Piako, it appears
more optimal to use bonds issued in Rotorua. For a central area in Rotorua
(Kuirau/Hillcrest/Glenholme) using 61 bonds received, the lower quartile was $180 per
week, the median was $200 per week and the upper quartile was $230 per week.
Applying a maximum rent subsidy of 25% to the lower quartile market rent for Rotorua
(Kuirau/Hillcrest/Glenholme) area gives a rent of $135 per week.

Rent readjustment for Hauraki pensioner housing
Using a flat 25% subsidy on market rent, 55 one-bedroom units and two bedsits, a $10
lower market rent for a bedsit and assuming full occupancy, annual revenue ranges
between $376k pa (market rent $170 per week) and $465k (market rent $230).
The difference between the Council units’ 2016 annual revenue and potentially greater
revenue ranges between $35k pa (market rent $170) and $124k (market rent $230).

Table 19: Indicative pensioner housing rent calculations
Discounted weekly rent
Weekly market rent
(25% discount)
Annual revenue
$170
$128
$180
$135
$190
$143
$200
$150
$210
$158
$220
$165
$230
$173

$376,350
$398,580
$420,810
$443,040
$465,270
$465,270
$465,270

Difference from current
revenue
$35,022
$57,252
$79,482
$101,712
$123,942
$123,942
$123,942

Source: APR Consultants Ltd
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Figure 13: Rent and revenue analysis (based on 25% discounted market rent)
500,000

Rent and Revenue Analysis (based on 25% discounted market rent)
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Axis Discounted weekly rent (25% discount)

Source: APR Consultants Ltd

7.6

Considerations to effect variations in rent policy

7.6.1

Recommended rent policy modification

APR recommends that HDC’s current rental rates need a once-off correction of appropriately $20
per week per unit to make them comparable to the MSD housing register tenant subsidisation
levels.
7.6.2
•
•

•
•

•
•

Factors for consideration:
Increase in Council rent (with a maximum 15% subsidy) could ensure $553,738 (55%
increases) in the annual revenue.
To maintain cost neutrality, the rent is a small 15% subsidy imposed on MBIE assessed
market rent, compared to a larger subsidy to tenants by MSD. In a general/generic
understanding of this issue, the pensioners in the Council units receive less affordable
rents compared to that provided by CHPs. However, because of the rent increase
restriction, the tenants are receiving cheaper rents than if they were on the MSD social
housing register and receive the maximum subsidised rent. The Council’s rent needs to be
adjusted to a more realistic level.
It is more accurate to base Hauraki’s one-bedroom market rent assessment on Rotorua
data, rather than Mata-Piako data, as the latter does not have sufficiently reliable bond
sample sizes.
Council and MSD subsidised rental rates should not be dissimilar. For Hauraki District
Council to charge significantly less than the maximum discounted rent available under the
MSD housing register subsidisation is for Council to provide accommodation that is
unrealistically low-priced.
A flat subsidisation rate and the use of a simple rule to differentiate between bedsit and
one-bedroom units’ rent appears to be a practical method for Hauraki District rent
calculations.
The opportunity cost to Council currently in terms of lost annual rent revenue is small, but
significant. APR assesses that a market rent of likely $180 per week is realistic for the

APR Consultants Ltd
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•

•

Hauraki District Council pensioner units currently. This implies a loss of annual revenue of
$57k.
HDC’s website specifies that the rent subsidy will be adjusted over time from a maximum
of 30% to 15%. If APR applies a 30% subsidy to a Matamata-Piako lower quartile market
rent of $220 per week for 55 one-bedroom units and two bedsits at, say, $214 per week
(i.e., a $6 differential from a one-bedroom unit), the annual revenue totals $456,019. If we
use a maximum rent subsidy of 15%, the annual revenue totals $553,738.
The above analysis shows that HDC’s rent increase rule ($6 per increase per year) makes
Council’s subsidised market rent calculations redundant. The current rents are simply not
set at realistic levels and Council’s rent increase rule effectively just means that pensioner
unit rents routinely increase annually by $6 per week. Realistic subsidised rent levels will
result in extra revenue that can cover some of the cost of structural upgrades.

8.0 PROPERTY CONDITION EVALUATION
The property evaluation statement shows that on an average, 85% of the HDC pensioner housing
properties are either in very good or good condition. The property evaluation has generated the
following information on HDC’s existing pensioner properties.
• The average renewal expenditure that could incur for the properties during the next 10
years is estimated as $4,951.
• Likewise, the average renewal expenditure that could incur for the properties during the
next 20 years is assessed as $13,882.
The table below shows the details of the property evaluation of each property. Further details are
furnished in the appendix.
Table 20: Current property evaluation
Property name
Values
2 Junction Road
20 Pauls Drive
51 Moresby Ave
(Lower)
73 Kenny Street
84 Kenny Street
15 King Street
Upper Moresby Ave Flats
18 Pauls Drive
144 Seddon Street
26 Kaihere Road
Upper Moresby Ave

CRV – 2,728,649
DRC – 2,092,260
CRV – 824,848
DRV – 678,699
CRV – 685,861
DRV – 498,807
CRV – 386,003
DRV – 307,810
CRV – 262,973
DRV – 188,685
CRV – 1,189,723
DRV – 839,977
CRV – 548,217
DRV – 342,707
CRV – 714,608
DRV – 514,805
CRV – 1,051,587
DRV – 758,014
CRV – 729,301
DRV – 585,311
CRV – 548,217
DRV –342,707

Condition
84% in good condition
97% in good condition
85% in good condition
90% in good condition
86% in good condition
85% in good condition
84% in good condition
85% in good condition
86% in good condition
95% in good condition
84% in good condition

Replacement cost Renewal
of components expenditure (AVG)
10 Years – 10,817
346,623
20 Years – 44,719
10 Years – 2,737
21,463
20 Years – 9,883
10 Years – 2,922
67,456
20 Years – 9,300
10 Years – 1,431
30,991
20 Years – 6,498
10 Years – 871
27,842
20 Years – 4,942
10 Years – 8,927
105,747
20 Years – 15,273
10 Years – 5,092
59,123
20 Years – 9,336
10 Years – 4,441
74,423
20 Years – 11,929
10 Years – 8,862
120,427
20 Years – 20,714
10 Years – 3,279
28,637
20 Years – 10,771
10 Years – 5,092
59,123
20 Years – 9,336

Source: APR Consultants, based on property summary report from Hauraki District Council
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9.0 PROPOSED BUILDING DESIGNS AND FINANCIAL
SENSITIVITY
9.1

Proposed building designs

Traditional duplex (option – 2)
Figure 14: Traditional duplex

Source: ARTO

Floor plan
Figure 15: Floor plan

Source: ARTO

APR Consultants Ltd
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Bungalow (option – 6)
Figure 16: Bungalow design

Source: ARTO

Floor plan
Figure 17: Floor plan

Source: ARTO

APR Consultants Ltd
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9.2

Indicative costing

ARTO1 Architects Ltd (ARTO) reviewed current construction costs as provided by QV Cost Builder
which is the foremost industry guide to construction costs.
Taking into account the design of the concept dwellings proposed and their sustainable and
accessibility features, we would expect the following:
• traditional duplex, option 2 to cost around $1,750/sqm; and at the other extreme
• the modern bungalow, option 6 to cost around $1,850/sqm.
These rates include local utilities to the house. To this the costs of the car port, access, parking
and grassing must be added, plus any other earthworks, utility provision and landscaping work.
Typically, these costs are:
• Car port $400/sqm.
• Hot mix seal with drains and kerbs $80/sqm.
• Grassing $18/sqm.
There can be some variation on all of these rates depending, for example, on builder and trades
availability, the detailed design of the house and car port, whether or not there is a local hot mix
plant, or if concrete cobbles are used (which are more expensive), how much site work is required
before construction can take place, and what the utilities situation is.
Given these possible variation factors we feel that the costs used below are not unreasonable, but
must be considered as ROM costs which should be subject a more detailed cost estimating
process once a design/development direction is known.
If we consider the King Street, Paeroa site as an example for calculating overall costs then, the
table below provides an indication of construction costs with the cost of a unit in a duplex as
$144,588 (GST excl.), while the cost of a bungalow under Option 6 is $156,378 (GST excl.).
These costings exclude the cost of land and assume that the council uses its existing holdings.
Table 21: Indicative costing (2017 NZ dollars excluding GST)
Unit in a duplex
sqm
$/sqm
Total ($)
House
71
$1,750
$124,250
Patio/porch
14
$480
$6,720
Car Port
18
$400
$7,200
Driveway
71
$80
$5,680
Grassing
41
$18
$738
Total
$144,588

sqm
74
14
18
58
51

Bungalow as option – 6
S/sqm
Total ($)
$1,850
$136,900
$480
$6,720
$400
$7,200
$80
$4,640
$18
$918
$156,378

Source: ARTO

Indicative costing for maintaining the current proportional provision of pensioner housing
at 20 years into the future
Whether council units are occupied by a couple or individual influences how many new units will
be needed to maintain the current proportion of the pensioner population that is provided for. The
estimated costs of maintaining a pensioner housing provision that serves the same proportion of
over 65-year olds in 20 years’ time as is currently provided for, ranges between $3.1 million
(based on all units occupied by couples and using duplex units) and $6.7 million (based on all
units occupied by individuals and using bungalow – Option 6).

1

http://arto.nz/about.html
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Costs of replacing old housing stock (i.e. 57 units housing 59 people) range between $4.3 million
(based on all units occupied by couples and duplex units) and $9.2 million (based on all units
occupied by individuals and using bungalow – Option 6).
Costs of replacing old housing stock and new housing to cover for population growth that
combined enable the council to serve the same proportion of over 65 year olds in 20 years’ time
as currently range between $7.4 million (based on all units occupied by couples and using duplex
units) and $15.9 million (based on all units occupied by individuals and using bungalow – Option
6).
Table 22: Cost scenarios (2017 NZ$ millions excluding GST)
1
2
New housing for population
Replacement of old stock
growth
Cost of
New
Cost of
New
bungalow units to
bungalow
units Cost of (Option – house Cost of (Option –
needed
duplex
6)
59
duplex
6)
by 2037 housing
housing people housing
housing
All units
occupied by one
43
$6.2
$6.7
59
$8.5
$9.2
person
50/50 split of
units occupied
32
$4.6
$5.0
44
$6.4
$6.9
by one or two
people
All units
occupied by two
21
$3.1
$3.3
30
$4.3
$4.6
people

3
Total (1+2)
New
units
needed
by 2037

Cost of
Cost of bungalow
duplex (Option –
housin
6)
g
housing

102

$14.7

$15.9

76

$11.0

$11.9

51

$7.4

$8.0

Source: APR Consultants Ltd based on ARTO cost information

9.3

Sensitivity analysis

The sensitivity analysis tables below indicate a comparison of choice variables around the
estimated costs and the number of pensioners Council could accommodate in the proposed new
builds (duplex housing and bungalow housing). A 20% contingency allowance may be provided to
the costing figures specified in the table below.
• To accommodate 50 people in the new units, provided one person per unit, costs $7.2k
and two people per unit costs $3.6k, ensuring 1.3% of those over 65 years old housed in
2037.
• To accommodate 100 people in the new units, provided one person per units, costs
$14.5k and two people per unit costs $7.2k, ensuring 2.0% of those over 65 years old
housed in 2037.
• To accommodate 400 people in the new units, provided one person per unit costs $57.8k
and two people per unit costs $28.9k, ensuring 5.7% of those over 65 years old housed in
2037.
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Table 23: Sensitivity analysis for the costs of constructing new duplex housing units
Total
% of Hauraki
Cost of new
pensioners
District total
duplex housing
housed, residents who are
Cost of
(half the units
People
including
over 65 years'
constructing
have one
housed
current
who would be
% of those
new duplex person per unit
with
units that
housed in 2017 if over 65 years' housing (one
and half have
new
house 59
the new units old housed in
person per
two people per
units
people
were built
2037
unit)
unit)
50
109
2.3%
1.3%
$7.2
$5.4
100
159
3.4%
2.0%
$14.5
$10.8
150
209
4.4%
2.6%
$21.7
$16.3
200
259
5.5%
3.2%
$28.9
$21.7
250
309
6.6%
3.8%
$36.1
$27.1
300
359
7.6%
4.4%
$43.4
$32.5
350
409
8.7%
5.0%
$50.6
$38.0
400
459
9.7%
5.7%
$57.8
$43.4

Cost of new
housing
with two
people per
unit
$3.6
$7.2
$10.8
$14.5
$18.1
$21.7
$25.3
$28.9

Source: APR Consultants Ltd based on ARTO cost information
Note: Construction costs in 2017 NZ$ millions excluding GST.

•
•
•

To accommodate 50 people in the new units provided one person per unit costs $7.8K and
two people per unit costs $3.9k, ensuring 1.3% of those over 65 years old housed in 2037.
To accommodate 100 people in the new units provided one person per unit costs $15.6k
and two people per unit costs $7.8k, ensuring 2.0% of those over 65 years old housed in
2037.
To accommodate 400 people in the new units provided one person per unit costs $62.6k
and two people per unit costs $31.3k, ensuring 5.7% of those over 65 years old housed in
2037.

Table 24: Sensitivity analysis for the costs of constructing new bungalow housing units
% of Hauraki
Cost of new
Total
District total
bungalow
pensioners
residents who
Cost of
housing (half
housed,
are over 65
constructing the units have
including
years' who
new one person per Cost of new
People
current
would be
% of those
bungalow
unit and half
bungalow
housed
units that housed in 2017 over 65 years' housing (one
have two housing with
with new
house 59 if the new units old housed in
person per
people per
two people
units
people
were built
2037
unit)
unit)
per unit
50
109
2.3%
1.3%
$7.8
$5.9
$3.9
100
159
3.4%
2.0%
$15.6
$11.7
$7.8
150
209
4.4%
2.6%
$23.5
$17.6
$11.7
200
259
5.5%
3.2%
$31.3
$23.5
$15.6
250
309
6.6%
3.8%
$39.1
$29.3
$19.5
300
359
7.6%
4.4%
$46.9
$35.2
$23.5
350
409
8.7%
5.0%
$54.7
$41.0
$27.4
400
459
9.7%
5.7%
$62.6
$46.9
$31.3
Source: APR Consultants Ltd based on ARTO cost information
Note: Construction costs in 2017 NZ$ millions excluding GST.
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9.4

Building sustainability and energy efficiency

ARTO Architects were the designers for Housing NZ's model sustainable house in Rotorua.
During the course of this project they worked closely with BRANZ environmental scientists and
numerous environmentally sustainable design features were developed under their guidance
(refer to Beacon Pathway’s web site, Rotorua NOW Home). These features have been/or can be
built into the proposed house designs.
9.4.1

Greenhouse gas minimisation

Greenhouse gas minimisation, resource conservation and energy efficiency are three of the most
important sustainable design features. Greenhouse gas minimisation is maximised by using
timber, which has absorbed atmospheric carbon during its growth, and using other materials
which avoid using carbon based fuel during their production. Products such as expanded
polystyrene and plastic, while petrochemical based are environmentally neutral as the
petrochemical product is locked into the product and thus not used in a manner that would release
it into the atmosphere. Hence the designs maximise the use of timber with timber wall framing,
floor panelling and weatherboard cladding.
9.4.2

Roofing

Colour steel roofing is proposed and has a reasonable sustainability rating. Even though steel
production is a high energy process the finished product is low maintenance which gives it a good
life cycle rating.
9.4.3

Waste avoidance

Waste avoidance is also important and a significant contribution to this is to find ways of reducing
the need to cut products where the off cut cannot be used. Avoidance of cutting also saves time,
and overall this reduces construction cost as well as improving sustainability. A key way in which
the designer can help is to use standard industry product modules. Examples would be to have
600mm soffits, 2.4m ceiling heights, and a 1.2m module for room sizes.
9.4.4

Electricity consumption reduction

Electricity consumption can be reduced through the use of low energy light fittings, but more
importantly high levels of ceiling and wall thermal insulation, double glazing, and insulated floor
slab will have a significant effect on reducing power usage. We recommend minimising power
usage by providing good natural lighting and optimum orientation of the house to ensure
maximum solar gain in winter with eave overhangs to reduce unwanted peak summer heat. Water
economy is important, especially hot water, and low flow outlets should be used.
9.4.5

Accessibility

The designs should follow the recommendations of BRANZ’s “Homes without Barriers” and we
would expect detail design to also do so.
All exterior doors should have a low threshold, allowing wheelchair access to the house through
the front entry and also to the cobbled covered patio area and the washing line/utility area. There
should be no internal steps. All circulation spaces to be 1,200mm wide with 1.5m turning spaces
so as to ensure sufficient room for wheelchair movement.
All doors should be 810mm wide allowing for a minimum 760m clearance for wheelchair access.
Other details to be included in detailed design would be to ensure that all doors have lever
handles to ensure that they are easy to operate. The bathroom needs to be fully wheelchair
accessible with a level access shower to meet code requirements for accessibility. The toilet suite
APR Consultants Ltd
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and kitchen would be designed to provide for disabled persons who need to use the oven and hob
location and for example taps would have extended-lever handles.

9.5

Pros and cons of duplex double-storey building

The considerations to decide upon duplex-double storey or duplex-single storey are discussed
below.
9.5.1
•

•
•
•
•
9.5.2
•

•

Advantages of building double-storey
Better layouts: Double storey homes are more flexible in terms of layout, as they allow for
real separation of spaces. Double storey designs can maximise the living space on a small
or narrow lot. It also leaves plenty of room for a good-sized backyard and a swimming
pool.
Small blocks of land: Single storey homes generally take up a larger portion of a land
block. In places where the lands been subdivided into small blocks, going double storey
can be the only option to get the living space one wants.
Better views: Often building a double storey house is to get a better view. This can make it
worth the extra cost of building a double storey house, particularly in areas where it is hard
to get a good view, like inner city suburbs.
Council or subdivision restrictions: Some councils or subdivisions specify areas for double
storey houses to create a particular streetscape or style that may increase the area’s
appeal and value.
Style: Building a double storey home can sometimes increase the style or appearance of
the home.
Disadvantages of building double-storey
Safety: In terms of safety, single storey homes are safer for the elderly, disabled and small
children. A single storey home is more easily made wheelchair accessible. There are no
stairs to fall down and windows are quickly accessible in case of fire. Elderly and people
with disabilities prefer to live in single-storey buildings.
More construction cost: Generally, two storey buildings do cost more to build. Some of this
cost comes from the builder having to allow for scaffolding and the extra work moving
materials upstairs. In addition to this, the ground floor also needs to be designed to
support the floor above which can mean stronger materials or extra reinforcement.
Another factor that can add to the costs is the extra weight added to the footings which
results in the need for bigger and stronger footings. However, the additional cost of
purchasing larger land blocks could be precluded in the case of double-storey designs.
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10.0 INDICATIVE OPERATIONAL MODEL FOR TRUST
Figure 18: Indicative operational model for Trust
Hauraki District Council
(Owner)

Board of Trustees
(Operator)

General Manager

Operation Staff

Service Contracts

Source: APR Consultants Ltd

Setting legal structure for the facility
In setting up and selecting the type of legal structure for an organisation, it is important to clearly
know the intended purpose of that structure. The Trust can be incorporated under the Charitable
Trusts Act 1957. The operation part of the facility is performed by the Trust.
Objective of the Trust
•
•
•

The objectives of the Trust shall be to facilitate the operations of the facility in the interest
of its beneficiaries and HDC.
To promote, foster, develop and support the HDC pensioner housing to be socially, legally
and financially sustainable to meet the housing needs of Hauraki District.
To carry out all other ancillary activities as agreed/stipulated or deemed required, ensuring
smooth functioning of the facility.

Long-term view
Taking a strategic long-term view of the future can help the Trust to avoid being locked into bad
deals or prevented from taking up opportunities that may arise in the interim. Ensuring that there
are "off ramp" or exit strategies can help to offset the effects of bad deals or allow the organisation
to take up new opportunities as they arise. A long-term view has implications on many aspects of
governance such as selecting board members with a view to managing the business, and in
strategic planning.
APR Consultants Ltd
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Trust Board
For the purpose of incorporation, the Trust is required to be named officially. The Trust Board
needs to be constituted with appropriate representation from Council. This can ensure control and
involvement of HDC in Trust Board’s decision-making. The need for managing the board
dynamics through good governance, leadership and transparency is vital. A provision for good
flow of communication and delegation is therefore crucial. This includes directors and trustees
exhibiting a good base on decision making.
The members can be either nominated or elected from a panel designed by Council. The panel
members shall be skilled and qualified for the positions. There shall be a General Manager
appointed by the Board of Trustees entrusted with the management and control of the day to day
operations of the Trust.
Factorial variations for consideration if the Trust is intended to be registered as a CHP:
• Council can have up to 49% ownership of a charitable trust.
• There needs to be a majority of independent trustees for a trust to be registered as a CHP.
• CHRA ensures that the trust is not a council-controlled organisation.
• Board members cannot be council employees or a councillor.
• It is recommended that board members are not holding directorships on other council
controlled organisations. As part of due diligence, the CHRA looks into directors’ histories.
• CHPs are able to specialise in one key social segment; they don’t need to serve the entire
social housing market. For example, there are CHPs that specialise in mental health,
prison reform and pensioner housing.
• When a property becomes available, MSD supplies a list of prospective tenants and their
details, such as circumstances, age and location so there is flexibility both with CHRA and
MSD for a CHP to meet its target market.
• A CHP is eligible to lease property rather than own it. The CHP will have an agreement
with council regarding who will cover operating costs such as renewals, overheads such
as insurance and the lease rate charged (potentially peppercorn or zero-cost lease). The
attribution of costs between council and the CHP will influence the financial viability of the
CHP.
• Currently about 80% of CHP registration applications are successful.
Trust Deed
Trust deed is the governing document or the constitution guiding the operations of the Trust. The
deed shall ensure strong corporate governance and social responsibility. Ensuring that good
governance is followed goes a long way to reducing the odds of failure and any negative fallout as
a result. Operation of the business is limited to the conditions outlined in the trust deed.
Council will have to liaise with social groups in the community in order to partner with selected
organisations, select trustees and to develop a constitution/deed that specifies the outcomes that
the trust will seek to achieve.
If not intended for CHP status, an incorporation of a protector clause could reserve the controlling
rights of Council. For example, a protector clause could require the trustees to obtain the settlor’s
approval before dealing with any trust assets worth more than $1,000. Similarly, to allow for
changes to the law or for the settlor wanting to create further terms for the trust, most modern
trusts now have amendment clauses, which permit limited alterations to the trust deed in some
cases and "re-settlement" which allow that, if necessary, the trust assets can be re-settled onto a
new trust with different provisions or beneficiaries.
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Tenancy management
The Trust should be entrusted with the role of tenancy management and recommended to apply
for registered CHP status. The registered CHP status can minimise the financial constrains for the
future developments.
Trust set-up funds injection (Set-up Costs)
The trust will need an upfront capital injection for administrative set-up and achieving registered
CHP status, staff training and contingency cash reserves.
Documentation necessary for achieving CHP status can essentially be disaggregated into
financial viability documentation, strategic documents and operation tenancy documents. A
realistic cost of this, if the trust uses a cost-effective consultant(s) would be $100k. Administrative
set-up in terms of office equipment such as furniture, computers, and software will total up to
$50k. The trust will require a vehicle likely costing around $30k.
Contingency cash reserves are required for the CHP to achieve registration. The level of these is
not directly prescribed by the CHRA, however, in our opinion these will realistically need to be
circa $150k. There can be an agreement between Council and the trust, that the trust will repay
this at a later date when sufficient reserves from operating have been accumulated. Assuming
staff that have previous experience in tenancy services, the main training needed will be for staff
in using MSD’s online housing register system. Overall, the trust would need a business plan to
show how it can operate sustainably as CHP. It seems likely that the funds injection from Council
would realistically be between $300k and $400k. However, if the reserve funding is excluded,
approximately $250k is what will be written off by Council.
Staffing requirement
Potential employment requirements will be:
• General manager
• Operations – maintenance manager
• Contract maintenance
• Volunteer staff (if required)
Council community consultation/social support
The existing tenants need to be taken into confidence on the proposed changes. The
beneficiaries/tenants informed of Council’s continuing ownership and participation in the Trust
board would minimise the level of community opposition towards the proposed changes.
Expansion of the district’s pensioner housing stock will be a “significant” decision as defined in the
Local Government Act; therefore community consultation would be required. Community
consultation will establish whether the level of support provides a mandate for this investment.
Ideally, Council should contract an independent market research company to carry out a survey at
a cost of approximately $15k. Public consultation in the form of an independent market research
survey should also survey what measurable outcomes for pensioners the community generally
expects from the trust’s operation.
Partnerships
The level of community organisations’ participation in the trust2 will depend on the CHP’s
functional ability to engage with stakeholders and form partnerships. There is the possibility that
the trust could make use of BOP/Waikato-based social providers from outside of the district.

2

In order to deliver accommodation service and wrap-around services.
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Financial sustainability
The trust’s administration costs attributable to cost of compliance with CHRA requirements will be
high, mostly due to keeping strategic and operating documents up to date (up to another $50k in
operating costs per year may be added). However, generally the trust will be able to cover annual
costs, as Council did, including renewal and reactive maintenance.
The primary difference between the operation of Council’s existing pensioner units under Council
control and under the Trust’s control is:
• that the trust will receive the market rent on its current units and therefore significantly
greater annual revenue if it is registered as CHP and tenants are on MSD’s housing
register.
• New pensioner builds will generally be able to acquire MSD housing register eligible
tenants but the existing tenants in council units will not qualify for MSD subsidisation
unless they are 91 days clear of their existing tenancy.
Council’s lease to the trust for its existing pensioner units will need to decide on a policy with
regard to the treatment of existing tenants. Tenants who are not eligible or unwilling to be on
MSD’s housing register will cost the trust significant revenue as the trust will not receive the IRRS.
It is clear that tenants who remain in the current Council pension units and do not qualify for
MSD’s IRR, will need to pay a rent that is much closer to market rent in order to make the trust
more financially viable.
Investment in new units
If the trust is a CHP it will have the opportunity to take advantage of Central Government capital
funding if it becomes available in the future for pensioner housing. Anecdotally, there is evidence
of property developers looking for investments in pensioner housing and looking at MSD’s register
of CHPs. The positioning of CHPs is appealing to investors as their operations are in alignment
with the prevailing Central Government policy environment. The trust will have the opportunity to
develop a business case for prospective investors. There could be the possibility for a developer
to have a partnership with council and the trust. Council would probably be a minority investor in
building costs and provide land free of charge inter alia.
Investment cost benefit ratio
Leaving aside a consideration of set-up costs, from a financial cost-benefit perspective, the trustbased CHP option compared to the option of council owned and operated pensioner housing is
superior. This is because the trust as a CHP will:
• Collect market rents for MSD housing register tenants, potentially allowing it to achieve a
more profitable position than the council’s current rent subsidised position if new units are
built, even taking into account higher administrative costs for CHRA compliance, coverage
of renewals, reactive maintenance, and any other standard overheads.
• Be in position to leverage changes in government funding policy with respect to capital
grants.
• Enable tenants will be able to achieve a higher standard of welfare as social wrap-around
services may be available.
• Leverage MSD’s expertise in order to allocate housing register places to those in the most
need.
Return on Council’s current units
Council can offer access to its current pensioner housing stock for free to the trust or charge a
discounted lease. If the trust is registered as a CHP, it will most likely receive market rent via the
IRRS on any new units that Council may invest in. This market rent for these units will allow the
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trust to afford to compensate Council; however, the more this occurs the less viable the trust will
be.
APR suggests that market rent on a small number of new builds could partially be used to
subsidise a number of non-MSD qualifying tenants in existing pensioner units. Given that number
of places in existing Council units will not receive full market rent, and the fact that renewals can
reasonably be expected to be covered by the trust, it is simply not realistic for Council to expect to
make any return from leasing its existing units to the trust.
Key relevant issues for Council if it were to create a charitable trust board
•
•
•
•

Development of key financial, strategic and operating procedures and policies is at least a
$100k one-off investment.
At least $100k to $150k is likely needed to fulfil the CHP’s registry requirement of having
reserve/contingency funds. This will need likely to be supplied by Council.
Council can have up to 49% representation in the board of a trust. While council will have
input into the direction of the trust, a registered CHP is intended to be council-independent
and Council will ultimately not be in control.
In order to unlock access to the IRRS, management and control of a CHP must be at
“arms-length” of Council. However, there are a number of controls we can put in place to
ensure that Council assets are used to provide the best possible outcomes for tenants and
Council. These controls include:
o Ensuring that Council is still involved in some decision-making, by maintaining a
minority representation on the new CHP’s board (if it is a charitable trust).
o Input into developing the trust’s deed.
o Placing contractual obligations in the management/lease agreement for existing
Council units to ensure compliance with Council’s current policies and the new
partnering policy.
o Putting in place key performance indicators and service level agreements to ensure
tenancy services and contractual agreements are met.
o The most key issue for Council will be dealing with current tenants’ welfare whilst
optimising the trust’s financial viability.
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11.0 MANAGEMENT OPTIONS ANALYSIS
11.1 Status quo
Council may continue offering the same level of service to the community. This would include the
provision of 57 units, targeted at pensioners, which are operated in accordance with the Council’s
Pensioner Housing Policy. This policy would be periodically reviewed in accordance with the
Council’s policy review schedule. The units would continue to be managed in accordance with the
Council’s Community Property Asset Management Plan.
This option could also consider the expansion of a number of pensioner units. The level of
expansion would need to be agreed upon taking into account projected growth forecasts. Council
will need to review its level of rent subsidisation in order to achieve more realistic annual revenue.
11.1.1 Advantages and disadvantages
Table 25: Advantages and disadvantages
Advantages
• The Pensioner units owned by Council will continue to be retained as a community asset for
future generations and the welfare of current tenants will be maintained at current levels.
• Tenants possess a high level of tenancy security compared to private options, or MSD-funded
provisions (we note that it is ambiguous whether this is a good or bad outcome).
• New housing will provide higher quality, pensioner suitable accommodation. Council will be able
to deliver a better level of service to future tenants and be better able to meet the council’s social
obligations as a landlord.
Disadvantages
• Council does not have MSD’s capability/mandate to screen tenancies of those receiving the
IRRS. Tenants therefore possess a high-level of tenancy security compared to private options or
MSD funded provisions. This means that those with existing accommodation in Hauraki’s
pensioner units may crowd out others of greater need.
• Council is in essence a provider of low budget elderly housing, (i.e., expands the market
provision), but not the stock of pensioner suitable housing.
• The level of demand for the new units may be even greater than for existing units as they will be
more desirable. Council to have a more restrictive policy for tenant selection.
Source: APR Consultants Ltd

11.1.2 Strategic impacts analysis
Table 26: Strategic impact analysis
• If Council continues owning and operating its pensioner units it will need to more specifically
define the outcomes sought in terms of quality of provision (i.e., health and safety standards) and
the number of units available. This will make the provision more focussed. Progress towards
newly developed annual outcome targets will help justifying capital investment required.
• Expansion of the pensioner housing stock will be a “significant” decision as defined in the Local
Government Act; therefore community consultation would be required. Community consultation
will establish whether the level of support provides a mandate for this investment.
• Council is not predisposed to supplying wrap around social services associated with pensioner
housing. This implies no provision of these.
• If Council is to maintain the same proportion of places in pensioner accommodation (relative to
the over 65-year-old population), in 10 years’ and 20 years’ time, the number of units provided will
need to increase. Council therefore must either decrease the proportion of pensioners served, or
build more housing and therefore likely take on debt, or increase rates.
• Maintaining the status quo tends to discourage undertaking a comprehensive and dispassionate
evaluation of performance and applying a highly-focussed approach on quantifiable outcomes.
APR Consultants Ltd
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There does not appear currently be a well-defined set of social outcomes for providing pensioner
housing associated with the housing offered. For example, what proportion of the elderly does
Council wish to have the capacity to serve in the future? What standard of provision in terms of
pensioner friendly accommodation should be met as a minimum standard?
Source: APR Consultants Ltd

11.1.3 Cost-effective analysis
Table 27: Cost-effective analysis
Advantages
• At the current level of services and management of the units, this activity is self-funding and there
will likely continue to be no debt associated with the operation of activity for the foreseeable
future.
• A staged development plan can potentially spread out the CAPEX of new builds.
• Council has an organisational infrastructure available already in place (e.g., property
management, customer services and maintenance etc.); therefore an expanded housing
provision will not require set-up costs in order to cover administration and service needs.
Economies of scale mean that the extra administration costs are likely lower relative to increased
revenue from operating more units.
• Opportunity cost to ratepayers of having more money invested in units.
Disadvantages
• Council will not be able to receive CAPEX funding from MBIE or charitable funders. This is a
discouraging factor to investment in new housing.
• Any new units built to minimise costs will need to charge a higher rent than existing units. This
implies that the housing offered will be less affordable. The use of a CHP and the IRR for tenants
will smooth out rent differences to a degree.
• Potential cost of structural upgrades for oldest units. The provision of pensioner housing through
a CHP has the potential to attract and partner with developers in the future and to take advantage
of future government policy that is applied to CHPs in order to target an aging population.
Source: APR Consultants Ltd

11.1.4 Associated risk assessment and risk management provisions
Table 28: Risk management provisions
Likelihood
Severity
of
of
Risk
occurrence impact
Increasing rents to
cover pensioner
friendly health and
safety upgrades will
make housing
unaffordable,
therefore Council will
Moderate
High
likely need to cover
upgrades by other
means

Mitigation or avoidance

 Upgrades not undertaken

 Spread expenditure on upgrades
out over time

 Apply a phased rent

Existing rent increase
restrictions limit
annual revenue

APR Consultants Ltd

readjustment
High

High

 Use stakeholder communication
plan to explain the necessity of the
proposed changes

Other comments

 Not upgrading fails to
improve the standard of
provision, but upgrading
involves Council potentially
taking on more debt or
increasing rates.
 Even with a rent “readjustment” Hauraki pensioner
housing is cheaper than that
provided to MSD housing
register clients who receive the
maximum rent subsidy of 25%
on market rent.
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Likelihood
of
occurrence

Risk

Lack of well-specified
pensioner housing
outcomes causes
inefficient investment

High

Severity
of
impact

High

Given a council policy
to provide for a
selected proportion of
elderly aged over 65
years in coming
years, the district’s
housing stock will
need to significantly
expand

High

High

Structural upgrades
needed on oldest
units

High

High

Mitigation or avoidance

 Decide on a well-specified
quantifiable outcome in terms of
extent of future provision and
standard of accommodation.
Outcome options to be tested by
community consultation to
establish a robust mandate
 Select a proportion of elderly to
be accommodated going forward
that is affordable for Council
 Increase the priority for finding
alternative non-Council managers
of housing within a designated
timeframe who may be able to
attract developer investment and/or
capture government grant funding
if the prevailing policy environment
was to change
 Council could spread new builds
out over the next 10–20 years
 Adjust rents to be more in line
with levels offered to MSD housing
register clients who get the IRR.
Extra annual revenue will help
cover part of the costs
 Council takes on more debt, or
increases rates to pay for upgrades
 Do not undertake structural
upgrades. Selected units that fall
below a designated standard are
decommissioned
 Choose to replace the oldest
units with new units thereby
avoiding structural upgrade costs
and significantly decreasing annual
renewal expenditure

Other comments
 Extra annual rent revenue
can be used towards capital
upgrades.

 To fund new builds, Council
takes on more debt or
increases rates.

 Extra rent revenue can cover
a significant contribution
towards structural upgrade.

Source: APR Consultants Ltd

11.1.5 Provisions for financial risk management
•

Financial operating parameters for Council going forward will be contingent on a significant
number of factors yet to be decided upon including:
o measurable outcomes sought regarding the level of housing provision provided
in future;
o changes in regard to Council rent subsidisation in order to increase annual rent
revenue and make pensioner rents more comparable with that received by
those on MSD’s housing register;
o potential upgrades on selected existing units; and
o Council policy with regard to funding new pensioner housing builds and forming
potential partnerships with developers.
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•

A decrease in rent subsidisation achieved by say, two-part phased rent re-adjustment will
increase revenue to potentially cover upgrades. However, if Hauraki District Council
wishes to maintain the current proportion of pensioners served by Council
accommodation, the issue is how to fund new builds. Council is not eligible for grant
funding from MSD. Therefore, it is most likely that Council would have to fully fund new
builds, separately by borrowing and/or increasing rates.

11.2 Management by a Trust
This option involves the Council establishing a trust to manage the current pensioner housing
units, but retain control over the social housing asset by having Council representation on the
Board. A trust will be able to apply for approval as a Community Housing Provider.
11.2.1 Advantages and disadvantages
Table 29: Advantages and disadvantages
Advantages
• The units owned by Council will continue to be retained as a community asset for future
generations.
• The trust as a CHP will support a high ongoing standard of research in understanding tenants’
needs.
• The trust is essentially a partnership model between Council and social organisations and
groups in the community. If there is sufficient participation from partners, a significant amount
of expertise will be engaged to link the housing offered to social wrap-around services.
• MSD’s capability/mandate to annually revaluate/screen tenancies of those receiving the IRRS.
Tenants are monitored annually so that those with existing accommodation in pensioner
housing will be less likely to crowd out others of greater need.
Disadvantages
• Tenancies are reviewed annually by MSD; therefore, tenants will not have a guaranteed
tenure in the housing.
• Existing units are not well-suited for pensioner needs. New purpose built units will allow less
mobile and potentially older pensioners to reside. The limitations of the current stock limit the
population of pensioners that can be served.
• Existing tenants who wish to continue to reside in the units will need to apply to MSD for
social housing. Tenants will need to qualify for social housing and sign new residency
agreements with the CHP. Some existing tenants may not qualify or be willing to apply for
registration. Tenants must be 91 days clear of existing Council pensioner units’ tenancies
before they would be eligible to receive MSD’s IRR for tenancies in the existing pensioner
accommodation.
• There will likely be significant opposition in the elderly community to outsourcing of the
management of the pensioner units. This issue will require management with significant
Council investment into community stakeholder management regarding the key benefits and
costs of bringing Hauraki’s pensioner housing provision into line with government policy.
Source: APR Consultants Ltd
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11.2.2 Strategic impacts analysis
Table 30: Strategic impacts analysis
Advantages
• Council can potentially supply office space to the trust at a peppercorn rental.
• Potential for Council to donate/gift funds to increase the trust’s financial viability.
• Council could potentially provide its units for free to the trust via a long-term peppercorn
lease.
• MSD’s high-quality vetting and monitoring of tenants. If the trust was registered as CHP, all
tenants would need to apply to MSD. Tenants will need to qualify for social housing and then
be allocated to the CHP and sign residency agreements.
• Council ownership of the units inherently provided backup options if the trust becomes
unviable.
• The trust could have an agreement with Council that it seeks funding for new units to
increase provision at 10 and 20 year marks.
• A range of contractual obligations in the trust’s management agreement with Council will
enable Council to exert more influence.
• Council is able to tailor the trust’s constitution to suit the district’s optimal pensioner
outcomes.
• CHP status means the developers looking for investment opportunities may consider
partnering with the trust and Council.
• Limited Council control over the trust board if the trust wishes to become a registered CHP.
Control over the housing will be limited to representation on the board, defining of the Trust’s
mandate in the trust deed and contractual obligations to the trust for leasing of the units.
Disadvantages
• As a non-owner of the existing Council units, the trust cannot access CHP funding for any
capital works on these assets.
• Given the significance of outsourcing community management of pensioner housing, Council
will need to conduct a community survey. An independent survey would be recommended. A
cost effect survey for an issue like this tends to cost approximately $15k.
• There is a risk that the trust is not able to be registered as a CHP.
• The extent and quality of wrap-around services will be dependent in the level of buy-in by
local community organisations and the ability of the trust’s board and professional staff to
develop productive partnerships.
Source: APR Consultants Ltd

11.2.3 Cost-effective analysis
Table 31: Cost-effective analysis
Advantages
• There can be a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) or contractual obligation for the trust
to repay selected funds back to Council when it has sufficient operating surpluses. The
repayment of funds by the trust should not threaten the financial viability of the trust.
• The possibility of the extra revenue created by receiving market rent via receiving MSD’s IRR
being used to fund wrap-around services.
• The cost of a wrap-around service provision will be minimised if the community’s social
providers’ expertise is utilised.
• The trust as part of being a CHP will have high business/financial reporting standards. This
increases the financial and strategic transparently.
• The extra revenue will likely provide the basis of funding structural upgrades for existing units.
• The trust will be eligible for charitable funding.
• If the trust is a registered CHP, it will be able to take advantage of any future policy
advantages offered by Central Government.
• As a CHP, the trust will receive full market rent on MSD housing register tenants if it is a
registered CHP. This could significantly increase annual revenue associated with the units.
APR Consultants Ltd
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•

If the trust is registered as a CHP, it will receive the IRRS for tenants in new builds. New units
will have a greater market rent than the existing Council pensioner units. This implies that the
revenue associated with MSD housing register tenants in new, compared to existing
pensioner tenant units, will be greater.
• The trust could be made contractually liable for the cost of renewals and operational relatedcosts such as insurance.
Disadvantages
• Significant set-up costs in order to recruit staff, staff training, set-up procedures, office
equipment etc. This would need to be funded by Council.
• Significant costs in creating initial strategic planning documents such as financial
planning/business plan, strategic plan and tenancy documentation etc., in order to apply for
CHP registration. This would need to be funded by Council.
• The trust will need a contingency fund for CHP registration. This would likely have to be
provided by Council.
• Until the trust is registered as a CHP and receives the IRRS, the rents revenue for the trust
will be lower. The trust may need to operate for a while in order to establish a track record that
demonstrates financial viability.
• Although it would be optimal to contractually oblige the trust to maintain current pensioner
conditions, the agreement between Council and trust will need to take into account ways that
the operation can be as financially viable as possible. Practical options are that only a
selected proportion of tenancies available are for non-MSD housing register tenants and that
non-housing register tenants pay rent which is closer to the market rent. Prior to Council
transferring management of its pensioner stock to the CHP, the subsidisation of its rents
needs to be readjusted to make the rents more in line with the MSD’s subsidisation level and
therefore achieve a more realistic annual revenue.
• Any agreement between Council and the trust to continue to provide accommodation for those
existing residents who do not qualify for MSD’s IRR will lessen the trust’s revenue.
• Annual operating costs of running the trust as a CHP will be increased attributable to CHRA
compliance costs.
• Capital funding for CHP’s for building new units is generally allocated to high-growth areas
such as Bay of Plenty sub-regional and Auckland. The only way of guaranteeing new
pensioner units is by Council funding new pensioner units. Council will have to provide the
trust discounted usage of the new units; therefore, Council is unlikely to see much of a
financial return on its investment. Alternatively, if Council leases its new units for a market to
the trust, the trust financial viability is diminished.
• If a developer is prepared to invest in new pensioner units, the revenue from these for the
trust will be lessened to provide the investors’ lease return.
• Market rent on existing units is limited by MSD only paying lowest quartile district rents as
register by MBIE’s tenancy services.
• Significant set-up costs in order to recruit staff, staff training, set-up procedures, office
equipment etc. This would need to be funded by Council.
• Significant costs in creating initial strategic planning documents such as financial
planning/business plan, strategic plan and tenancy documentation etc., in order to apply for
CHP registration. This would need to be funded by Council.
• The trust will need a contingency fund for CHP registration. This would likely have to be
provided by Council.
• Until the trust is registered as a CHP and receives the IRRS, the rents revenue for the trust
will be lower. The trust may need to operate for a while in order to establish a track record that
demonstrates financial viability.
• Although it would be optimal to contractually oblige the trust to maintain current pensioner
conditions, the agreement between Council and trust will need to take into account ways that
the operation can be as financially viable as possible. Practical options are that only a
selected proportion of tenancies available are for non-MSD housing register tenants and that
non-housing register tenants pay rent that is closer to the market rent. Prior to Council
transferring management of its pensioner stock to the CHP, the subsidisation of its rents
needs to be readjusted to make the rents more in line with the MSD’s subsidisation level and
APR Consultants Ltd
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•
•
•

•
•

therefore achieve a more realistic annual revenue.
Any agreement between Council and the trust to continue to provide accommodation for those
existing residents who do not qualify for MSD’s IRR will lessen the trust’s revenue.
Annual operating costs of running the trust as a CHP will be increased attributable to CHRA
compliance costs.
Capital funding for CHP’s for building new units is generally allocated to high-growth areas
such as Bay of Plenty sub-regional and Auckland. The only way of guaranteeing new
pensioner units is by Council funding new pensioner units. Council will have to provide the
trust discounted usage of the new units; therefore, Council is unlikely to see much of a
financial return on its investment. Alternatively, if Council leases its new units for a market to
the trust, the trust financial viability is diminished.
If a developer is prepared to invest in new pensioner units the revenue from these for the trust
will be lessened to provide the investors’ lease return.
Market rent on existing units is limited by MSD only paying lowest quartile district rents as
register by MBIE’s tenancy services.

Source: APR Consultants Ltd

11.2.4 Associated risk assessment and risk management provisions
Table 32: Risk and risk management provisions
Likelihood
of
Severity of
Risk
occurrence impact
Mitigation or avoidance
 The trust formulates a realistic and
attractive business plan to present to
developers who may wish to invest in the
trust’s CHP pensioner housing in
partnership with Council. The investor
would likely lease the new units at market
price to the trust, but discounted for
The trust
Council’s share of ownership and a
has
tenancy management fee.
difficulty
 Trust could wait until government grant
sourcing
High
High
funding for pensioner-based CHP
funding for
changes.
new
 Spread planned investment in new
pensioner
builds out over time to make them more
units
affordable.
 Present a business case to Central
Government via local MP and appropriate
minister to receive funding for pensioner
builds on the basis of exceptional and
possibly
as
a
provincial
test
case/example.
 Ensure operating structure of the trust
is cost-efficient. This implies employing a
Council
small number of versatile staff who have a
needs to
wide range of skills.
provide
annual
 Council to make available selected
funding
services at cost (e.g., mowing/gardening
Low
High
stipend to
services and reactive maintenance
trust to
services).
ensure
 Beyond an initial injection of funds to
financial
set up the trust, ensure that all other fund
viability
transfers from Council to the trust are
contingent on future repayment.
APR Consultants Ltd

Other comments
 To ensure new pensioner
unit builds Council will need
to invest in new units which it
can lease to the trust.
 If developers were to be
interested in building and
leasing units to the trust, they
will likely need Council to
partly invest in the new units
and provide incentives such
as providing the land to be
used.
 If
government
policy
changes, grant money for
CHPs focussed on provincial
pensioner housing may
become available.

 The problem of existing
tenants who do not qualify for
the IRR is a significant
problem.
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Risk

Related to
the above,
the trust
deed
allows for
a
significant
proportion
of tenants
not to be
eligible for
MSD’s
IRR
Trust
setup
costs too
high

Likelihood
of
occurrence

High

High/certain

Severity of
impact

High

High

Trust is
not able to
be
registered
as a CHP

Low

High

Trust staff
fraud

Low

High

Low or
zero
financial
return on
existing
units

High

Low as the
units were
cost neutral

APR Consultants Ltd

Mitigation or avoidance
 The trust needs to ensure that it is
registered as a CHP as soon as possible,
so that it gets the IRRS for eligible tenants
from MSD, and therefore achieves
increased annual revenue.
 Any supplementary annual funding from
Council needs to be directly related to the
lower rents of existing Council tenants
who do not qualify for MSD’s housing
register.
 The trust’s deed should specify a
maximum proportion of non-IRRS
qualifying tenants. The proportion needs
to be kept to a level that enables the
trust’s financial viability.
 Council current rents need a once-off
rent increase prior to outsourcing of
management. For the trust to be viable its
rents will need to be much closer to
market rent (although still subsidised).
 New pensioner unit builds will create
accommodation that qualifies for the
IRRS. Higher market rent on new builds
can be used to cross-subsidise lower,
non-MSD eligible rents on existing tenants
in Council accommodation.
 Council can potentially provide selected
re-purposed Council office equipment and
low-cost office space.
 Effective
communication
with
MBIE/CHRA to ensure registration
requirements is met.
 Use consultants to develop the trust’s
initial strategic, business and tenancy
documents.
 Liaise with community groups to
selected appropriate partners and
trustees
 Seek community organisation expertise
in formulating strategic documents.
 Ensure the initial Council funds injection
for the trust’s setup is realistic.
 Appropriate safeguard operational
protocols for staff in key positions.
Background checks on staff.
 Annually audited accounts.
 The opportunity cost of providing the
trust free usage of the units is the price for
a higher social provision.
 Related to the above, ensure social
outcomes are well specified and
monitored.
 Ensure the trust covers all operating

Other comments

 The problem of existing
tenants who do not qualify for
the IRR is a significant
problem
 The issue of how to make a
viable
trust
whilst
accommodating
existing
tenants will need to be solved
before the CHRA will grant
registration.

 Once-off cost

 Successful
CHP
registration likely requires
significant setup costs to
ensure sufficient capital
reserves,
strategic
documents and operating
policies,
and
potential
upgrades to the selected
existing units.
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Risk

Low return
on new
pension
housing
build if
funded by
Council

Likelihood
of
occurrence

Severity of
impact

High

High

Mitigation or avoidance
Other comments
costs including renewals and upgrades.
 If new units provided to the trust have
zero cost leases then, the opportunity cost
of providing the trust free usage of the
units is the price for a higher social
provision.
 Alternatively, in relation to the above,
Council can charge a realistic lease to the
trust. This implies the need for the trust to
achieve market rents via receiving the
IRRS from MSD as a CHP.

Source: APR Consultants Ltd

11.2.5 Financial – risks management provisions
Given sufficient preparation, including liaison with the CHRA, the risk of the trust failing to be
registered is low. To gain registration the trust will need a comprehensive business plan with
financial projections. Financial and strategic operating parameters of the trust are contingent on a
significant number of factors yet to be decided upon including:
• Council’s policy in terms of providing set-up funding;
• Council policy on how a proportion of the funding supplied to a trust might be subject to
repayment conditions;
• measurable outcomes sought from the trust’s operation;
• trust policy with regard to existing tenants;
• Council policy with regard to funding future CAPEX funding and forming potential
partnerships with developers;
• Council policy with regard to the trust covering all operating expenses associated with the
existing units in return for a zero, or low rate lease;
• the level of partnership with local social provider groups to run the trust and hence the
supply of wrap-around services and expertise that might decrease operating costs with
regard to accommodation and ancillary social services;
• the constitution of the trust’s board;
• who will contribute to the trust’s deed and what clauses the Council will like to include;
• Council policy with regard to the trust running into future financial sustainability issues;
• social and financial reporting required by Council from the CHP; and
• the Council contingency plan with regard to if the trust ceases to function.

11.3 Cost benefit analysis
The cost benefit analysis will look into the aspects of Net Present Value (NPV) to assess the
potential profitability of an investment.
11.3.1 Projected capital expenditure
Construction costs are a major capital expenditure that tends to vary widely depending upon the
scale and nature of the facility. Many variables exist that influence actual realised construction
costs, including type of facility, size, components, level of finish, integrated amenities, costs of
goods and services in the local market, location and topography of the site, ingress/egress issues,
costs savings and other such aspects. The construction cost for the new builds/upgrades will vary
accordingly depending on phenomenal selection of the design, the scale of the facility and other
pertinent factors. Architectural costing analysis has estimated that the cost of construction may
vary from $3,600,000 to $7,900,000 reflecting on the build design. The other common elements of
the total capital cost could include:
APR Consultants Ltd
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Purchase of building or land.
Any building alteration costs for fit out and other areas.
Permits licenses and other compliance costs.
Machinery and Equipment.
Vehicles.
Furniture and decorating cost.
Signage and branding.
Insurance.
Legal/professional fee.
Website and other facilities installation.

11.3.2 Projected operational expenditure
Operating costs are the expenses related to the operation of this facility. They include the cost of
resources and fall into two broad categories:
• Fixed costs, which are the same whether the operation is closed or running at 100%
capacity. Fixed costs include items such as insurance. These generally have to be paid
regardless of what state the business is in.
• Variable costs may increase or decrease depending on how it is done. Variable Costs
include indirect overhead costs such as computer supplies, electrical use, express mail,
cleaning services, MRO, office products, payroll services, telecommunications, utilities, or
waste disposal etc.
• The operational expenses after the upgrades/new builds is estimated to be high towards
overhead expenses.

11.4 Findings from potential case studies (New Zealand models)
•

•

•

•
•
•

In recent years, the following councils have either transferred or leased stock to registered
CHPs:
o Whakatane District Council
o Hamilton City Council
o Christchurch City Council
o Wellington City Council
o Auckland Council
Subsidised pensioner housing is fundamentally different from other social housing options.
This is because the pensioners’ allocated social housing has a much lower probability of
transitioning to independent private housing options. This is attributable to health issues
and limited means for them to increase their income.
Given many districts aging population, investment in pensioner housing options requires a
significant capital commitment. This implies that most districts’ need a well-specified future
direction in terms of specifying the size of their pensioner housing provision going forward
and the quantifiable financial and social outcomes sought, rather than relying on the
historically determined status quo.
How old a district’s population is projected to become provides an indication of the likely
future need for pensioner housing. Pensioner housing demand is a function of population
structure, relative affluence levels and housing affordability.
Council subsidised pensioner units’ revenue attributable to rent increase restrictions often
may be unrealistically low and therefore in need of a once-off increase to “re-balance” a
district’s annual rental revenue.
Smaller districts tend to run financially neutral pension housing unit operations in terms of
annual operating budget and renewals. However, they face the issue of funding the
upgrading of units, major structural repairs on an aging stock and sourcing funding for
building new stock.

APR Consultants Ltd
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•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Larger districts and urban areas with larger populations are able to more easily attract
existing CHPs and will have more negotiation leverage.
A significant incentive used by smaller districts is to sell their pensioner housing stock to a
registered CHP at less than market value as trade-off for contractual conditions regarding
existing tenancies.
As with Rotorua, the formation of a charitable trust that can be registered as a CHP is an
appealing option when an area has a number of existing charitable providers of
accommodation. In this case the coordination of these as a partnership that can be
registered as CHP is a natural progression towards more efficient outcomes.
Clearly, districts with smaller pension housing stocks may find it difficult to establish viable
trusts as they would lack economies of scale. This implies that smaller districts first option
should be seeking an existing CHP to partner with or forming a trust that can register as a
CHP in conjunction with another district council.
All districts realistically need their housing provision to be administered by a CHP in order
to access the IRRS and create larger operating surpluses. The IRRS enables social
housing to make greater revenue that covers extra administrative costs associated with
being a CHP, but also allows the CHP to better cover significant upgrades than under
Council control.
Contractual obligations between council and the buyer or leasee of council pensioner
assets allow the well-being of existing tenants to be managed.
Existing tenants are not eligible for the IRS. Therefore, existing tenants will have to exit
their tenancies and apply to MSD in order to access the IRS. Tenants need to be 91 days
clear of an existing tenancy with a housing provider in order for the CHP to access the IRR
on the tenant.
For tenants who are not eligible or unwilling to apply to MSD to be on the housing register,
the CHP will need to have a policy to whether subsidised rents will be offered, to what
level and for how long. Ultimately tenancies that do not provide the CHP with the IRRS
diminish its financial viability. The CHP could have a mixture of tenants who receive the
IRRS and those who are not on MSD’s housing register and pay a subsidised rent that is
closer to market rent.
The CHP can work with existing tenants to determine if they are likely eligible for the
IRRS. The CHP Is not obligated to accept referrals and can request a referral for a specific
applicant on the MSD online system. This means the CHP can actively select an existing
tenant who has been given notice on their current tenancy, been out of the pensioner
housing for 91 days and then rehouse them using the IRRS. It is possible for existing
tenants who are eligible for the IRRS to be incorporated into the trust’s housing provision if
there is a means to temporarily fill their interim accommodation needs for three months.
Recently, Tauranga City Council has decided to proceed with a plan to sell nine councilowned pensioner villages to one or more community housing providers. Tauranga City
Council owns 246 units in nine villages spread across Greerton, Mount Maunganui and
central Tauranga. The tenants pay 51 per cent of the market rent. Redevelopment is
required for 119 units in the next two decades and the estimated replacement cost is
$34.3m. Key stakeholder consultations have raised the following relevant issues and
understandings around their elderly housing provision:
o The mounting maintenance cost of the ageing villages is a major issue which
meant the facility needs to be run either from ratepayers money or rents would
need to increase by 44 per cent over 10 years, leaving the council with no choice
but to look at other avenues.
o Most tenants accepted the fact that the status quo (council-owned and run elder
housing) was no longer an option, however tenants wished to be under the council
umbrella and would be most comfortable with an arrangement that would see the
council retaining an interest in the villages.
o Most importantly, Council’s elderly housing provision should remain as villages for
elderly people. In Christchurch some pensioner housing had become general
social housing, which had caused some issues for elderly tenants.
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o
o

o

In any arrangement, the primary consideration should be for tenants’ welfare and
safety.
Council would need to put covenants in any sale agreement to protect existing
tenants, including how long they would be allowed to live there and the level of rent
to be paid.
Council need to make sure tenants have security and that rents are not increasing
exponentially.

11.5 UK and Australian models of social housing
The existing UK and Australian models of social housing have shown elements of divestment
diversification for financial sustainability. The government interventions have allowed options to
attract likely collaborations and private investment into the sector.
The UK models indicate that rapid growth of the social housing sector and stock expansion
requires supplementary funding sources alongside potential capital funding from the Central
Government. Leveraging of private finance is not always a panacea to address the major shortfall
in the affordable housing opportunities across the nation. The housing association sector in UK
considers adequate stock transfers as pivotal strategy for the rapid growth and expansion of the
sector. Similar stock transfers, prospective collaborations and diversified ownership are
imperative for the expansion of the sector ensuring high-end innovation and responsiveness.
Aiming at potential broadening of the social housing sector, the Australian paradigms have
exhibited a desirable policy shift and focus towards funding for self-sufficiency and attracting
private sector investment. Significant government subsidy and appropriate institutional
arrangements and supervision in the sector are key determinant factors to attract private
investments.

11.6 Co-operative housing models
New Zealand is one of the co-operative economies of the world with scale and diversity
generating one-fifth of GDP. Globally, the co-operative housing models are gaining significant
demand to meet the housing shortfalls. In contrast, whilst many economies have embraced
sustainable co-operative housing models, currently New Zealand housing sector lacks cooperative housing models.
Sustainable co-operative housing models based on strong co-operative principles are an option
worth pursuing, as the current developer-led models are not effective in meeting the housing
needs in New Zealand. Successfully established co-operative housing models are operative in
Sweden, India and US, among those, the most successful were found in Sweden, where the
Government has worked closely with housing associations to ensure their viability. Some of the
relevant global scenarios are outlined below:
• The two main Swiss co-operative housing federations are providing loan funding to finance
new construction, repairs and land acquisition. This concept has fuelled Switzerland’s
housing co-op boom. Since the early 2000’s, nearly a quarter of all new housing units in
Zurich have been built by co-operatives.
• During the global financial crisis in 2008, while the private mortgage market and real
estate projects worldwide ground to a halt, housing co-operatives built 1,000 units in
Switzerland’s largest city.
• In Geneva, a non-profit housing developer has recently raised USD 3 million from co-op
residents. This investment will produce 600 new affordable units in one of the world’s most
expensive cities.
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New Zealand also displays some thriving community based partnership models in diverse socio
economic environments (e.g. co-operative community based playgrounds; The Earthsong
community in Auckland; and Papakainga model in Wellington where Te Aro Pā Trust built 14
papakainga housing units on a site in the city’s Evans Bay).
Co-operative Housing Model – Option 1: (This type of co-op housing model is most common in
the United States).
This is a not-for-profit, democratically run housing co-operative organisation formed to own and
manage housing. The Co-op would own the land with the purpose of maintaining permanently
affordable housing on the site and such land could be community-owned, otherwise state-owned.
In this model, the ownership of the land is separate from ownership of the buildings, namely the
houses sitting on the land. Individual owners may buy homes but they would only lease the land.
Co-op owners (members) would be required to borrow from the co-operative. Repayments could
be something like 5% of the value of the building over a 20-year period, or 4% over 25 years, and
interest which would be set at rates that are below the market, a key fundamental of the Co-op
business model.
Taking the price of land out of the equation obviously significantly reduces the cost. Moreover,
when an owner goes to sell the house, the ground lease in place restricts the owner from selling
on the open market. Instead, the owner must sell to another low-to-moderate income household
at a price pre-determined by a resale formula contained in the lease. This would help ensure such
housing remained available to those with the greatest need, a long-term solution that must be
good for NZ.
With this approach, owners have no incentive to view their house as a financial investment to turn
a profit, but only as a place to live. Like traditional private homes, owners can still finance the
purchase with a mortgage, and can improve the home as they see fit. They could also sit on the
Co-op board to help make decisions about how to run the Co-op. The Champlain Housing Trust
(largest Co-op) in Burlington, Vermont, is home to over 1,000 families and holds USD 300 million
in assets.
Housing co-operatives – Option 2: (Common in Switzerland and Uruguay)
This is also a not-for-profit, democratically run housing co-operative organisation formed to own
and manage housing. However, unlike option – 1, Co-op members would not own their own home
(house, apartment, unit, townhouse etc.). Rather, they would own shares in the Co-op, which
entitles them to their unit for as long as they own the shares. Typically, such Co-ops own multifamily buildings with individual flats and shared common spaces. Co-op members could sell their
shares on the open market, but acquiring a loan for a Co-op share could be more challenging that
getting a traditional mortgage, which sometimes depresses the cost of Co-ops to below market
rate.
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12.0 HAURAKI DISTRICT COUNCIL POSITIVE AGEING
STRATEGY
Council’s Social Strategy and Positive Ageing Strategy have incorporated provisions and goals to
provide affordable and appropriate housing for older people. The provision for new builds will
enable HDC to meet community and ageing needs at a higher level, creating a pathway to
achieve Council’s social housing goals in its Positive Ageing Strategy and Social Strategy.

12.1 Positive Ageing Strategy
The vision of the HDC’s Positive Ageing Strategy is to provide a district where older people can
positively age. Council’s Positive Ageing Strategy is aligned with the goals of the New Zealand
Positive Ageing Strategy, established in 2001. Council’s positive ageing strategy goals related to
social housing includes:
• housing – affordable and appropriate housing options for older people.
Table 33: Positive ageing strategy and pensioner housing objectives of Council
Which HDC
New Zealand
community outcome
Positive
or sub-outcome does Ageing
Objective
Actions
Timeframe
this contribute to?
strategy goal
Integrated provision of
Continue to
Continual renewal
quality health and social
provide
of pensioner
Affordable and
services throughout the
affordable
housing and the
appropriate
district.
pensioner
facilities provided.
Ongoing
housing option
housing for
Management of natural for older
Maintenance of
Hauraki
and physical
people.
Council’s pensioner
District
environment in a
housing stock.
sustainable manner.
Council will provide
A District
which
Affordable and zoning through its
Management of natural
District Plan which
encourages
appropriate
and physical
private
Ongoing
housing option is conductive to the
environment in a
development of
development
for older
sustainable manner.
residential housing
of housing for
people.
or villages.
the elderly
Regulations and
Older people
Long term planning
Continue to
policies that
feel safe and
ensures that future
develop and
facilitate safe
secure and
infrastructure
enforce
can age in the environments.
requirements meet the
policies that
Ongoing
community.
growth and
facilitate a
development
safe
opportunities of the
environment
District.

Indicators for
success

Continued high
use of facilities.
Pensioner
housing is
considered
affordable.
Housing for the
elderly is
invested in
through the
private sector.
Older people feel
safe in the
community,
increasing
perceptions of
safety from
perception
surveys.

Source: Hauraki District Council
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12.2 Wider Social Strategy
The Hauraki District Council's vision is for a district that encourages vibrant communities, provides
a great lifestyle and fosters a positive climate for balanced and sustainable development. The
Social Strategy of HDC aims to achieve the vison of ‘‘working together for connected, safe,
creative and valued communities.’’ Social strategy towards 2028 rests on four pillars:
• connected communities;
• safe and healthy communities;
• active and accessible communities; and
• creative and proud communities.
HDC’s ‘Social Strategy Towards 2028’ was developed after determining the current and future
social opportunities and challenges of the district. The challenges identified in this regard were
ageing population, higher ethnic diversity and low socio-economic rating. The housing strategy
report has highlighted the following:
• The district is experiencing higher than the projected population growth. By 2018, 24% of
the Hauraki District will be aged above 65 years old and this is projected to increase to
30% by 2028 and 38% by 2048. The district population is projected to rise 7.4% over the
next ten-year period between 2018-2028.
• In 2017, the districts housing market has changed drastically, indicating consensus to
national housing market tends – with rising prices, less affordability and an undersupply of
stock with increased demand. The current rental market of the district experiences higher
competition and increased demand due to reduction in the availability of rental houses.
The current pensioner housing suffers from affordability issues and an undersupply of
stock.
• The Hauraki District’s social deprivation (which ranged between 6-10) scores has
increased between 2006-2013 which indicates that there is an increase in the social
deprivation of the district (rise in the number of people who have lower levels of income
and qualifications).
To achieve the vision of safe and healthy communities, HDC had formulated action plans relevant
to various health and safety aspects, including social housing. The action plans concerning social
housing are:
• Council will continue to support initiatives for warm and healthy homes.
• Council will continue to support the provision of pensioner housing within the district.
• Council will support the development of retirement villages.
• Council will work with other agencies and advocate to Central Government to retain and
attract key health and social service providers.
• Council will support policy and organisations promoting healthy life-styles.
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13.0 HOUSING AND FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR PENSIONERS
The Council is obliged to ensure the rent increase decision will not unduly adversely affect the
housing needs of elderly and/or the community at large. It is understood that MSD has robust
financial aid provisions to support people on low income and senior residents. MSD’s emergency
and responsive support system operates on the platform of housing first (support for homeless),
emergency housing grants and transitional housing provision. MSD’s financial provisions are
dispensed through Work and Income and Senior Services. MSD’s housing pathway ensures
proactive housing support and greater independence in housing and all aspects of their lives.
Council’s senior residents can also apply for MSD’s social housing. Therefore, elderly pensioners
can approach MSD for financial aids if in crisis and have the option to apply for MSD’s social
housing in addition/parallel to the Council pensioners housing facility. They can select the most
suitable option for meeting their housing needs.
Figure 19: The housing pathway

Source: Ministry of Social Development for the Social Housing Reform Programme
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The financial aid provisions formulated by MSD to support low income and senior residents to
meet housing needs include:
• Accommodation supplement;
• Help-with one-off costs; and
• Senior services.
Accommodation Supplement
Accommodation supplement is one such support system provided by Work and Income, which
helps people with their rent, board or cost of owning a home. Under this scheme, financial support
is available to a person under the following circumstances:
• someone with rent arrears;
• if the rent has increased; and
• if someone is on a low income.
The eligibility criteria for Accommodation Supplement scheme are:
• have accommodation costs;
• are aged 16 years or more;
• are a New Zealand citizen or permanent resident;
• normally live in New Zealand and intend to stay here; and
• are not paying rent for a social housing property. (Social housing properties are provided
by Housing New Zealand and approved community-housing providers.)
It also depends on:
• how much the applicant and spouse or partner earn; and
• money or assets you and your spouse or partner have.
Help with one-off costs
MSD has provisions to support people with their one-off costs. If a person who is getting a benefit
or pension and has an immediate, essential need, is able to get an advance payment of his/her
benefit or pension. Generally, the supplier will be paid for the goods or services. The beneficiary
needs to pay the money back but can do this in instalments. A person who is not receiving a
benefit or pension is still eligible to get a payment to support household costs. People in social
housing or with housing needs may also be able to get some assistance towards specific costs
associated with housing.
Senior Services Scheme
MSD has implemented a Senior Services scheme to support elderly citizens who are suffering a
financial crisis.
Apart from the above financial aids, in parallel, Council pensioners could apply for MSD’s social
housing.
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14.0 STRATEGIC OPTIONS ANALYSIS CHART
Table 34: Strategic options analysis chart
Strategic interventions
Option 1 – Council continues to own and
operate the pensioner units
Status quo

Community outcome

Eligibility for IRS and grant
funding
Pensioner housing
accommodation provider
Level of Council influence
Provider of rent
subsidisation and
determiners of rent
Wrap around social service
access to tenants
Set-up costs
Operational costs

Status quo with new
builds

Option 2 – To establish a Trust to
undertake the operations of tenancy
management while the Council continues
to own the assets

Meets community
needs at the same
level

The provision for new
builds will enable HDC to
meet community and
ageing needs at a higher
level, creating a pathway
to achieve Council’s
social housing goals in
its Positive Ageing
Strategy and Social
Strategy.

Not eligible

Not eligible

Yes (only if Trust get registered as a CHP)

Council

Council

Trust

High as owns and
manages

High as owns and
manages

Level of influence of Council depends on various
provisions (e.g., representation at the Trust board,
Trust deed, incorporated contractual provisions
regarding Trust obligations, funding contributions
etc.)

Council

Council

Trust or
MSD (if get registered as a CHP)

No

No

Yes if CHP

Low
Low

Low
Low/Medium
At same level or medium
range, if no change in
policies

High
High initially moving to medium

Return of investment

At the same level if
no change in policies

Rate of risk for existing
tenants

Low (secured longterm tenancy)

Low (secured long-term
tenancy)

Performance of Trust decides the level of
operations and quality of service

Medium
High (If registered as CHP, existing tenants are
not eligible for IRRS and need to reapply for
tenancy renewal).

Source: APR Consultants Ltd
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15.0 EVALUATION OF FUNDING OPTIONS
15.1 Types of expenditure
Broadly speaking, Council has two types of expenditure:
• Operating expenditure: This is the fund required for the day-to-day functioning of the
Council as a business. It includes things like maintenance, electricity and wages.
• Capital expenditure: This is the money spent on acquiring, building, upgrading or renewing
physical assets, such as buildings, or water treatment plants. Operating expenditure and
capital expenditure are funded differently.
15.1.1 HDC’s current funding policy for CAPEX
Council’s policy on funding capital expenditure is to utilise sources of funds in the following order:
1. Grants and subsidies
2. Financial contributions/development contributions
3. Depreciation
4. Asset sales
5. Reserves – past surpluses
6. Borrowing – internal
7. Borrowing – external
Table 35: Evaluation of funding mechanism and its suitability to different activities
Funding
Priority of
source
application
Rationale for application
Council will use grants or subsidies from Central Government or other organisations
where available and usually for a specific purpose. This approach minimises the
Grants and
cost to the community of undertaking projects and activities. In analysing the
1
subsidies
benefits and costs to the community of various project and activity options, Council
will consider the availability of grants and subsidies.
Where available, Council may charge Development Contributions in accordance
Financial
with its Development Contributions Policy, to recover previous capital expenditure or
contributions/
to seek contributions toward future capital expenditure that is intended to create
2
development
additional capacity. Council may charge Financial Contributions in accordance with
contributions
the District Plan.
Depreciation is set to allow for the replacement of Council’s capital assets. Council
Depreciation
3
will use depreciation from current and prior years that has not already been applied
to fund asset replacements.
Funding received from selling physical assets will initially be used to repay debt
Proceeds from
4
associated with the activity that funded it. Following this, any remaining funds will be
asset sales
used to fund other capital expenditure within that same activity.
Reserves –past
Where past surpluses are available these may be used to fund capital expenditure.
surpluses
5
Where options 1 – 5 are not available to fund capital expenditure it will be necessary
to borrow the sum required. Council operates an internal treasury function. Council
6
uses the cash surpluses from some activities to lend to other activities that need to
Borrowing –
borrow. It does this to reduce Council’s overall cost of borrowing. Council charges
internal
interest on the funds lent to the borrowing activities, and pays interest on the funds
borrowed from the lending activities.
Council may need to borrow funds externally to ensure there are adequate funds to
Borrowing –
7
meet its overall operational and capital cash flow requirements. External borrowing
external
is not linked or tied to specific capital projects or activities.
Source: Hauraki District Council
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Table 36: Pensioner housing activity funding rationale
Maintaining existing Council housing for the elderly in the district
Public benefit
20%
Private benefit
80%
Community outcomes
Lifestyle Hauraki and Prepared Hauraki
Benefit to the community as a whole
Yes
Social benefit of helping the elderly in the community
Benefit to an identifiable part of the
Yes
Pensioners
community
Benefit to an individual
Yes
Residents of the pensioner flats
Exacerbater
Yes
Pensioners that need accommodation
Benefit period
Current year and future periods
Depreciation
Capital funding required
Yes
Reserves Borrowing – internal
2015-25 funding
100% Fees and charges
Note: The Council sets its fees and charges annually to reflect increases in costs or changes to charging structures.
Source: Hauraki District Council

15.1.2 HDC’s current funding policy for operational expenses
Table 37: Funding mechanism for operational expenses
Funding
source
Definition
Rationale for application
Council will use grants or subsidies from Central
Government or other organisations where available and
usually for a specific purpose. This approach minimises
Grants and
Funding received from other agencies,
the cost to the community of undertaking projects and
subsidies
usually for a specific purpose.
activities. In analysing the benefits and costs to the
community of various project and activity options, Council
will consider the availability of grants and subsidies.
The use of fees and charges may be balanced with other
Fees charged to individuals or groups
User fee and
funding sources.
who are directly using a Council
charges
service.
Investment fund Income received from Council’s
Generally used to reduce the amount of Uniform Annual
income
Investment Fund.
General Charge required.
Where the above listed funding sources are not
Includes the Uniform Annual General
available, Council will fund its expenditure requirements
Rates
Charge (UAGC), General Rates and
by rates. There are a variety of rating types to recognise
Targeted Rates.
the different circumstances.
Revenue received in the past set aside Special funds may be used to fund specific community
Special funds
for a particular purpose.
projects that Council has selected.
Council will fund short term deficits with internal
Council operates an internal treasury
borrowing that Council has deemed prudent.
function. Council uses the cash
surpluses from some activities to lend
to other activities that need to borrow. It
does this to reduce Council’s overall
Borrowing cost of borrowing. Council charges
internal
interest on the funds lent to the
borrowing activities, and receives
interest on the funds borrowed from the
lending activities.
Source: Hauraki District Council
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The target funding proportions for the operating expenditure of HDC pensioner housing is given
below.
Table 38: Target funding proportions for the operating expenditure of pensioner housing
Activity
Activity group
Funding mix
Community Services Activity Group – Community Facilities
Pensioner Housing
Fees and Charges (100%)
Source: Hauraki District Council

15.1.3 HDC’s current revenue and financing policy
Council’s revenue and financing policy is providing direction for funding of its activities. The policy
aims to:
• minimise and smooth rates increases (this is a direction in Council’s Financial Strategy).
• not assume that rates are the only available funding source (this is a component of
minimising rates).
• explore alternative funding sources in the first instance, where possible and appropriate
(endeavours in this area have been and will continue to be made).
An alternative source of funding to rates is user fees and charges. User fees and charges are
generally applied where there is an identified direct benefit to an individual. Council also has a
number of targeted rates also for this purpose – to appropriately charge those that directly benefit
from or use the service. However, the funding of Council’s activities requires careful
consideration. User fees and charges (and targeted rates) cannot be utilised to a point where the
cost becomes prohibitive and could potentially impact the community’s use of the service.
The use of user fees and charges and targeted rates is therefore balanced with other funding
sources. To smooth rates increases Council uses borrowing. Council also has an obligation to
appropriately balance the funding of its activities over the life of its assets. For example, the life of
a water treatment plant is approximately 50 years. Council considers its funding mix so that
today’s ratepayers pay their fair share, as do tomorrow’s ratepayers. This is known as intergenerational equity. Council aims to be balanced and fair and also endeavours to uphold suitable
transparency, as well as administrative efficiency.
15.1.4 Council’s current rating policy
Council’s rating types are classified under the following heads:
• Separately Used or Inhabited Part of a Rating Unit (SUIP).
• Uniform Annual General Charge (UAGC).
• General Rate – Capital Value – District.
• Targeted Rates.
• Uniform Annual Charge – Ward (UAC).
• Ward Business Rate.
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15.2 Financial responsibilities under Local Government Act
In case of capital expenditure, HDC should apply the principle of inter-generational equity, which
requires that each generation that benefits from an investment, an investment that is expected to
serve a community for at least 50 years, should contribute to the cost of that service. One way of
doing this is to borrow the cost of the construction of the plant and pay it off during its operational
life time, ensuring that each generation which benefits also contributes.
The Local Government Act 2002 requires councils to set a range of quantifiable thresholds for
sustainable financial strategies which include a statement of the local authority’s quantified limits
on rates, rate increases and borrowing.
The Golden Rule of fiscal policy suggests that Government should only borrow to invest (in
relation to local government this refers to investment in infrastructure, such as waste water
schemes, rather than stocks and shares) and not to fund current spending. This is consistent with
inter-generational equity in that any debt inherited by future generations is matched by assets
passed on. Debt can be used by local government to spread the cost of long lived assets across
generations.

15.3 Loan/borrowing options for local governments
Until the enactment of the Local Government Amendment Act No. 3 1996 (LGAA3) councils could
only borrow from the Local Government Loans Board. The Local Government Act A3 changed
this situation by allowing councils to borrow directly from the market. Now councils have the
option to borrow either from banks or issue local bonds.
More recently, following a joint central local government initiative, the Local Government Funding
Agency (LGFA) was established. The LGFA issues its own bonds and is able to lend at interest
rates below those charged by the major financial institutions, allowing councils that qualify to
reduce their annual interest payments. At present, councils are unable to borrow in international
currency; however, this restriction does not apply to either the Auckland Council or the Local
Government Funding Agency.
15.3.1 Recommendations on funding options
Table 39: Funding options
Funding
Funding
option 1
requirements

Status quo
with new
builds

 Renewals

Funding
option 2

Funding
requirements

Formation
of Trust

 New builds

 Renewals
 New builds

CAPEX funding option/level of
raising funds
• Increase rents
• Allocate capital funding from
depreciation and reserve
borrowing – internal
• Apply for external
loans/bonds/borrowings
• Council provision for a grant
(Council could undertake a
one-off grant for the
proposed developments)
CAPEX funding option/level of
raising funds
• Government Grants and
subsidies
• Council’s contributions
• Seek potential funding from
charitable providers

Operational funding
options
• An increase in rent which
is proportionate/at par
with its counterparts’
elderly housing fees/rents.
• Increase rates
• Decrease expenditure

Operational funding
options
• Initially by Council’s
contributions or seek
options for external grants
• Later by self-generated
income

Source: APR Consultants Ltd
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16.0 EXTERNAL FUNDING OPTIONS
16.1 Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (EECA)
The Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (EECA) works to improve the energy efficiency
of New Zealand homes and business and encourage them to take renewable energy. EECA
works with a diverse range of businesses across New Zealand to help them improve energy
efficiency and reduce carbon emissions. They influence energy use across New Zealand through
direct interventions such as funding for home insulation, and influence, such as marketing,
behaviour change and expert advice in order to achieve:
• warm, dry and energy efficient homes;
• efficient, safe and low carbon transport; and
• efficient, competitive and low carbon business.
16.1.1 Energy efficiency and local government
The Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) requires local government bodies to consider energy
efficiency, climate change, and renewable energy issues when assessing resource consent
applications and when preparing or changing plans. When planning for energy efficiency and
renewable energy under the RMA, councils must also consider the New Zealand Energy
Efficiency and Conservation Strategy (NZEECS) as it is a statutory document produced under the
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Act 2000. The strategy has set a target for local government
to use renewable electricity for 90% of their overall usage by 2025, along with other energy
efficiency objectives and targets. Local government has a valuable role to play in addressing
resource management issues associated with the development of renewable energy resources
creating local, regional and national benefits. These include avoiding the use of finite resources,
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and increased security of energy supply by avoiding reliance
on imported fuels.

16.2 EECA funding plans
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (EECA) is providing funding and loans for investing
in energy efficiency.
•

Energy Management plan: Up to 40% of the cost of establishing an energy management
plan to a maximum of $100,000 is funded under the Energy Management plan.
Development and implementation of an energy management framework to manage
energy usage. Energy management plan funding is designed to fund a specific, step-bystep process which includes:
o set an energy-savings target;
o commit to energy management, with a team and ‘energy champions’;
o set up a system to manage your energy, including having an energy policy;
o identify your main areas of energy use; and
o create plans to prioritise energy-saving opportunities.

•

Crown Loans: EECA BUSINESS has $2 million to allocate to Crown Loans each year that
are interest free loans to fund energy efficiency and renewable energy projects for publicly
funded organisations. Crown loans are a low cost, interest free way to fund energy
efficiency and renewable energy projects for publicly funded organisations such as
schools, local councils, universities and polytechnics, government departments and
hospitals. Public sector organisations are eligible for both Crown loans and other EECA
business funding support. Eligible projects include energy-efficient equipment for new
builds and retro-fit projects. Capital and Coast District Health Board has used Crown loans
to implement energy management programmes benefiting Wellington patients. There is a
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•

•

•

•

•

one-off flat rate procurement fee of 6% to cover EECA’s establishment and loan
administration costs. Examples of the types of project fund include:
o installing building management systems;
o installing and upgrading equipment such as energy efficient space heating, efficient
refrigeration, energy efficient lighting;
o electric vehicles;
o installation of biomass boilers; and
o installing solar water heating for swimming pools.
Monitoring and Targeting: This funding is available for monitoring and targeting of all
energy using systems and processes on commercial and industrial sites (this includes
process heat, pumps and motors, compressed air, refrigeration, HVAC and lighting
controls). Up to 40% of the cost of a monitoring and targeting programme to a maximum of
$100,000 is available under this.
Systems Optimisation: Up to 40% of the cost of systems optimisation measures to a
maximum of $100,000 is available for optimisation of all commercial and industrial
systems. This includes process heat, pumps and motors, compressed air, refrigeration,
HVAC and lighting controls.
Up to 100% of the cost of design advice to a maximum of $15,000 is funded for
performance advice for public buildings concept and detailed design advice at any stage of
a building’s design, construction or refurbishment (stages of building design include initial
concept design, design and construction, commissioning and assessing energy
performance).
Technology Demonstrations: Up to 40% of the cost of the technology demonstration to a
maximum of $100,000 is available to all businesses to support the implementation of
proven underutilised technologies and process improvements that with wider adoption
could improve sector energy performance.
Energy Management Benchmark Service: An in-depth session for business leaders
examining the business approach to energy efficiency. The One2Five® tool provides a
benchmark against similar businesses and an action plan for further energy efficiency
projects. The full cost of an energy diagnostic session is available.

17.0 PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND FUNDING
STRATEGY
17.1 Proposed development
Council should set out its new build policy as a staged development programme to be in line with
available funding. Council envisages, holding the matter for two years, to meet the development
expenditure for new builds through the following funding options:
o loan funded with repayments over 25-30 years from rental income;
o loan funded from existing depreciation; and
o possible Central Government funding.
The Council wishes to proceed with a flexible duplex housing design that could maximise the
number of units on a site. Also the new development should be prioritised in the town with the
most need (i.e. Waihi and Paeroa) and needs to be aligned with the funding mechanism. The new
builds need to be designed to be sold possibly as social housing. The need and relevance of
current stock expansion for pensioner housing is paramount. Therefore, Council should consider
this as a ring-fenced activity and should have policies and provisions at place to sustain the
activity.
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Below are three different funding models and development plans.
Proposed development plan and funding models
Funding model – one: 5 yearly (quinquennial) development plan
•

Funding model – one is a 5 yearly (quinquennial) staged development plan designed for
2020 to 2035 which would enable HDC to expand their housing stock every 5 years. As
per this model, Council could provide 38 additional new units to the existing pensioner
housing provision, increasing the total housing stock to 95. The funding source for the new
builds would be made available from increased revenue and external loans/borrowing. In
2036, Council could consider undertaking a refurbishment programme for their existing old
housing stock.

Funding model one
Timeframe

2020

Proposed staged developments

2030

2035

Construction of 6 new duplex units

Construction of 6 new duplex units

Construction of 12 new duplex units

Construction of 14 new duplex units

$867,528 (plus 10% contingency+3%
inflation rate)

$867,528 (plus 10% contingency+3%
inflation rate)

$1,735,056 (plus 10% contingency+3%
inflation rate)

$2,024,232 (plus 10% contingency+3%
inflation rate)

Revenue from increased rent + External
loan

Revenue from increased rent

Revenue from increased rent

Revenue from increased rent

$488,394 (2 years)
$0.00
$488,394
$0.00
$488,394
($379,134)
63

$1,220,985 (5 years)
$233,376 (4 years)
$1,454,361
$379,134
$1,075,227
$207,699
69

$1,220,985 (5 years)
$525,096 (5 years)
$1,746,081
$0.00
$1,746,081
$11,025
81

$1,220,985 (5 years)
$1,050,192 (5 years)
$2,271,177
$0.00
$2,271,177
$246,945
95

Increased revenue and increased service
delivery

Increased revenue and increased service
delivery

Increased revenue and increased service
delivery

Increased revenue and increased service
delivery

Indicative costings
Funding source
Accumulated fund if rent increased with reduced 15% subsidy
Accumulated revenue from new builds
Total accumulated funding
Minus previous loan liability (carried forward)
Net surplus/(deficit)
Indicative funding shortage/surplus
Total number of units
Project outcome
Note: The annual revenue if subsidy is 15% = $553,738.
The annual average operational expenses = $309,541
Indicative annual net surplus =$244,197
Annual revenue from 6 new builds = $58,344 (187 X 6 X 52)
Annual rent variation (current rate = 5.3%) is not considered.
The indicative cost for construction of one duplex unit =$144,588

2025

Source: APR Consultants Ltd analysis

Proposed development plan-chart for funding model – one
The chart below portrays the HDC pensioner housing development plan as per the funding model
-one
Figure 20: Funding model – one

2018
INCREASE RENT

2020
CONSTRUCT
6 NEW UNITS

2025
CONSTRUCT
6 NEW UNITS

2030
CONSTRUCT 12 NEW
UNITS

2035
CONSTRUCT 14 NEW UNITS

2035
INCREASED REVENUE AND
SERVICE DELIVERY

Source: APR Consultants Ltd
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Funding model – two: long-term development plan
•

Funding model – two is a long-termed staged development plan designed for 2020
through to 2035 with provisions to expand housing stock in 2020 and 2035. This plan has
provisions to expand the existing total number of housing stock to 89 by building an
additional 32 units. The major funding source for this development would be from
increased revenue and external loans/borrowing. The refurbishment programme for the
existing old stock could be undertaken in 2027.

Funding model two
Timeframe

2020

Proposed staged developments
Indicative costings
Funding source
Accumulated fund if rent increased with reduced
15% subsidy
Accumulated revenue from new builds
Previous surplus carried forward
Total accumulated funding
Minus previous loan liability (carry forward)
Net surplus/deficit
Indicative funding shortage/surplus
Total number of units

2027
2035
Refurbishment of 11 pensioner
Construction of 12 new duplex units
housing propoerties Construction of 20 new duplex units
$1,735,056 (plus 10% $54,471 (plus 10% contingency+3%
$2,891,760 (plus 10%
contingency+3% inflation rate)
inflation rate)
contingency+3% inflation rate)
Revenue from increased rent +
External loan
Revenue from increased rent
Revenue from increased rent

$488,394 (2 years)
$0.00
$0.00
$488,394
$0.00
$488,394
($1,246,662)
69
Increased revenue and increased
Project outcome
service delivery
Note: The annual revenue if subsidy is 15% = $553,738.
The annual average operational expenses = $309,541
Indicative annual net surplus =$244,197
Annual revenue from 6 new builds = $58,344 (187 X 6 X 52)
Annual rent variation (current rate = 5.3%) is not considered.
The indicative cost for construction of one duplex unit =$144,588

$1,709,379 (7 years)
$700,128 (6 years)
$0.00
$2,409,507.00
$1,246,662 + Interest
$1,162,845
$1,108,374
69
Increased revenue and increased
service delivery

$ 1,953,576 (8 years)
$ 933,504 (8 years)
$1,108,374.00
$3,995,454.00
$0.00
$3,995,454.00
$1,103,694
89
Increased revenue and increased
service delivery

Source: APR Consultants Ltd analysis

Proposed development plan-chart for funding model – two
The chart below portrays the HDC pensioner housing development plan as per the funding model
-two
Figure 21: Funding model – two

2018
INCREASE RENT

2020
CONSTRUCT
12 NEW UNITS

2027
REFURBISHMENT OF PENSIONER
HOUSING PROPERTIES

2035
CONSTRUCT 20 NEW
UNITS

2036
INCREASED REVENUE AND
SERVICE DELIVERY

Source: APR Consultants Ltd
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Funding model – three: short and long-term development plan
•

Funding model – three is a short and long-termed staged development plan designed for
2020 through to 2035. This plan has provided provisions for housing stock expansion in
2020, 2022 and 2035. As part of the development plan, the refurbishment of existing stock
would be undertaken in 2028.

•

The proposed development will supply an additional 23 units to the pensioner housing
provision, providing a 40% increase in the total number of housing units (total of 80 units).
This would enable HDC to maintain/increase its current scale of service delivery in 2027
(ranging between 1.1% to 1.3%) and 2037 (ranging between 1.0% to 1.3%).

Funding model three
2020

2022

2025

Construction of 6 new duplex units Construction of 6 new duplex units
$867,528 (plus 10%
$867,528 (plus 10%
contingency+3% inflation rate)
contingency+3% inflation rate)
Increrased rent + External loan
Increrased rent + External loan

Land Acquisition (optional)

Timeframe
Proposed staged developments
Indicative costings for developments
Funding Source
Accumulated fund if rent increased with reduced
15% subsidy

Accumulated revenue from new builds
Total accumulated funding
Minus previous loan liability (carried forward)
Net surplus/deficit

TBD

2028
2035
Refurbishment of 11 pensioner
housing properties Construction of 11 new duplex units
$1,590,468 plus 10% contingency +
$152,701
3% inflation rate

$488,394 (2 years)

$488,394 (2 years)

$732,591 (3 years)

$732,591 (3 years)

$1,709,379 (7 years)

$0.00
$488,394

$58,344 (1 year)
$546,738
$379,134
$167,604

$291,720 (3 years)
$1,024,311
$699,924
$324,387

$291,720 (3 years)
$1,024,311
$0
$1,024,311

$816,816 (7 years)
$2,526,195
$0
$2,526,195

($699,924)
69
Increased revenue and increased
service delivery

TBD

$871,610

$935,727
80
Increased revenue and increased
service delivery

$488,394

Indicative funding shortage/surplus
Total number of units

($379,134)
63
Increased revenue and increased
Project outcome
service delivery
Note: The annual revenue if subsidy is 15% = $553,738.
The annual average operational expenses = $309,541
Indicative annual net surplus =$244,197
Annual revenue from 6 new builds = $58,344 (187 X 6 X 52)
Annual rent variation (current rate = 5.3%) is not considered.
The indicative cost for construction of one duplex unit =$144,588

Source: APR Consultants Ltd analysis

Proposed development plan-chart for funding model – three
The chart below portrays the HDC pensioner housing development plan as per funding model – 3.
Figure 22: Funding model – three

2018
INCREASE RENT

2020
CONSTRUCT
6 NEW UNITS

2022
CONSTRUCT
6 NEW UNITS

2025
LAND ACQUISITION

2028
REFURBISHMENT OF
PENSIONER HOUSING
PROPERTIES

2035
CONSTRUCT 11 NEW
UNITS

2038
1.0% -- 1.3% ELDERLY HOUSING
TARGET ACHIEVED

Source: APR Consultants Ltd
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17.2 Proposed funding strategy
The proposed funding strategy options include:
 Funding Scenario – 1
Increase rent with a reduced 15% subsidy in 2018 which can ensure 55%
($553,738) increase in annual revenue. Based on the ‘capital cost vs funding
forecast analysis’, the annually ‘accumulated funding’ (also known as capital fund)
is adequate to cover the capital expenditure for construction and refurbishments.
 Funding Scenario – 2
o Increase rent with a reduced 25% subsidy in 2018 which will increase annual
revenue to $488,644 (20%). Based on the ‘capital cost vs funding forecast
analysis’, the annually ‘accumulated funding’ (also known as capital fund) will cover
the capital expenditure for construction and refurbishments.
•

To overcome the funding shortage, Council could either select the funding option of:
o
o
o

Allowing capital funding from depreciation and reserve borrowings; and/or
Apply for external loans/borrowings.
Council grant.

18.0 PROJECT IMPACT EVALUATION
The project impact evaluation indicates that the proposed staged developments and funding
models would guarantee increased service delivery and revenue.
As per the project impact evaluation, the proposed development under funding model – one will
supply an additional 38 units to the pensioner housing provision, providing a 66.7% increase in
the total number of housing units (total of 95 units). This would enable HDC to maintain/increase
its current scale of service delivery in 2020, 2025, 2030 and 2035 (ranging between 1.2% to
1.7%).
The proposed development under funding model – two would supply an additional 32 units to the
pensioner housing provision, providing 56.1% increase in the total number of housing units (total
of 89 units). This would enable HDC to maintain/increase its current scale of service delivery in
2020 and 2035 (ranging between 1.1% to 1.5%).
The proposed development under funding model – three will supply an additional 23 units to the
pensioner housing provision providing 40% increase in the total number of housing units (total of
80 units). This would enable HDC to maintain/increase its current scale of service delivery in 2027
(ranging between 1.1% to 1.3%) and 2037 (ranging between 1.0% to 1.3%).
Population projection and current proportion of pensioners served
The table below shows the population projection and the current proportion of pensioners served
by Council.
Table 40: Population projection and current proportion of pensioners served
#
2017
1 Population of over 65 years
4,711
2 % of population over 65 years
23.3%
3 % of population over 65 years housed at the current stock of units (assumes that 59
1.3%
people are housed)

2027
6,607
29.8%

2037
8,123
35.2%

0.9%

0.7%

Source: APR Consultants Ltd
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Scale of service delivery in 2027 and 2037 based on funding model – one
The table below indicates the scale of service delivery (proportion of pensioner population that
could be housed) by Council in 2027 and 2037 based on funding model – one.
Table 41: Projected number of pensioner population housed by 2037
% of pensioner
Projected number of people housed
housed in 2027
1.07%
one person per unit

% of pensioner
housed in 2037
1.2%

1.3%

1.7%

1.2%

1.4%

Two people per unit
Half of the units to be housed with one person and other half with 2
people
Source: APR Consultants Ltd

Scale of service delivery in 2027 and 2037 based on funding model – two
The table below indicates the scale of service delivery (proportion of pensioner population that
could be housed) by Council in 2027 and 2037 based on funding model – two.
Table 42: Projected number of pensioner population housed by 2037
% of pensioner
Projected number of people housed
housed in 2027
1.1%
one person per unit

% of pensioner
housed in 2037
1.1%

1.3%

1.5%

1.2%

1.3%

Two people per unit
Half of the units to be housed with one person and other half with 2
people
Source: APR Consultants Ltd

Scale of service delivery in 2027 and 2037 based on funding model – three
The table below indicates the scale of service delivery (proportion of pensioner population that
could be housed) by Council in 2027 and 2037, based on funding model – three.
Table 43: Projected number of pensioner population housed by 2037
% of pensioner
Projected number of people housed
housed in 2027
1.1%
one person per unit

% of pensioner
housed in 2037
1.0%

1.3%
1.2%

1.3%
1.2%

Two people per unit
Half of the units to be housed with one person and other half with 2
people
Source: APR Consultants Ltd

19.0 LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 2002 (AMENDMENT BILL)
The Local Government Act 2002 has set out guidance on how local councils should develop its
service delivery policy. According to Sec 17A of the Local Government Act 2002, a local
government is ought to review the cost-effectiveness of its current arrangements for meeting the
needs of communities within its district or region for good quality-local infrastructure, local public
services, and performance of regulatory functions. A statutory review is necessary to complete
Service Delivery Policy requirements of S17A to conform to the selected operational model and
service delivery system.
APR Consultants Ltd
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A service delivery review is the process of determining whether the current service delivery
system is the best way to provide services effectively and efficiently in a most cost-effective
manner.
The review should consider the following factors:
• How a service is governed?
• How a service is funded? and
• How it is delivered?
A review under section 17A is required under the following circumstances:
• A significant change to a service level offered by the local government.
• A contract of binding agreement is within two years of expiration.
• The potential cost of contact is overweighed by the cost of the review.
• A review has a statutory life of 6 years, a review is essential in every six years.

20.0 KEY FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
•

Currently, the shortfall in housing is one of the major crises facing many New Zealand
communities. By 2030, New Zealand will face a systemic housing shortage of 100,000
homes (most of these in the affordable bracket). The social/retirement housing shortfall is
estimated as 75,000 units by 2030. According to Salvation Army Social Policy and
Parliamentary Unit, New Zealand will need up to 2,500 additional social houses each year
for at least the next decade to tackle the social housing crisis.

•

Local Councils are a major provider of social housing for New Zealanders. Local
government owns between 11,000 and 12,000 social housing units in New Zealand.

•

The situation analysis reveals that the Central Government’s social housing policy is
based on an “investment to independence” approach. This is a broad based approach to
provide people in need with wrap around services to enable them to regain a level of
independence. This approach is not appropriate for the majority of local government’s
social housing tenants – as senior citizens look to councils to provide security of tenure
until they shift into supported accommodation, such as a rest home.

•

The major objectives of the government’s Social Housing Reform Programme (SHRP)
was: to attract more providers; bring in diversity and innovation; long term management of
tenants and properties; and involvement of private groups as proactive providers of social
housing in New Zealand. The government had opened up the provision of Income Related
Rent Subsidies (IRRS) to Community Housing Providers (CHP) and stopped capital grants
and access to Income Related Rent Subsidies (IRRS) to councils. This means that a
larger number of approved, non-government housing providers can access government
subsidies to enable them to provide affordable housing for the community. These
government interventions and policy shifts have attracted likely collaborations and private
investments into the sector. However, the social housing reforms failed to determine the
role of local authorities in the social housing market. These policies encouraged councils
to look at divesting their stock or partnering with social housing providers.

•

In this context of policy settings, local councils are facing numerous challenges in
providing affordable pensioner housing. Local councils mostly struggle to act responsively
and proactively to the market needs, especially in the case of their elderly tenants. The
crucial challenges in this regard are:
o to meet the growing/changing needs of affordable social housing in a financially
sustainable way; and
o the age and quality of current housing portfolios.

APR Consultants Ltd
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•

The increasing maintenance/replacement cost of the elderly housing is a major issue
which entailed many councils to look for other potential options. Many consider adequate
stock transfers or partnerships with potential CHPs as pivotal strategy for rapid growth and
expansion and particularly for receiving IRRS. While some have been focusing on
attracting private sector investment and funding for self-sufficiency, others have either
transferred or leased stock to registered CHPs. Relevant government subsidies,
appropriate institutional arrangements and oversight are key determinant factors to attract
private investment.

•

In recent
CHPs:
o
o
o
o
o

years, the following councils have either transferred or leased stock to registered
Whakatane District Council;
Hamilton City Council;
Christchurch City Council;
Wellington City Council; and
Recently, Tauranga City Council has decided to proceed with a plan to sell nine
council-owned pensioner housing units.

•

The case study analysis on international models and New Zealand models has reflected
the current trends in the elderly housing provision. In order to ensure rapid growth, highend innovation and financial sustainability, the international and local elderly housing
models are currently embracing the principles of divestment, co-operative housing models,
joint ventures/feasible collaborations and diversified ownership options.

•

Hauraki District Council's vision is for a district that encourages vibrant communities,
provides a great lifestyle and fosters a positive climate for balanced, sustainable
development. Sustainable and healthy homes are part and parcel of Council’s community
strategies and policies. Council has formulated policies and strategies and developed
long-term and short-term objectives and goals in place to ensure ongoing development of
elderly flats. The Social Strategy of HDC aims to achieve the vison of ‘‘Working together
for connected, safe, creative and valued communities’’ and it rests on four pillars:
connected communities; safe and healthy communities; active and accessible
communities; and creative and proud communities. In order to achieve the vision of safe
and healthy communities, HDC had formulated action plans relevant to various health and
safety aspects including social housing. The action plans concerning social housing are:
o Council will continue to support initiatives for warm and healthy homes.
o Council will continue to support the provision of pensioner housing within the
district.
o Council will support the development of retirement villages.
o Council will work with other agencies and advocate to Central Government to
retain and attract key health and social service providers.
o Council will support policy and organisations promoting healthy life-styles.

•

In the pensioner housing matter, the Community Facilities Asset Management Plan 20152025 has incorporated provisions for sustainable housing for the elderly.

•

Similarly, one of the major objectives of Council’s Positive Ageing Strategy is to continue
to provide affordable pensioner housing for Hauraki District in order to achieve affordable
and appropriate housing options for older people. Council’s Positive Ageing Strategy is
aligned with the objectives of the New Zealand Positive Ageing Strategy, established in
2001.

•

It is understood that the current policy settings and environment pose challenges to HDC
in their elderly housing provision. In general, strategic interventions in social housing can
create additional financial risk that need to be addressed through strategic long term

APR Consultants Ltd
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financial planning (20-30 years). For growing the scale and quality of the housing portfolio,
an innovative strategic approach is required.
•

It is notable that the new Labour-coalition Government is initiating a different approach to
address the existing housing issues. This includes provisions and policies to increase the
number of social houses and social housing providers. With the present changed political
scenario, if the government reinstate the IRRS provision or if local councils are offered the
chance to access funding through grants, then HDC should be strategically prepared to
take maximum leverage from the situation. For this, HDC needs to be clear about what
strategic action plans are required to improve stock and supply.

•

The formation of a Trust (Option – 2) with registered CHP status for the tenancy
management of HDC pensioner housing would enable Council’s pensioner housing
provision to receive IRRS and to be part of Central Government’s social housing policy
reforms. However, it is difficult to predict the future as the new government’s housing
policies are not yet set. Also as this option will adversely affect the tenancy and
subsidisation proviso of the existing tenants, it is plausible for Council at this stage to
embrace Option – 1 (i.e. Council will own and operate the pensioner housing as it currently
operates, maintaining status quo with new builds) for better community and financial
outcomes. Council’s Social Strategy and Positive Ageing Strategy have incorporated
provisions and goals to provide affordable and appropriate housing for the older people.
Therefore, the provision for new builds will enable HDC to meet community and ageing
needs at a higher level, creating a pathway to achieve Council’s social housing goals in its
Positive Ageing Strategy and Social Strategy.

The following review and considerations would enable HDC to formulate a long term strategic
framework (plan) to own and operate elderly housing provision effectively, achieving desirable
social outcomes, rapid growth and sustainability. HDC pensioner housing provision requires a
review of the ‘pensioner housing strategic policy framework’, aligned with its social strategy and
positive ageing strategy, to provide clarity on:
o tenant eligibility requirements;
o rent and subsidy matters;
o the scale of the new developments;
o the intended scale of supply for current and future pensioner tenants;
o long-term financial/funding models; and
o treatment of shortage and tenancy management (operational) models.
•

The need and relevance of current stock expansion for pensioner housing is paramount.
Therefore, Council should consider this as a ring-fenced activity and should have policies
and provisions in place to sustain the activity. The quality of the current stock of housing
provided is also a relevant matter for consideration as it is a proven strong predictor of
health, education and civic participation. Therefore, HDC should design and set-out a
long-term policy framework covering all the above relevant aspects.

•

The current property evaluation of HDC pensioner housing shows that 85% of the existing
units are either in very good or good condition. The total average renewal expenditure that
will incur for each of the properties during the next 10 years ($4,951) and 20 years
($13,882) are estimated as minimal. This is a leveraging financial situation where Council
could now focus on a new build process.

•

The funding options available for HDC in order to maintain status quo with new builds are
outlined below.
 CAPEX funding options:
o Increase rents.
o Allocate capital funding from depreciation and reserve borrowing – internal.
o Apply for external loans/bonds/borrowings.

APR Consultants Ltd
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o

Council provision for a grant. (Council could undertake a one-off grant for the
proposed development activity).

 Operational funding options:
o An increase in rent which is proportionate/at par with its counterparts’ elderly
housing fees/rents.
o Increase rates.
o Decrease expenditure.
•

Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (EECA) is providing funding and loans for
investing in energy efficiency. The funding available under various EECA schemes is
discussed below.
 The Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (EECA) is providing funding and
loans for investing in energy efficiency.
o Energy management plan: Up to 40% of the cost of establishing an energy
management plan to a maximum of $100,000 is funded under the ‘Energy
Management plan’ – development and implementation of an energy management
framework to manage energy usage.
o Crown loans: EECA BUSINESS has $2 million to allocate to Crown Loans each
year that are interest free loans to fund energy efficiency and renewable energy
projects for publicly funded organisations.
o Monitoring and targeting: This funding is available for monitoring and targeting of
all energy using systems and processes on commercial and industrial sites (this
includes process heat, pumps and motors, compressed air, refrigeration, HVAC
and lighting controls). Up to 40% of the cost of a monitoring and targeting
programme to a maximum of $100,000 is available under this.
o Systems optimisation: Up to 40% of the cost of systems optimisation measures to a
maximum of $100,000 is available for optimisation of all commercial and industrial
systems. This includes process heat, pumps and motors, compressed air,
refrigeration, HVAC and lighting controls.
o Up to 100% of the cost of design advice to a maximum of $15,000 is funded for
performance advice for public buildings concept and detailed design advice at any
stage of a building’s design, construction or refurbishment (stages of building
design include initial concept design, design and construction, commissioning and
assessing energy performance).
o Technology demonstrations: Up to 40% of the cost of the technology
demonstration to a maximum of $100,000 is available to all businesses to support
the implementation of proven underutilised technologies and process
improvements that with wider adoption could improve sector energy performance.
o Energy management benchmark service: An in-depth session for business leaders
examining the business approach to energy efficiency. The One2Five® tool
provides a benchmark against similar businesses and an action plan for further
energy efficiency projects. The full cost of an energy diagnostic session is
available.

•

The Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) requires local government bodies to consider
energy efficiency, climate change, and renewable energy issues when they assessing
resource consent applications and when preparing or changing plans. When planning for
energy efficiency and renewable energy under the RMA, councils must also consider the
New Zealand Energy Efficiency and Conservation Strategy (NZEECS) as it is a statutory
document produced under the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Act 2000. The strategy
has set a target for local government to use renewable electricity for 90% of their overall
usage by 2025, along with other energy efficiency objectives and targets. Local
government has a valuable role to play in addressing resource management issues
associated with the development of renewable energy resources creating local, regional
and national benefits. These include avoiding the use of finite resources, reducing
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greenhouse gas emissions and increased security of energy supply by avoiding reliance
on imported fuels.
•

APR recommends the following ‘age policy’ variations:
 Proposed age policy modification:
 The age requirement of the future applicants should be raised from 60 to 65 years
of age.
 In the case of couples, both must be 65 years of age.
 The age requirement of those disabled (e.g., those with access to mobility cards)
could be set 60 years of age. (According to Statistics New Zealand, disability is
defined as long-term limitation (resulting from impairment) in a person’s ability to
carry out daily activities).
 In this regard, the relevant factors for consideration are:
o The age policy setting for the pensioner housing should consider and reflect on
relevant parameters of New Zealand’s ageing population and increasing life
expectancy.
o Population forecast changes will have huge impacts on the demand for the
pensioner units.
o HDC could think about modifying its age policy to be at par with some of its
counterparts.
o It is observed that in New Zealand, the number of people aged 65 years old and
over would double in the next 30 years to 1.4 million.
o Any changes need to be part of a broader approach, reflecting the fact that people
reach their 50s and 60s with varying degrees of physical and financial fitness.
o The proposed age policy modification could ameliorate current and future demands
for units to an extent, giving Council a breathing period to build new units.
o Council could review age eligibility every 5 years.

•

APR recommends a substantial ‘rent policy’ variation in the following regard:
 Proposed rent policy modification:
 APR recommends that HDC’s current rental rates need a once-off correction of
appropriately $20 per week per unit to make them comparable to MSD housing
register tenant subsidisation levels.
 Factors for consideration:
o Increase in Council rent (with a maximum 15% subsidy) could ensure $553,738
increase (55%) in annual revenue.
o To maintain cost neutrality, the rent is a small 15% subsidy imposed on MBIE
assessed market rent, compared to a larger subsidy to tenants by MSD. In a
general/generic understanding of this issue, pensioners in Council units receive
less affordable rents compared to that provided by CHPs. However, because of
rent increase restrictions, tenants are receiving cheaper rents than if they were on
the MSD social housing register and receive the maximum subsidised rent.
Council’s rent needs to be adjusted to a more realistic level.
o It is more accurate to base Hauraki’s one-bedroom market rent assessment on
Rotorua data, rather than Matamata-Piako data, as the latter does not have
sufficiently reliable bond sample sizes.
o Councils and MSD subsidised rental rates should not be dissimilar. For Hauraki
District Council to charge significantly less than the maximum discounted rent
available under MSD housing register subsidisation is for Council to provide
accommodation that is unrealistically low-priced.
o A flat subsidisation rate and the use of a simple rule to differentiate between bedsit
and one-bedroom units’ rent appears to be a practical method for Hauraki District
rent calculations.
o The opportunity cost to Council currently in terms of lost annual rent revenue is
small, but significant. APR assesses that a market rent of likely $180 per week is
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o

o

•

realistic for Hauraki District Council pensioner units currently. This implies a loss of
annual revenue of $57k.
HDC’s website specifies that the rent subsidy will be adjusted over time from a
maximum of 30% to 15%. If APR applies a 30% subsidy to a Matamata-Piako
lower quartile market rent of $220 per week for 55 one-bedroom units and two
bedsits at, say, $214 per week (i.e. a $6 differential from a one-bedroom unit), the
annual revenue totals $456,019. If we use a maximum rent subsidy of 15%, the
annual revenue totals $553,738.
The above analysis shows that HDC’s rent increase rule ($6 per increase per year)
makes Council’s subsidised market rent calculations redundant. The current rents
are simply not set at realistic levels and Council’s rent increase rule effectively just
means that pensioner unit rents routinely increase annually by $6 per week.
Realistic subsidised rent levels will result in extra revenue that can cover some of
the cost of upgrades.

The future shape of HDC elderly housing in terms of operational and tenancy management
issues could be decided by the long term financial planning and strategic actions,
considering the relevant aspects of available funding options; social return on investment;
strategic impact and cost effectiveness. Discussed below are the major factors from the
social return on investment analysis, strategic impact analysis and cost effective analysis
referring to Council owning and operating the housing provision.
 Advantages and disadvantages
Advantages:
o The Pensioner units owned by Council will continue to be retained as a community
asset for future generations and the welfare of current tenants will be maintained at
current levels.
o Tenants possess a high level of tenancy security compared to private options, or
MSD-funded provisions (we note that it is ambiguous whether this is a good or bad
outcome).
o New housing will provide higher quality, pensioner suitable accommodation.
Council will be able to deliver a better level of service to future tenants and be
better able to meet Council’s social obligations as a landlord.
Disadvantages:
o HDC does not have MSD’s capability/mandate to screen tenancies of those
receiving the IRRS. Tenants therefore possess a high-level of tenancy security
compared to private options or MSD funded provisions. This means that those with
existing accommodation in Hauraki’s pensioner units may crowd out others of
greater need.
o Council is in essence a provider of low budget elderly housing, (i.e., expands the
market provision), but not the stock of pensioner suitable housing.
o The level of demand for the new units may be even greater than for existing units
as they will be more desirable. Council needs to have a more restrictive policy for
tenant selection.
 Strategic impact analysis
o If Council continues owning and operating its pensioner units it will need to more
specifically define the outcomes sought in terms of quality of provision (i.e., health
and safety standards) and the number of units available. This will make the
provision more focussed. Progress towards newly developed annual outcome
targets will help to justify capital investment required.
o Expansion of the pensioner housing stock will be a “significant” decision as defined
in the Local Government Act; therefore community consultation would be required.
Community consultation will establish whether the level of support provides a
mandate for this investment.
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o
o

o

Council is not predisposed to supplying wrap around social services associated
with pensioner housing. This implies no provision of these.
If Council is to maintain the same proportion of places in pensioner accommodation
(relative to the over 65-year-old population), in 10 years’ and 20 years’ time, the
number of units provided will need to increase. HDC, therefore must either
decrease the proportion of pensioners served, or build more housing and therefore
likely take on debt, or increase rates or increase rents.
Maintaining the status quo tends to discourage undertaking a comprehensive and
dispassionate evaluation of performance and applying a highly-focussed approach
on quantifiable outcomes. There does not appear to be currently a well-defined set
of social outcomes for providing pensioner housing associated with the housing
offered. For example, what proportion of the elderly does Council wish to have the
capacity to serve in the future? What standard of provision in terms of pensioner
friendly accommodation should be a met as a minimum standard?

 Cost effective analysis
Advantages
o At the current level of services and management of the units, this activity is selffunding and there will likely continue to be no debt associated with the operation of
activity for the foreseeable future.
o A staged development plan can potentially spread out the CAPEX of new builds.
o Council has an organisational infrastructure available already in place (e.g.,
property management, customer services and maintenance etc.); therefore an
expanded housing provision will not require set-up costs in order to cover
administration and service needs. Economies of scale mean that the extra
administration costs are likely lower relative to increased revenue from operating
more units.
o There is an opportunity cost to ratepayers of having more money invested in units.
Disadvantages
o Council will not be able to receive CAPEX funding from MBIE or charitable funders.
This is a discouraging factor to investment in new housing.
o Any new units built to minimise costs will need to charge a higher rent than existing
units. This implies that the housing offered will be less affordable. The use of a
CHP and the IRRS for tenants will smooth out rent differences to a degree.
o The potential cost of structural upgrades for oldest units. The provision of
pensioner housing through a CHP has the potential to attract and partner with
developers in the future and to take advantage of future government policy that is
applied to CHPs in order to target an aging population.
•

From a risk management perspective, the financial operating parameters for Council going
forward will be contingent on a significant number of factors yet to be decided upon
including:
o measurable outcomes sought regarding the level of housing provision provided in
the future;
o changes in regard to the Council’s rent subsidisation in order to increase annual
rent revenue and make pensioner rents more comparable with that received by
those on MSD’s housing register;
o potential upgrades on selected existing units; and
o the Council policy with regard to funding new pensioner housing builds and forming
potential partnerships with developers.

•

A decrease in rent subsidisation achieved by say, two-part phased rent re-adjustments will
increase revenue to potentially cover upgrades. However, if Hauraki District Council
wishes to maintain the current proportion of pensioners served by the Council
accommodation, the issue is how to fund new builds. HDC is not eligible for grant funding
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from MSD. Therefore, it is most likely that Council would have to fully fund new builds,
separately by borrowing and/or increasing rents.
•

HDC could proceed with a staged development for the new builds and seek community
based philanthropic opportunities in a partnership approach.

•

The Council is obliged to ensure that the rent increase decision will not adversely affect
the housing needs of elderly and/or the community at large. It is understood that MSD has
robust financial aid provisions to support people on low income and senior residents.
MSD’s financial provisions are dispensed through Work and Income and Senior Services.
MSD’s emergency and responsive support system operates on the platform of housing
first (support for homeless), emergency housing grants and transitional housing provision.
MSD’s housing pathway ensures proactive housing support and greater independence in
housing and all aspects of lives. In parallel, Council’s senior residents can also apply for
MSD’s social housing. Therefore, elderly pensioners can approach MSD for financial aids
if in crisis and have the option to apply for MSD’s social housing in addition/parallel to the
Council pensioners housing facility. They can select the most suitable option for meeting
their housing needs. The financial aid provisions formulated by MSD to support the low
income and senior residents to meet housing needs include:
o Accommodation supplement;
o Help-with one-off costs; and
o Senior services.

•

The financial analysis of the HDC pensioner housing shows that the total average annual
income of the facility from 2013 to 2017 was $313,264 while the total annual average
expenses incurred was $309,541. When compared to the previous financial years the
annual operating expenses incurred for the financial year 2016-2017 was considerably
higher due to the additional expenses incurred on depreciation ($102,158), data
maintenance ($23,759), overhead expenses ($101,880) and reactive repairs ($39,602).
The operating surplus for the fiscal year 2013-2014 was higher ($59,083) as the total
operating expenses for that year were comparatively low ($237,803). This was mainly due
to decreases in the overhead expenses ($78,008). The greatest annual expense incurred
is overhead expenses, hence a further analysis is recommended for effective cost-cutting
and financial planning. Strict financial planning and cost-cutting is essential to meet the
cost of the new builds. The overhead costs for next 3 years are estimated as $116,000 per
year and depreciation costs for next 3 years are estimated as $102,000 per year.

•

Council envisages, holding the matter for two years, to meet the development expenditure
for new builds through the following funding options:
o loan funded with repayments over 25-30 years from rental income;
o loan funded from existing depreciation; and
o possible Central Government funding.

•

The Council wishes to proceed with a flexible duplex housing design that could maximise
the number of units on a site. Also the new development should be prioritised in the town
with the most need (i.e. Waihi and Paeroa) and needs to be aligned with the funding
mechanism. The new builds need to be designed to be sold possibly as social housing.

•

Council should link their revenue and financing policies, and their choice of funding tools to
their asset management and service intentions. Linking the infrastructure policy to the
financial strategy is therefore critical. Local authorities also need to improve their
understanding of the resilience and future needs of their networked assets and services to
address risks, including those posed by major geo-hazards.

•

The proposed funding strategy options include:
 Funding Scenario – 1
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Increase rent with a reduced 15% subsidy in 2018 which can ensure 55%
($553,738) increase in annual revenue. Based on the ‘capital cost vs funding
forecast analysis’, the annually ‘accumulated funding’ (also known as capital fund)
is adequate to cover the capital expenditure for construction and refurbishments.
 Funding Scenario – 2
o Increase rent with a reduced 25% subsidy in 2018 which will increase annual
revenue to $488,644 (20%). Based on the ‘Capital cost vs funding forecast
analysis’, the annually ‘accumulated funding’ (also known as capital fund) will cover
the capital expenditure for construction and refurbishments.
•

To overcome the funding shortage, Council could either select the funding option of:
o
o
o

•

Allowing capital funding from depreciation and reserve borrowings;
Apply for external loans/borrowings; and/or
Council grant.

Council should set out their new build policy as a staged development programme to be in
line with available funding. Given below are three different funding models and
development plans. A funding model (funding model – four) that could maximise the
external funding opportunity (loan/borrowings) is outlined in the appendix.

Proposed development plan and funding models
•

To maximise the project outcome, it is recommended for Council to undertake a funding
model that gives enough time gap for project planning and implementation and a stand
down period for the Council to pay off the loans before it initiate investments in further
development process. Detailed financial charts for funding models are outline in the
appendix.

•

In the present market scenario, the Local governments have a pivotal role to play in
minimising social housing shortfall in New Zealand. It is advisable to look into options to
set-up an advisory committee for the project, leveraging the existing forum. The
Committee should provide valuable guidance and support in planning and developing
strategies for better utilisation of the assets (resource optimisation), securing funding for
the new builds, deciding on new builds and overhauling existing policies, determining ongoing operations and tenancy management.

•

For desirable outcome and to be a niche provider, Council should initiate collaborations
and joined up approach with MSD and other community housing providers at the front end.
The integration of affordability and sustainability are key for the new developments and
policy settings. Also, sustained agendas and strategic processes are required to formulate
key measuring indicators. HDC should take the lead to follow good practices, i.e.
identifying what other councils are doing well in their pensioner housing portfolios.
Considerations should not only focus on IRRS issues, rather it should consider:
sustainability, quality and growth of the elderly housing provision; government’s ageing
strategy; Central Government’s housing reform policy and overall vision and role of the
local government.

•

Review and modification of Local Government Act 2002 S17A (Service Delivery Policy) is
required for effective delivery of services. A service delivery review is the process of
determining whether the current service delivery system is the best way to provide
services effectively and efficiently in a most cost-effective manner. A review under section
17A is required under the following circumstances:
o A significant change to a service level offered by the local government.
o A contract of binding agreement is within two years of expiration.
o The potential cost of contact have overweighed by the cost of the review.
o A review has a statutory life of 6 years, a review is essential in every six years.
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Next Steps
•
•
•

The work priorities for the new units and project planning initiatives will be included in the
next stage of the report if Council decides to proceed with the new builds.
An elementary risk management plan will be provided in the final report and this should be
considered at all stages of the project’s planning and implementation.
Review and modification of Local Government Act 2002 S17A (Service Delivery Policy).
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APPENDIX 1 – LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 2002 (AMENDMENT
BILL)
Delivery of Services (Section 17A)
The Local Government Act 2002 has set out guidance on how the Council should develop its
service delivery policy. According to Sec 17A of the Local Government Act 2002, a local
government is ought to review the cost-effectiveness of its current arrangements for meeting the
needs of communities within its district or region for good quality-local infrastructure, local public
services, and performance of regulatory functions.
A review is required regarding the following aspects:
•

consideration of any significant change to relevant service levels; and

•

within 2 years before the expiry of any contract or other binding agreement relating to the
delivery of that infrastructure, service, or regulatory function; and

•

at such other times as the local authority considers desirable, but not later than 6 years
following the last review under subsection (1).

However, the council is not required to undertake a review under subsection (1) in relation to the
governance, funding, and delivery of any infrastructure, service, or regulatory function—
•

to the extent that the delivery of that infrastructure, service, or regulatory function is
governed by legislation, contract, or other binding agreement such that it cannot
reasonably be altered within the following 2 years; or

•

(b )if the local authority is satisfied that the potential benefits of undertaking a review in
relation to that infrastructure, service, or regulatory function do not justify the costs of
undertaking the review.

The review must consider options for the governance, funding, and delivery of infrastructure,
services, and regulatory functions, including, but not limited to, the following options:
(a) responsibility for governance, funding, and delivery is exercised by the local authority:
(b) responsibility for governance and funding is exercised by the local authority, and responsibility
for delivery is exercised by—
(i) a council-controlled organisation of the local authority; or
(ii) a council-controlled organisation in which the local authority is one of several
shareholders; or
(iii) another local authority; or
(iv) another person or agency:
(c) responsibility for governance and funding is delegated to a joint committee or other shared
governance arrangement, and responsibility for delivery is exercised by an entity or a person
listed in paragraph (b)(i) to (iv).
As per Sub sec (5) If responsibility for delivery of infrastructure, services, or regulatory functions is
to be undertaken by a different entity from that responsible for governance, the entity that is
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responsible for governance must ensure that there is a contract or other binding agreement that
clearly specifies—
(a) the required service levels; and
(b) the performance measures and targets to be used to assess compliance with the
required service levels; and
(c) how performance is to be assessed and reported; and
(d) how the costs of delivery are to be met; and
(e) how any risks are to be managed; and
(f) what penalties for non-performance may be applied; and
(g) how accountability is to be enforced.
Subsection (5) does not apply to an arrangement to the extent that any of the matters specified in
paragraphs (a) to (g) are—
(a) governed by any provision in an enactment; or
(b) specified in the constitution or statement of intent of a council-controlled organisation.
Subsection (5) does not apply to an arrangement if the entity that is responsible for governance is
satisfied that—
(a) the entity responsible for delivery is a community group or a not-for-profit organisation;
and
(b) the arrangement does not involve significant cost or risk to any local authority.
The entity that is responsible for governance must ensure that any agreement under subsection
(5) is made publicly available.
Nothing in this section requires the entity that is responsible for governance to make publicly
accessible any information that may be properly withheld if a request for that information were
made under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987.
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APPENDIX 2 – CASE STUDIES – COUNCIL APPROACHES TO
SOCIAL HOUSING
Christchurch City Council social housing
Christchurch City Council in 2016 after two years of planning transferred operational management
of its 2,270 social housing units to the Otautahi Community Housing Trust which it set up. The
charitable trust recruited 25 people to its team. As a charitable trust, any surplus money will be
reinvested back into social housing, to improve the service provided to tenants and the wider
community.
The trust was registered as a CHP in 2016. Previously with rents set at only half the market rate,
the council had been struggling to generate enough money to maintain and upgrade the units.
The move will allow the trust to access extra revenue through the Government's Income-Related
Rent Subsidy. However, existing tenants will not be eligible for the subsidy. The council would
retain ownership of the social housing units and land, while the trust would lease the assets.
Council’s land and assets are valued at $50 million.
Responsibility for major repairs, renewals and the development of new social housing would
continue to sit with the council. The trust will pay $12 million annually back to the council to
provide for maintenance, refurbishment and replacement of housing stock. This was planned to
increase to a maximum of $19m. The trust will put rents up for tenants, but the deed of lease caps
rent increases at no more than 5% annually.
People representing Age Concern Canterbury, Christchurch Methodist Mission, Canterbury
District Health Board, and the Rata Foundation (formerly the Canterbury Community Trust) have
formed the trust, including two councillors, Andrew Turner and Paul Lonsdale and Deputy Mayor
Vicki Buck.
Auckland City Council social housing
Auckland Council in 2016 entered into a joint venture with the Selwyn Foundation to run the
council's portfolio of 1,412 units for the elderly, in 62 villages. The foundation has a 51 per cent
share in the venture to manage the units, add 40 homes and progressively replace others.
The joint venture for housing for the elderly has registered as a Community Housing Provider and
is eligible to receive government payments through the Income-Related Rent Subsidy scheme. It
will operate the units on land that remains in council ownership, but be leased out.
The council will enter into a long-term arrangement (proposed to include a lease with an initial
term of 25 years) with the new CHP. The agreements with the CHP will include “renewal options”
that would allow the period of the relationship to be extended for up to 100 years. These renewal
options may be exercised by the new CHP, providing it meets performance targets to achieve the
council’s objectives (to be set by the council).
The new CHP will manage both the individual units and the tenants to maintain current services
and improve the quality of housing over time. The new CHP would be responsible for all revenue
and expenses incurred in running the portfolio, with any surplus obtained re-invested back into
improving social housing.
The new CHP will be required to be arm’s length from the council in order to take advantage of
the government’s income related rent subsidy (IRRS) for social housing, under current
government policy. The CHP can apply for the IRRS for future tenants only.
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Initially, the council would provide the new CHP with a grant of approximately $32.5 million in total
across the nine-year period to 2025, to be applied to capital expenditure on renewal maintenance
of the portfolio. This is already budgeted for under the current LTP, and would otherwise have
been spent directly by the council for these same capital expenditures. However, it is envisaged
from 2026 onwards the new CHP will be required to carry out this renewal maintenance.
The new community housing entity will have a significant increase in funds available for capital
expenditure and renewals, in addition to the $32.5 million grant by the council, it will retain the net
rental surpluses of $42.5 million for that purpose. This will be one of the contributors to improving
the level of service.
The council will maintain legal ownership of the land and buildings within the portfolio managed by
the new CHP. The CHP under the agreement will be given rights and obligations over the land
and buildings in order to perform the agreed services. In the future, the new CHP may acquire
other land and buildings in its own name for social housing.
The council, via delegation to Panuku, will enter into a long-term development agreement with a
preferred partner, to establish the process for developing the council’s Housing for Older People
(HfOP) portfolio. This process is anticipated to be as follows:
•

Assessments of the current properties in the portfolio against the needs of our older
residents (and updated periodically). These assessments will allow the determination of
which sites are not providing the required outcomes for tenants or the wider portfolio
objectives and what needs to be done to correct this so that the properties may be
designated for redevelopment and/or sale. Any funds from any sale of parts of the portfolio
will be retained by the council to enable the purchase of new properties or applied to
redeveloping other parts of the portfolio.

•

Business cases will be created for each development on existing and new sites, and will
be assessed by Panuku with the preferred partner.

•

The council is committed to maintaining 1,412 units within the HfOP portfolio, as a
strategic asset, and may seek to increase the number, subject to further Auckland Council
approval on additional funding and any consultation requirements.

•

Any design briefs for developments will incorporate Te Aranga design principles. Potential
sources of funding for each development may include: selling parts of the portfolio and reinvesting the proceeds from sale; or a development loan facility of $20 million created by
the council. The availability of this loan facility will be reassessed as part of each new LTP
process

Hamilton City Council pensioner housing
Hamilton City Council sold their entire pensioner housing stock of 344 units for $23.5 million about $6.5m below the full market value to Accessible Properties New Zealand. Accessible
Properties is a subsidiary of IHC and owns 1,100 properties nationwide, including 28 units in
Hamilton. HDC noted that selling off the pensioner units was part of a larger plan to get the
council out of providing community services.
One of the council's last acts as landlord was to approve an 11 per cent rent rise for tenants.
Pensioners living in a small one bedroom unit will see their rent go from $102 to $113 a week.
Rent for a large one bedroom unit will jump from $118.50 to $131 a week, while rent for a twobedroom unit will increase from $173.30 to $193 a week.
The sale deal stipulates any existing tenants can stay in their units indefinitely and that the
complexes have to remain as social housing for the next 10 years. Accessible Properties'
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purchase proposal states new tenants will be selected with a view to ensure they are compatible
with existing elderly tenants.
The organisation plans to upgrade the existing pensioner housing stock and add a further 19 twobedroom social housing units within 15 years. Accessible Properties, general manager, Andrew
Wilson, says that Hamilton was one of five cities it had chosen to focus on due to the need for
social housing. Wilson said there was a lot of scope to improve the city's pensioner housing
stock, such as providing additional car parking and better provision of mobility scooters for
tenants.
Whakatane District Council pensioner housing
Whakatane District Council sold its 79 pensioner units to the Tauranga-based Tawanui
Community Housing (TCHT) for $2.5 million in 2015. All existing tenancy arrangements continued
under the same terms and conditions.
The sale followed an earlier community consultation process and direct communication with
tenants and other key stakeholders. The sale and purchase agreement reached with Taurangabased TCHT includes a range of measures to protect the interests of existing and future tenants.
Council’s first priority was to ensure that this important community resource is safeguarded so that
it can continue to provide affordable, quality social housing into the future.
Motivation for the change was a lack of access to social housing grants and subsidies and that
tenants do not have access to income-related rental subsidies.
The purchase price was less than the estimated market value of the units. This reflected the
conditions council required to protect the community’s interests that would affect the value of the
pensioner units.
The trust anticipates significant potential to redevelop and increase the capacity of the existing
pensioner accommodation over time, including the possible construction of new units on vacant
land at the Alice Stone Village on Goulstone Road.
Rotorua Lakes Council pensioner housing
The council provides 152 housing units in five locations for older people who meet age, income,
asset and independent living criteria for pensioner housing. The council's pensioner units are in
Ngongotaha, Fenton Park, Glenholme and Westbrook and are worth slightly less than $10 million.
A large number of those units are bedsits with the remainder one-bedroom units. Each unit has its
own kitchen and bathroom facility and all are fitted with smoke alarms.
APR understands that a Community Housing Provider Trust is being considered that would
provide an avenue to finance and increase the number and quality of social housing for older
people.
The Rotorua Lakes Council is on the hunt for partners in an effort to improve pensioner and
community housing in the district. APR understands that a contractor recently engaged on
council’s behalf, met with a number of potential partners including iwi trusts, who indicated strong
interest in a partnership approach.
The council has already canvassed views from a range of organisations, including Te Tatau o Te
Arawa, Pukeroa Oruawhata Trust, Ngati Whakaue Tribal Lands Incorporation, Ministry of Social
Development, Te Arawa Whanau Ora, real estate and property investors and non-government
organisations.
APR understands that the council is currently developing a business case for establishing a
charitable social housing trust that can be registered as a CHP.
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Horowhenua District Council pensioner flats
Following on from a comprehensive review and public consultation, the Horowhenua District
Council is seeking expressions of interest from Community Housing Providers keen to purchase
the 115 pensioner housing units. The council has 115 units across eight complexes throughout
the district.
Any purchase would include a condition that the properties be retained as community housing for
the district, ensuring existing tenants could stay in their units. Another condition would ensure the
same or a better level of service than the council is currently providing tenants.
In a statement, the council said their review identified that the "most sustainable" way forward for
delivering pensioner housing was to transfer the stock and the responsibility to a housing provider
that had the focus and resources to respond to the housing needs of the district. Council believes
that 115 units would not be a viable proposition for a financially sustainable trust. Council would
continue its leadership role and advocate for and help facilitate the supply of community housing.
A driver for council to sell its unit to a CHP was the provision of services that enhance social
connectedness and wellbeing to residents. Council concluded that the future level of housing
need in the community was far greater than it could deliver, especially in terms of capital
expenditure.
Tauranga City Council
Tauranga City Council has decided to proceed with a plan to sell nine council-owned pensioner
villages to one or more community housing providers. Tauranga City Council owns 246 units in
nine villages spread across Greerton, Mount Maunganui and central Tauranga. The tenants pay
51 per cent of the market rent.
Redevelopment is required for 119 units in the next two decades and the estimated replacement
cost is $34.3m. Key stakeholder consultations have raised the following relevant issues and
understandings around their elderly housing provision:
•

The mounting maintenance cost of the ageing villages is a major issue which meant the
facility needs to be run either from ratepayers money or rents would need to increase by
44 per cent over 10 years, leaving the council with no choice but to look at other avenues.

•

Most tenants accepted the fact that the status quo (council-owned and run elder housing)
was no longer an option, however tenants wished to be under the council umbrella and
would be most comfortable with an arrangement that would see the council retaining an
interest in the villages.

•

Most importantly, Council’s elderly housing provision should remain as villages for elderly
people. In Christchurch some pensioner housing had become general social housing,
which had caused some issues for elderly tenants.

•

In any arrangement, the primary consideration should be for tenants’ welfare and safety.

•

Council would need to put covenants in any sale agreement to protect existing tenants,
including how long they would be allowed to live there and the level of rent to be paid.

•

Council need to make sure tenants have security and that rents are not increasing
exponentially.
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APPENDIX 3 – INTERVIEW WITH THE CHRA REGULATOR
APR interviewed by phone, Jen Deben, Lead Evaluator, Community Housing Regulatory Authority
at the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, regarding CHP registration
requirements. This section outlines the evaluator’s responses to our questions.
What are the practical implications of the arm’s length council involvement with a
charitable trust that wishes to be registered as CHP?
•

Council can have up to 49% ownership of a charitable trust if it wishes to be registered as
CHP.

•

There needs to be a majority of independent trustees for a trust to be registered as a CHP.

•

What the CHRA is looking for is that the trust is not a council-controlled organisation.

•

Board members cannot be council employees or a councillor.

•

It is recommended that board members are not holding directorships on other council
controlled organisations. As part of due diligence, the CHRA looks into directors’ histories.

Can CHPs specialise in just pensioner housing?
•

CHPs are able to specialise in one key social segment they don’t need to serve all entire
social housing market. There are CHPs that specialise in mental health, prison reform and
pensioner housing.

•

When a property becomes available MSD supplies a list of prospective tenants and their
details such as circumstances, age and location so there is flexibility both with CHRA and
MSD for a CHP to meet its target market.

Is a CHP to simply manage pensioner housing without owning the housing (i.e., lease
council units)?
It is fine for a CHP to lease property rather than own it. The CHP will have an agreement with
council regarding who will cover operating costs such as renewals, overheads such as insurance
and the lease rate charged (potentially peppercorn or zero-cost lease). The attribution of costs
between council and the CHP will influence the financial viability of the CHP
Proportion of social housing providers seeking CHP registration that are successful
•

The CHRA is only new, at the beginning, the quality of the applications was not as high as
expected, but the website and performance and guidelines documents released in mid2016 have been upgraded.

•

The guidelines provide a precise specification of the information the Authority needs in
order to process applications. The decline rate has improved with more applicants using
consultants.

•

Currently about 80% of applications are successful.
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APPENDIX 4 – PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR
COMMUNITY HOUSING PROVIDERS
The following information is extracted from the: Housing Restructuring and Tenancy Matters
(Community
Housing
Provider)
Regulations
2014
downloaded
from:
www.legislation.govt.nz/regulation/public/2014/0116/latest/DLM6013901.html
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APPENDIX 5 – MSD IRR FUNDING BACKGROUND
Note: Information in this section was sourced from MSD’s Social Housing Purchasing Strategy
(December 2016) available at:
www.msd.govt.nz/documents/about-msd-and-our-work/workprogrammes/housing/2016/purchasing-strategy-final.pdf and MSD’s social housing website at:
www.socialhousing.govt.nz/
To help ensure sustainability in the market, MSD is seeking to grow the proportion of social
housing places that are provided by community housing providers (CHPs), both at the scale and
niche levels. At a high level, MSD wishes to see approximately equal proportions of additional
IRRS places being provided by CHPs and Housing New Zealand (HNZ).
MSD’s Social Housing Purchasing Strategy (formerly known as the Social Housing Purchasing
Intentions) published annually gives providers clear information about the social housing places
MSD is seeking to subsidize, how and at what price. This includes sharing information about
demand for housing both now and in the next few years and specifying where MSD will be
seeking to increase the supply of social housing. The volume estimates provided reflect MSD’s
current intentions, but the actual volumes purchased are likely to vary, and the intentions set out
here do not commit MSD to purchasing at these volumes.
IRS funding limits
MSD sets limits for the weekly market rent it will pay for a social housing place, by location and
number of bedrooms. While the majority of social housing places will remain near the lower
quartile of market rent, some new builds may be closer to these limits.
The current market rent limits for Hauraki District in MSD’s December 2016 Purchasing Intentions
for one and two-bedroom social housing places are $250 per week (one bedroom) and $300 per
week (two bedrooms). New housing stock for Hauraki pensioners would likely be one-bedroom
and the $250 limit would apply.
The market rate on existing units would be based on a
professional rent assessment, but would likely sit between $170 and $230 per week.
Contracting arrangements for tenancy and property services
Registered CHPs can contract with MSD under two possible mechanisms:
•

short-term spot contracts – short-term spot contracts cover the duration of a specific
tenancy. These contracts have set terms, but vary in duration. The majority of current
IRRS places are on short-term spot contracts.

•

long-term capacity contracts – long-term capacity contracts cover a specific house, unit or
apartment for a set period of time. The terms of long-term contracts are negotiated
between MSD and the provider.

A CHP operating in Hauraki to cover pensioner accommodation would be on a short-term contract
while long-term contracts are currently only being applied dot large urban centres with significant
needs.
Allocation of housing places
MSD uses an online tool (Business Online Services) to manage the allocation of spot contracts to
CHPs. MSD publishes a Business Online Services User Guide that provides detailed information
on the steps a CHP would take to secure a social housing tenant. A degree of expertise is needed
to competently navigate this system, implying that if Hauraki District set up a housing trust,
training in using this system may be required for selected staff.
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Purchasing intentions
MSD’s purchasing intentions report shows the locations and types of properties where MSD
would like to purchase additional IRRS places over the next four years. MSD indicates for
Hauraki:
•

an expected need for more one-bedroom accommodation; but

•

zero new IRRS places over the next four years to 2020.

MSD response to questions relating to the income-related rent subsidy
APR emailed MSD a list of questions regarding CHPs and the Social Housing Register. This
section details their written response to our questions.
APR notes that MSD's additional IRRS places only forecasts four years into the future. No doubt
that a significant driver of need with the forecasts comes from areas with faster growing
populations implying greater need for emergency housing for families, especially with children.
Has the department undertaken any forecasting work in terms of an aging population's effects on
the need for IRRS places?
The numbers published in the Purchasing Strategy signal the locations and typologies (number of
bedrooms) where the Ministry of Social Development (MSD) plans to purchase additional IRRS
places over the next four years. The numbers indicated planned purchasing, and should not be
interpreted as a demand forecast.
MSD took a number of factors into consideration when developing the Purchasing Strategy including demand on the social housing register over the past two years, private market supply,
social deprivation, population projections, feedback from MSD regional commissioners (see
Appendix 9 of the Purchasing Strategy for the full list).
At the moment, we are focusing on meeting the need for social housing in hotspot areas - with a
particular emphasis on the territorial authorities with high numbers of people who are homeless or
in insecure housing. At a high level, we are trying to ensure that the additional IRRS places are
targeted to locations of greatest demand, and to people with the greatest need.
APR notes that if a district's council ceases to provide pensioner housing and the pensioners who
were housed by council qualify and apply for the IRRS, we assume that MSD will accordingly
adjust its intention forecasts?
As explained above, the numbers in the Purchasing Strategy should not be interpreted as a
demand forecast. MSD considers a number of different factors in developing the Purchasing
Strategy each year, one of which is the social housing register. If a council ceased to provide
pensioner housing, the most significant variable likely to affect a potential change in the number of
IRRS places signalled in that area would be the extent to which such a move led to an increased
number of people on the social housing register in the area.
MSD is only able to pay IRRS to Housing New Zealand Corporation (HNZC) or registered
Community Housing Providers (CHPs). Under Section 5 of the Housing Restructuring and
Tenancy Matters (Community Housing Provider) Regulations 2014, councils cannot register
directly as a CHP. However, councils can:
•

establish a subsidiary or council-controlled organisation that operates at arm's length from
the local authority or council-controlled organisation; or

•

lease council-owned properties to a CHP.
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If either of these situations occurs in an area where MSD has signalled an intention to purchase
additional IRRS places, MSD may do so only as existing tenants exit the property. MSD is unable
to pay IRRS in relation to existing tenancies (tenancies that were current within the previous 91
days) under current policy settings. MSD can only pay the IRRS in relation to new tenants placed
into those properties from the social housing register.
In recent years, the following councils have either transferred or leased stock to registered CHPs:
•

Whakatane District Council

•

Hamilton City Council

•

Christchurch City Council

•

Wellington City Council

•

Auckland Council

APR notes that much of grant funding for new builds for social housing appears to be given to
Auckland-based providers, mostly for emergency housing. Hypothetically, for a small charitable
trust registered as a CHP that provides pensioner housing in Hauraki District, how difficult would it
be to access any potentially available contestable CAPEX funding for building new pensioner
units (if any)?
At this stage, capital funding towards the development of new social housing supply is primarily
targeted at Auckland through the Open Request for Proposals (RFP) through which MSD is
seeking to procure 1,000 additional social housing places in the high demand Auckland market.
Recently, MSD has also issued a small (50 social housing places) RFP to test settings for
procuring new supply in other high demand areas (namely Whangarei, Hamilton, Lower Hutt,
Wellington and Christchurch).
While Hauraki District is not within the scope of either of these RFPs, if representatives of the
district wish to discuss any potential opportunities, please contact either:
•

Hayley Hamilton (04 916 3120; Hayley.Hamilton004@msd.govt.nz); or

•

Scott Gallacher (04 931 2360; Scott.Gallacher006@msd.govt.nz).
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APPENDIX 6 – PATHWAY TO BECOMING A REGISTERED CHP
Pathways to become a registered CHP
Step 1: Talk with organisations involved in the social housing sector
As an initial step, it is useful to talk with some of the key organisations involved in the sector. The
council should meet with the CHRA to discuss their circumstances, suitability of a potential
charitable trust for CHP registration, the CHRA’s expectations of registered CHPs, and the
regulatory requirements of being a registered CHP. The council should also contact regionallybased CHPs to discuss possibilities for partnership.
Step 2: Become a registered community housing provider
To become a provider of social housing receiving the Income-Related Rent Subsidy, potential
providers need to be registered with the CHRA. Organisations will need to meet the eligibility
criteria and demonstrate capacity to meet the prescribed Performance Standards.
Step 3: Contract with MSD for provision of IRRS tenancies
Once registered, CHPs will be eligible to enter into a contract with MSD for IRRS tenancies. MSD
publishes an annual document that outlines the areas and typologies (number of bedrooms) for
houses that MSD anticipates being interested in purchasing over the next four years. These are
indicative intentions; actual purchasing may be either greater or less than what is indicated in this
document. Purchasing intentions will be updated each year, to reflect changes in demand, supply,
and funding availability.
Step 4: MSD assesses potential tenants’ needs
MSD assesses each person’s, or household’s, eligibility for social housing based on their needs.
When we assess their needs, we look at:
• their ability to afford alternative private housing
• the standard of their current housing
• the extent to which the applicant’s current housing meets their needs (including
overcrowding)
• particular factors such as accessibility or discrimination that may prevent them from finding
housing
• their ability to afford private housing in the long term. Depending on their needs and
options, households may be put on the social housing register and referred to a social
housing provider. MSD has recently reviewed and updated the needs assessment model
for social housing to ensure that it is fit for purpose and well-integrated with other MSD
supports.
Step 5: CHPs match applications to properties
Providers are responsible for matching applicants to properties, based on their needs. People and
households with the greatest needs are placed first.
Step 6: Make offers, start tenancies, end tenancies
The Social Housing Provider Operational Guidelines explain the processes involved in day-to-day
tenancy management – such as making offers to potential tenants, starting tenancies and ending
tenancies.
CHP application
Eligible CHP applications are being assessed against the following four key business disciplines:
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Governance and Management
A housing provider must be governed and managed effectively to achieve the outcomes of its
business plan in a timely manner and within a continuous improvement framework.
Financial Viability
A housing provider must remain financially viable and solvent at all times to the satisfaction of the
Social Housing Unit (SHU).
Tenancy Management
The housing provider must provide effective tenancy management.
Asset Management
The housing provider must maintain its housing stock to a high standard. This discipline includes
the
requirement for houses to undergo a Housing Warrant of Fitness.
A detailed outline of registered Community housing performance standards required by the CHRA
is provided in Appendix 1.
Reporting requirements
•

On application – the Regulations require that the Authority must be satisfied, on
reasonable grounds, that a CHP has the capacity to meet the Performance Standards
before conferring registration.

•

Annually – a registered CHP must, at a minimum, submit an annual report to the Authority
setting out its compliance against the Performance Standards using the CHRA Annual
Report template on the Authority’s website, as well as provide supporting documentation
(which includes the CHPs audited annual financial statements and accounts). These must
be provided in the format specified by the Authority. Specific reporting contents may be the
subject of the Authority directions to CHPs and must be formally notified in the Gazette. All
registered CHPs are required by section 176(4) of the Housing Restructuring and Tenancy
Matters Act 1992 to submit annual reports not more than 28 days after their annual
general meeting.

•

On the Authority’s request – the Authority can require a registered CHP to report to it at
any time, and in a format specified by the Authority (under section 178 of the Housing
Restructuring and Tenancy Matters Act 1992). The Authority may also undertake
performance reviews, and request additional information on an ad-hoc basis from
registered CHPs. In doing so, we will endeavour to avoid unnecessarily increasing the
compliance burden on CHPs.

•

Disclosure reporting and Change reporting – occasionally an event may occur, or be likely
to occur, that will trigger a report by the CHP to the Authority.
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APPENDIX 7 – PROPERTY SUMMARY REPORT
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APPENDIX 8 – FUNDING MODELS
Funding model – one
Funding model one
Staged development and yearly funding plan
Timeframe
2020
2025
2030
2035
Proposed staged developments
Construction of 6 new duplex units
Construction of 6 new duplex units
Construction of 12 new duplex units
Construction of 14 new duplex units
Indicative construction costs for new builds
$867,528
$867,528
$1,735,056
$2,024,232
Funding source
Revenue from increased rent + external loan
Revenue from increased rent
Revenue from increased rent
Revenue from increased rent
Annual revenue
$244,197
$244,197
$244,197
$244,197
Accumulated fund if rent increased with reduced 15% subs
$488,394
$1,220,985
$1,220,985
$1,220,985
Accumulated revenue from new builds
$0
$233,376.000
$525,096.000
$1,050,192.000
Total accumulated funding
$488,394
$1,454,361
$1,746,081
$2,271,177
Minus previous loan liability (carried forward)
$0.00
$379,134
$0.00
$0.00
Net surplus/(deficit)
$488,394
$1,075,227
$1,746,081
$2,271,177
Indicative funding shortage/surplus
($379,134)
$207,699
$11,025
$246,945
Number of new units
6
6
12
14
Total number of new units accumulated
6
12
24
38
Total number of units
63
69
81
95
Project outcome
Increased revenue and increased service delivery Increased revenue and increased service delivery Increased revenue and increased service delivery
Increased revenue and increased service delivery
Notes : 1. The indicative cost for construction of one duplex unit = $144,588.
2. The annual revenue if subsidy is 15% = $553,738 ( This figure is based on APR assumption and an explanation is given in executive summary page no. xv under rent policy modification - factors for consideration).
3. The annual average operational expenses = $309,541 (Operational expenses is given in page no. 18 of the report).
3. Indicative annual net surplus = $244,197 ($553,738 -$309,541)
4. Annual revenue from 6 new builds = $58,344 ($187 (rent) X 6 builds X 52 weeks)
5. Annual rent variation (current rate = 5.3%) is not considered.
6. The contingency (10%) and inflation (3%) is not included in the costing for new builds.
7. The major funding source for new builds under this model is the revenue generated.
8. The selection of number of units to be build is based on a sensitivity analysis around balancing the net positive surplus and costruction cost.
9. HDC could apply for an external loan to meet the funding shortage.
10. The interest for loan is not included in the calculation

Funding model – two
Funding model two
Staged development and yearly funding plan
Timeframe
2020
2027
2035
Proposed staged developments
Construction of 12 new duplex units
Refurbishment of 11 pensioner housing propoerties
Construction of 20 new duplex units
Indicative costings for new builds
$1,735,056
$54,471
$2,891,760
Funding source
Revenue from increased rent + external loan
Revenue from increased rent
Revenue from increased rent
Accumulated fund if rent increased with reduced 15% subs
$488,394
$1,709,379
$1,953,576
Accumulated revenue from new builds
$0.00
$700,128
$933,504
Previous surplus carried forward
$0.00
$0.00
$1,108,374.00
Total accumulated funding
$488,394
$2,409,507.00
$3,995,454.00
Minus previous loan liability (carried forward)
$0.00
$1,246,662
$0.00
Net surplus/deficit
$488,394
$1,162,845
$3,995,454.00
Indicative funding shortage/surplus
($1,246,662)
$1,108,374
$1,103,694
Number of new units
12
0
20
Total number of new units accumulated
12
32
Total number of units
69
69
89
Project outcome
Increased revenue and increased service delivery
Increased revenue and increased service delivery
Increased revenue and increased service delivery
Notes: 1. The indicative cost for construction of one duplex unit = $144,588.
2. The annual revenue if subsidy is 15% = $553,738 ( This figure is based on APR assumption and an explanation is given in executive summary page no. xv under rent policy modification - factors for consideration).
3. The annual average operational expenses = $309,541 (Operational expenses is given in page no. 18 of the report).
3. Indicative annual net surplus = $244,197 ($553,738 -$309,541)
4. Annual revenue from 6 new builds = $58,344 ($187 (rent) X 6 builds X 52 weeks)
5. Annual rent variation (current rate = 5.3%) is not considered.
6. The contingency and inflation is not included in the costing for new builds.
7. The major funding source for new builds under this model is the revenue generated.
8. The refurbishment cost is based on the property valuation analysis given in page no. 27.
9. The selection of number of units to be build is based on a sensitivity analysis around balancing the net positive surplus and costruction cost.
10. HDC could apply for an external loan to meet the funding shortage.
11. The interest for loan is not included in the calculation.
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Funding model – three
Funding model three
Staged Development and Yearly Funding Plan
Timeframe
2020
2022
2025
2028
2035
Proposed staged developments
Construction of 6 new duplex units
Construction of 6 new duplex units
Land acquisition (optional) Refurbishment of 11 pensioner housing properties
Construction of 11 new duplex units
Indicative costings for new developments
$867,528
$867,528 TBD
$54,471
$1,590,468
Funding Source
Increrased rent + external loan
Increrased rent + external loan
Accumulated fund if rent increased with reduced 15% subs
$488,394
$488,394
$732,591
$732,591
$1,709,379
Accumulated revenue from new builds
$0.00
$58,344
$350,064
$350,064
$816,816
Total accumulated funding
$488,394
$546,738
$1,082,655
$1,082,655
$2,526,195
Minus previous loan liability (carried forward)
$379,134
$699,924
$0
$0
Net surplus/deficit
$488,394
$167,604
$382,731
$1,082,655
$2,526,195
Indicative funding shortage/surplus
($379,134)
($699,924) TBD
$1,028,184
$935,727
Number of new units
6
6
0
0
11
Total number of new units accumulated
6
12
12
12
23
Total number of units
63
69
69
69
80
Project outcome
Increased revenue and increased service delivery Increased revenue and increased service delivery
Increased revenue and increased service delivery
Notes: 1. The indicative cost for construction of one duplex unit = $144,588.
2. The annual revenue if subsidy is 15% = $553,738 ( This figure is based on APR assumption and an explanation is given in executive summary page no. xv under rent policy modification - factors for consideration).
3. The annual average operational expenses = $309,541 (Operational expenses is given in page no. 18 of the report).
3. Indicative annual net surplus = $244,197 ($553,738 -$309,541)
4. Annual revenue from 6 new builds = $58,344 ($187 (rent) X 6 builds X 52 weeks)
5. Annual rent variation (current rate = 5.3%) is not considered.
6. The contingency and inflation is not included in the costing for new builds.
7. The major funding source for new builds under this model is the revenue generated.
8. The refurbishment cost is based on the property valuation analysis given in page no. 27.
9. The selection of number of units to be build is based on a sensitivity analysis around balancing the net positive surplus and costruction cost.
10. HDC could apply for an external loan to meet the funding shortage.
11. The interest for loan is not included in the calculation.

Funding model – four
Funding model four (using external funding)
Staged Development and Yearly Funding Plan
Timeframe
Proposed staged developments
Indicative costings
Funding source
Accumulated fund if rent increased with reduced 15%
subsidy
Accumulated revenue from new builds

2020

2025

2030

2035

Construction of 6 new duplex units

Construction of 6 new duplex units

Construction of 12 new duplex units

Construction of 14 new duplex units

$867,528
External loan

$867,528
External loan

$1,735,056
External loan

$2,024,232
External loan

$488,394.00
$0.00

$1,220,985.00
$233,376.00

$1,220,985.00
$525,096.00

$1,220,985.00
$1,050,192.00

Total accumulated funding
$488,394.00
$1,454,361.00
$1,746,081.00
$2,271,177.00
Minus previous loan liability (carried forward)
$0
$867,528
$867,528
$1,735,056
Net surplus/(deficit)
$488,394
$586,833.00
$878,553
$536,121.00
Indicative funding shortage/Loan
$867,528
$867,528
$1,735,056
$2,024,232
Number of new units
6
6
12
14
Total number of new units
6
12
24
38
Total number of units
$63
69
$81
95
Project outcome
Increased revenue and increased service delivery Increased revenue and increased service delivery
Increased revenue and increased service delivery Increased revenue and increased service delivery
Notes: 1. The indicative cost for construction of one duplex unit = $144,588.
2. The annual revenue if subsidy is 15% = $553,738 ( This figure is based on APR assumption and an explanation is given in executive summary page no. xv under rent policy modification - factors for consideration).
3. The annual average operational expenses = $309,541 (Operational expenses is given in page no. 18 of the report).
3. Indicative annual net surplus = $244,197 ($553,738 -$309,541)
4. Annual revenue from 6 new builds = $58,344 ($187 (rent) X 6 builds X 52 weeks)
5. Annual rent variation (current rate = 5.3%) is not considered.
6. The contingency and inflation is not included in the costing for new builds.
7. The major funding source is loan.
8. The refurbishment cost is based on the property valuation analysis given in page no. 27.
9. The selection of number of units to be build is based on a sensitivity analysis around balancing the net positive surplus and costruction cost.
10. HDC could apply for an external loan to meet the funding shortage.
11. The interest for loan is not included in the calculation.
12. The net surplus is not carry forward or used to meet the construction cost. It could be used to repay the loan.
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